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IMPORTANT SAFETY INSTRUCTIONS

. SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS-This manual contains important instructions that should be followed during
installation and maintenance of the Power Array, and for installation or replacement of the battery and power modules.

. Connection to the branch circuit (mains) must be performed by a licensed electician.

n installation  ofthe power and battery modules can be performed by any individual with no previous technical experience.

- Operation ofthe equipment can be performed by any individual with no previous technical experience

. The protective earth conductor for tbe Symmetnm  carries the leakage current from the load devices (computer equipment).
Therefore, the size of the conductor must be at least as large as the wire required by IEC 950. IEC 950 states the following
nominal cross-sectional areas:
l 2.5 mm2 for rated current between I7 & 25 A
. 6 mm2 for rated current between 33 & 40 A
. 10 mm2 for rated current between 41 & 63 A
. 16 mm2 for rated current between 64 & 80 A

. FIVE STEP TOTAL POWER OFF PROCEDURE
To remove all power from the Power Array (Total Power Off), the following series of events must occur in the order listed:

1. Set system enable switch to the “stand by” position.
2. Set input circuit breaker to the “stand by” position.
3. Remove all battery modules from the Power Array.
4. Discomwt external battery cabinet (if present).
5. Disconnect the main&ranch  circuit breaker.

9 CAUTION: Risk ofElectrical  Shock and Energy Hazard, 12OV,  7.2 Ah battery module. Before replacing battev  modules,
remove conductive jewelry such as chains, wrist watches and rings. High short circuit current through conductive materials
could cause severe bums.

. CAUTION: Do not dispose ofbatteries  or battery modules in a fire. The batteries may explode.

. CAUTION: Do not open or mutilate battery modules or batteries. Released electmlyte is harmful to the skin and eyes. It may
be toxic.

- While battery modules are user replaceable, servicing of the battery modules themselves should he performed or supervised
by personnel knowledgeable of batteries and the required precautions. Keep mxwtborized  personnel away fmm batteries.

. When replacing or adding battery modules to the Power Array system, use only the “SYBAlT Symmetra~ Battery
Module.” Contact APC for technical support, for additional, or for replacement battery modules at:

l-888-809-TECH
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Scope
This document describes the overall architecture and the theory ofoperation of the Symmetram Power Arraym  and
its external extended battery frames. The target users of this document are DCS Platform Engineering and field
service, thus it is assumed that the reader is familiar with the UF’S  systems and general electrical concepts. This
document describes the theory ofoperation,  overall description ofthe architecture of Symmetram, technical
specifications, installation, and advanced diagnostics and repair instructions.

I. Introduction
‘Ihis  document defines a high perfommnce  UPS system in the 4-l6kVA power range. The product is a double
conversion online UPS system, and will provide N+I power.  Its modular design will provide  expandability of
runtime  or power capacity, as well as the ability to hot-swap components. The Symmetra’s  redundancy reduces
the risk of customer downtime due to component failure. The SmartSlot  array will provide multiple SmartSlot
bays for Symmetx?  compatible accessories that allow remote monitoring and control of the UPS system. The
product’s online topology will also provide sufficient performance in harsh-power envimnments  with online
voltage and frequency correction. The Symmetram  can be ordered as a Mini-frame (48kVA  with N+l
capabilities) and masterfiane  (4-16  kVA with N+l capabilities). The customer can also purchase a factory-
installed PDU option for these tiames as well as external battery cabinets.* The SyxR4  (Cbattery cabinet) and
SYXRIZ  (IZbattery cabinet) allow additional runtime  as well as online communication and management ofthe
external batteries. The Symmetram Basic. Battery Cabinet is a lower cost alternative to the Symmetram Power
ArrayTM  Battery Frames. For non-mission critical applications and exceedingly long runtimes, the cabinet
provides economica!  run-time in three different configurations (SyRBCl,  SYRBCZ,  SYRBC3). These cabinets
do not possess any “intelligence” capabilities and must adhere to a maintenance plan.

l SymmetraTM Frames manufactured before November of 1998 (ED98?23....)  may need a “Battery
Manager” upgrade in order to be able to communicate with the Symmetram Extended Run Frames.

II. Terminology, Concepts and Definitions
The following is a list of Terminology and Definitions used in this field guide:

Standby Topology - The Standby UPS is the most common UPS type used for personal computers. In the
block diagram below, the transfer switch is set to choose the filtered AC input as the primary power source
(solid line path), and switches to the battery/inverter  as the backup source  in case ofthe failure ofthe primary
source (AC). In the case of power failure, the transfer switch must operate to switch over to the batterylinverter
backup power source (dashed path). The inverter  only starts when the power fails, hence the name “Standby”.

Standby Topology
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Line Interactive Topology - The Line interactive UPS is the most cmmnon  UPS used for small business, Web,
and departmental servers. In this design, the battery-to-AC power converter (inverter) is always connected to
the output of the UPS. Battery charging is provided by operating the inverter in reverse during times when the
input AC power is nom&.  When the input paver fails the transfer switch opens and the power flow is tinm
battery to the UPS output. The fact that tbe inverter is always connected to the output.pmvides  additional
filtering and yields reduced switching transients when compared with the standby type UPS.

The inverter also provides regulation, operating to correct brownout conditions that would otherwise
force the UPS to switch to battery operation. This allows the UPS to operate at sites with very poor  power. The
inverter can be designed such that its failure will still permit power flow from the AC input to the output, which
eliminates the potential of single point failure and effectively provides for two independent power paths. This
topology is inherently very efficient  which leads to high reliability while at the same time providing superior
power protection.

Line Interactive Topology

F-GE

Online Double Conversion Topology -This is the most common type of UPS above IOkVA. The block
diagram of the Double Conversion Online UPS is the same as the Standby UPS except that the primary power
path is the inverter instead of the AC mains.

In the design of Double Conversion Online operation, failure of the input AC does not cause activation
of the transfer switch, because the input AC is NOT tbe primary source, but is rather the backup source.
Therefore, during an input AC power failure, online operation results in no transfer time. The online mode of
operation exhibits a tnnsfer time when the power from the primary battery charger/battely/inverteter  power path
fails. This can occur when any ofthe blocks in this power path fail. The inverter power can also drop out
briefly, causing a transfer, if the inverter is subjected to sudden changes in the load, or if the inverta
experiences an internal control “glitch”. Contrary to popular belief, Double Conversion Online UPS systems do
exhibit a transfer time, and in actual installations may transfer as frequently as standby type UPS systems;
however online UPS transfers are not related to AC input power failures as they are in a standby UPS.

Both the battery charger and the inverter convert the entire load power flow in this design, which
causes undesirable heat and results in reduced efficiency. Due to practical design constraints, UPSs  below
IOkVA which are represented as Double Conversion Online UPSs  are almost always actually of the Standby
Online Hybrid type described previously.



Online Double Conversion Topology

Delta Conversion Topology - This UPS design is a new technology that was recently introduced to eliminate
the drawbacks of the Double Conversion Online design and is available from 5kVA and greater. Like the
Double Conversion Online design, the Delta Conversion Online UPS always has the inverter  supplying the load
voltage. However, the additional Delta Converter also contributes power to the inverter  output. Under
conditions of AC failure or disturbances, this design behaves identically to the Double Conversion Online.

Delta Conversion Topology

During steady state conditions the Delta Converter allows the UPS to deliver power to the load with
much greater efficiency than the Double Conversion design. A simple way to understand why this works is to
consider the energy required to deliver a package from the 4th floor to the 5th floor of a building as shown in
the diagram below:
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It obviously saves energy to carry the package only the difference (delta) between the starting and
ending points. The Double Conversion Online UPS converts the paver to the battery and back again whereas
Delta Converter moves much of the power from input to the output directly.

In the Delta Conversion Online design the Delta Converter can also charge the battery so the overall
design is no more complex than the Double Conversion approach. The Delta Conversion Online UPS provides
the same output chamcteristics  as the Double Conversion Online design. In addition, the Delta Conversion
Online UPS offers reduction in energy losses and costs by appmximately  a factor of 4. As a side effect of the
design, the input paver quality of the Delta Conversion UPS is also superior, particularly in the large kVA
sizes. Delta Conversion Online technology is the only core UPS technology today protected by patents and it is
therefore not likely to be available &om a bmad range of UPS supplien for some time.

Summary of UPS types
The following is a summary table showing some of the characteristics of the various UPS types. Some
attributes of a UPS, like efliciency, are dictated by the choice of UPS type. However, many of the attributes of
a UPS, like reliability, are much more strongly affected by the specific implementation and the manufactured
quality than by the design type. Therefore, this summary is necessarily incomplete.

Use of UPS types by APC
The APC pmduct  offering has evolved over time to use many of the various UPS types. The different UPS
types have attributes that make them more or less suitable for different applications and the APC product line
reflects this diversity as show in the table below:
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Redundancy - Indicates the presence of one or more extra modules, allowing the system to sustain a fault and
continue to provide full protection to the load. Symmetram achieves N+l redundancy through power sharing
technology. Power sharing means that the modules in a Power Arraym run in parallel and share the load evenly.
N+I redundancy means running one extra module than necessary to support your full load. In this way, all of
the modules support  one another.

Capacity - The maximum amount of output power that can be delivered. ‘Il~he Symmetram integrates load-
sharing modules for easy custom configuration. Additional 4kVA modules expand power capacity or increase
redundancy. A SymmetraT” can be scaled from 4kVA up to I6kVA. Modules are hot swapped for easy
scalability. The maximum capacity of the SymmehaTM  is either its Watts or its VA capacity.

Hot Swappable - These  modules can be easily installed or replaced safely by a user or service provider while
the load is still powered and fully protected. The Symmetra’s modules can be installed while the Symmetra~”
is operating in “‘online” mode without disturbance to the load.

Powerview - (AP9215) Multi-lingual display console allows user interfacing for monitoring, control and
troubleshooting of the unit. The PowerView  attaches to the top front of Symmetra or can be extended up to I5
feet to be more convenient to a monitoring station or administrator’s desk.

Power Module - (SYPM) The power module is a self-contained 4kVA UPS, which includes a rectifier and
inverter and battery charger combined into one module.

Battery Module - (SYBATT)  The battery module consists of (IO) 12V-7.2A-hour sealed lead acid batteries
connected in series, including a fuse,  battery “manufacturer” indicating sense resistors, and a thermostat for
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over-temperature protection. To ensure the battery module has the highest possible reliability, all battery
module monitoring electronics are on the MIM.

Main Intelligence Module - (SYMIM/SYMlM2)  The main controller module of the Symmetram
synchronizes the modules as well as communicates through the communication bus (IIC) to the other modules
as well as the accessories and Powerchute Plus.

Redundant Intelligence Module - (SYRlM/SYRIM2)  The backup module to the Main Intelligence Module.
It adds an increase in fault tolerance, but contains a smaller subset of functionality for a higher increase in
reliability.

Isolation Transformer-A device consisting of two or more coils that are used to couple electric energy fmm
one circuit to another, yet maintain electrical isolation between the two. The basic functions of Symmetra’s
output transformer are to provide multiple output voltages (240/208/120  Vat  or lOOI Vat) at the same
time and to provide galvanic isolation to the load.

SmartSlot  Array-This accessory array panel will provide four internal bays for the use of APC SmartSlot
accessory cards.

SymmetraT”~Communication  Card - (SYCC)  The basic function of the SYCC is to contain the necessary
“multiplexing electronics” associated with serial data communications to/from accessories. This  DB9iMux
board is a user replaceable modu!e  that is used to multiplex the serial data from the MIM and FUM  to up to four
smart slots, a nine-pin computer interface port, a remote PowerView  pai and an XR extended run battery frame
communication card port. This module contains the DB9 computer interface port connector as well as a
connector for 12C  communications with an XR Extended Run frame (up to seven extended run frames  can be
daisy-chained together), and M RJ45 connector for communicating with a remote PowerView  display. This
module  can be removed without affecting basic SymmetraTM Power Array” operation, but all communications
will be lost.

SymmetraTM  Extended Run Communication Card - (SYXRCC)-  This communication card performs
intelligent battery management which is facilitated via status monitoring information about the state of the
battery packs and is provided to the user via external IIC bus to the main intelligence module (MIM)  of the
Masterframe  and on to the PowerView  LCD display. Additional, basic information  will be pmvided via two
seven-segment LEDs located on the exterior tiunt of the SYXR  cabinet.

System Enable Switch - The system enable switch located at the rear of the Symmetra’s frame is used to power
down all power modules, IvUM  and RIM. (Once MIMIRIM  are powered down, the PowerView  display and all
accessories will be powered down.) The enable switch accomplishes this by forcing the logic power supplies in
all modules to be hlmed off. With the logic power supplies turned off, Symmetram is incapable of supplying
an output voltage unless in Maintenance Bypass Switch. However, it should be noted that both AC and battery
voltage are present in the system and modules.

EPO - Emergency Power OtT(EP0)  can power down an entire installation from a single point, usually one or
more well-marked large red buttons near installation personnel access points. EPO is a safety feature intended
to protect fmm tire and shock hazards. It may be used either by tirefighting  personnel or by equipment
operators. The Symmetra’s emergency power off device is used to quickly deenergize  the SymmetraTH  UPS
system. This will cut all power to the power array and the connected load equipment. Please note that in
maintenance bypass mode power will still be supplied if the connected input main feed is still providing power.
In the SymmetraTM system, a 24VDC circuit or a contact closure can be used to bigger the EPO, which shunt
trips the System Enable switch.

IIC - PC is the basic data communication bus structure implemented on the Symmetram Power Arraym.  The
SymmetraTM uses this serial bus for MIM communications to the RIM, batteries, SYXRCC, SYCC and the
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Power Modules. The PC (also known as IIC) bus was developed in the early 1980s by Philips semiconductors.
Its purpose  was to provide an easy way to connect a CPU to peripheral chips in a TV set. PC is an acronym for
Inter-IC bus. Its name literally explains its purpose: to provide a communication link between  integrated
circuits.

Online Mode - The “normal” operating mode of the Symmetra~ system UPS, in which the Symmetra”
receives power from the AC utility scmrce and outputs conditioned power to the load. The SymmetraTH  will
maintain proper battery charge and regulate output voltage and frequency.

On-Battery Mode-Load is being supported by the UPS and solely powered by the DC voltage of the
batteries, which is converted through the inverters  lo a conditioned AC voltage. AC voltage may or may not be
present, but is unsuitable for online mode.  SymmetraTM will operate on battery during a Self Test or a mntime
calibration test.

Automatic (Temp) Bypass Mode-Load is being powered directly by the commercial AC input power
bypassing the UPS system. The SymmetraTM unit can come back online, if certain conditions exist. This mode
will drop the load if the AC input source is cut from the Symmetra~ unit.

Command Bypass Mode-Load is powered Tim bypass via user request. System will remain in this state
until user requests the system be shut off or out of bypass.

Manual Bypass Mode - Load is being powered directly by the commercial AC input power bypassing the UPS
system. This mode is manually commanded by the user who engages the Maintenance Bypass Switch to the
‘Up” or “on” position. This mode will drop the load as well, if the AC input source is cut from the Symmetra~
Unit.

Load-Disconnect Mode-AC utility source is present and the Symmetra~ is internally powered with bm
charging maintained, but no output to the load is present.

Self Test - SymmetraT” self test measures the systems performance by sequentially placing each power module
on total battery power and then all power modules on battery power for a brief period (about 20 seconds).

Runtime Calibration Test-A test command that places the Symmetra’s power modules on battery even
though Voltage and frequency are in an acceptable range. This test will run on battery for an extended period of
time to test the accuracy ofthe online runtime.

Load-Any device or equipment that is receiving its power from the UPS System. This may consist of servers,
disk arrays, t&corn  equipment, hubs, routers, Switches, transmitters, and other electronic devices.

Load On-This command or state is when the Symmetra~ UPS system has been commanded to tmn on
output power to the load. This state is necessary during online operation for the load to receive power from the
UPS.

Overload State-The Overload condition that forces the Symmetraw system to take action is actually
determined by the Power Modules. Whenever the Power Modules report via the IIC bus that they are
overloaded, the MIM will take some action (assuming that the overloaded module  is needed to power the load,
which is typically the case). The action will be to either turn offor go to bypass depending on the availability
of bypass and the duration of the overload.

Fault-A visual and audible alert that indicates the Symmetram  UPS System has detected an internal fault
condition. An almm message will appear upon the front display ofthe Powerview.



III. Overall Architecture
The SymmehaTM  Power ArrayTM comprises three functional components: a power processing system, a battery
source, and a control/user interface system. Output power is routed through a transfomw prior to delivery to
the load equipment. (See figure below.) Each of the functional components and the transformer are described
below.

Functional Diaeram of the SvmmetraTM 16kVA
I ACCESoaI Pas8 THRO”s3”  Bvs I1

Power Processing System -The power processing system delivers conditioned AC output power with a low
distortion sine wave. Under normal operating conditions, power is received from the AC utility power source,
conditioned by the power processing system, and delivered to the load equipment. In the event of an AC utility
source failure, the paver processing system receives power from the battery source (battery modules), converts
it to conditioned AC, and deliveti it to the load equipment. When AC utility power is present, the power
processing system also maintains the battery source at full charge. The paver processing system in
SymmetraTM includes individual power module(s). Each power module contains the electronics for a complete
4kVA UPS, including the rectifier, charger and inverter. When two or more power modules are present, they
operate in parallel, sharing the load equally. By configuring the system with at least one more power module
than is required to power the load (a redundant power module), SymmetraTM can sustain a power module
failure, and still deliver full power to the load equipment. The failed module is identified by the control/user.
interface system, an Alamo  IS mltlated to notify the user of the module failure, and the hot-swappable module
can be replaced by the user, without powering down the load equipment. A Symmetxam MiniFrame provides
bays for up to three power modules, and a Masterframe pmvides bays for up to five. This provides the full
system capacity (8kVA and I6kVA respectively), plus one redundant power module.

Control/User Interface - The control/user interface system coordinates the operation of the SymmebaTM  and
reports status conditions via several user interface options. Functions performed by the control/user interface
component include module coordination and state control, analysis and reporting of system status, and reporting
of alarm conditions.

Module Coordination & State Control-The SymmetrarM  incorporates a main intelligence module (MIM)
that continuously monitors the system, and delivers data to both the PowerView user interface, and to the
communication pat% The MlM coordinates the initial power up of the system, transfers it into and out of
bypass mode, transfers the power source between the utility AC paver and the battery source, and coordinates
shutdown operations.
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System Status Monitoring-The MlM gathers data about the system components, and delivers it to both the
PowerView interface, and to the computer interface ports. System status monitoring and reporting data include
the current predicted run time, the stabs of individual battery modules and power modules, input and output
voltage, input and output voltage frequency, and the size and status of the current output load.

Alarm Condition Detection-The ccmtrolluser  interface system moniton the Symmetram  for alan
conditions. If an alarm condition is detected, the PowerView user interface initiates an audible and visual alarm.
Alarm conditions include on-battery, low battery, module  faults, overloads, loss of redundancy and a variety of
other default and user defined events.

Battery Source-The battery source comprises parallel, h&swappable,l2OV battery modules. These are
housed in the SymmetraTM  frame, and in an optional extension battery frame. A SymmetraTM MiniFrame
provides bays for up to two battery modules, and a Masterframe provide bays for up to four. Both of these
frames can be connected to an extension battery frame. Additional battery modules increase on-battery
run-time.

Transformer- The power processing system receives either 208V or 240Vinput AC utility power, and
delivers 240V power to an internal transformer. The transformer delivers multiple output voltages
(120V/208VR40V)  to an output wiring terminal block inside the Symmetram  frame.

Modes of Operation - The Power Arraym functions in one of four modes of operation, depending on user
commands, the statlls of the AC utility voltage, and the condition ofthe Symmetram  itself. The four
modes are Load-Disconnect, Online, On-Battery, and Bypass mode. ‘Ihe PowerView interface reports
the operating mode.

Load-Disconnect Mode - In the loaddisconnect  mode,  incoming AC utility power is present and the
system is internally powered, but no output paver is delivered to the load equipment. The Symmetx+
enters the load-disconnect mode at the initial power up, when the system enable switch is switched to
the “on” position. When the system is operating online, and the “load off” command is entered in
the PowerView interface, it returns to the load-disconnect mode. The figure below illustrates the
power flow when the system is operating in the load-disconnect mode.
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Line Disconnect Mode

Online Operating Mode -The online operating mode is the ‘normal” operating mode. When the system is in
the online operating mode, the Power Arraym receives power from the AC utility, and delivers conditioned
power lo the load equipment. The Power Arraym maintains proper battery charge, regulates the output voltage
Andy frequency, and protects the load from surges  and electrical noise. Symmetram will operate in this mode if it
has been commanded to turn the load on, the incoming utility voltage is present and functioning properly, and
there are no preventing abnormal conditions, such as an overload. ‘Ihe figure below illustrates the power flow
when the system is in the online operating mode.

Operating Mode Online
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On-Battery Operating Mode - When in the on-battery mode, the Power ArrayTM  draws DC power from the
battery source, converts it to conditioned AC power that is then delivered to the load equipment. Symmetra”
typically enters this mode in the event of a utility power failure. It will also operate in the on-battery mode
during a user-initiated battery self test. On-battery operation is limited in duration and is dependent upon the
number of battery modules, their state of charge, and the size of the load. Symmetram will remain in the on-
battery state until either the incoming utility power is restored, or the batteries are depleted. The below figure
illustrates the power flow when the system is in the on-battery mode.

On Battery Mode

Bypass Operating Modes - When the Symmetram is in the bypass operating mode, the
system is bypassed, and utility power is delivered directly to the load. SymmetraTM  is equipped with an
automatic bypass function to allow the system to automatically go into bypass mode, and a manual maintenance
bypass switch to allow a user to manually bypass the system. Either can be used to place the Power ArrayTM
into bypass operating mode. The SymmetmTM  will automatically transfer to the bypass-operating mode when
AC utility power is present, but the inwter will not be powering the load. Events that may cause this include
overloads, or failed non-redundant power modules. The SymmetraTM will automatically rehun to the online
mode when the triggering event clears. ‘IIK below figures illustrate the power flow when the system is in the
automatic and manual bypass modes. Please note that should the commercial utility fail while SymmetmTM is
in Bypass, the load would no longer receive power through the Symmetra and would be dropped.



Automatic Bvpass Mode

Maintenance Bvpass Mode
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III a. Special Features

Intelligent Communication-The SymmetrG Power ArrayTM provides full RS-232 communication to a host
computer system using the UPS-Link communication protocol developed by American Power Conversion. To
use the intelligent communications feature of the Symmetra~  Power Arraym,  a host system must be running
s&ware that establishes a communication link with the Symmetmm Power Anaym via the UPS-Link Contml
Language. Several OEM customen  have found it useful to build UPS-Link support directly into their host
systems. The ASCII based UPS-Link Control  Language defines alert messages that the Symmetram Power
Array’M  sends to a host system, aid offers a set of inquiry and control commands that the host system may
direct to the UPS. The language also defines customizing commands that allow users  to adjust the UPS
operation to suit special applications. Double-byte is included with the UPS-Link Control Language.
Alert messages sent from the Symmetram inform the host of online, on-battery, and bypass operational mode
statis, as well as low battery and replace battery conditions. System UPS monitoring software or APc’s
PoweKhuteplus  software can receive and interpret these messages as real-time information about site power
quality and the ability of the Symmetra TM to provide  power. Control commands may be sent to the Symmetram
to direct functions such as “shut down” and “self test”. Inquiry commands demand values for impoltant
operating parameters such as utility voltage and frequency, load power consumption, load voltage, load current,
battery voltage, battery capacity and available n&me. Symmetram customizing commands allow the user to
customize automatic battery test intervals, upper transfer voltage, utility failure sensitivity, low battery wanting
intervals, audible alarm indication, shut down delays, and bun on delays.

Network Management Support-Using the intelligent communication capabilities of the Symme&9 Power
Amym, network managers can remotely assess power quality, determine Symmetram  status, and perform
unattended system shutdown during an extended outage. Using PowerChuteplus  s&ware  (provided), network
managers may execute UPS tests and log significant power quality related events and measurements. They can
monitor and conhol multiple UPS systems on a network from a single location. PowerChuteplus  s&ware
supports AlX,  HP-UX, Novell NetWare, Solaris@  for SPARC and Windows NT operating systems.

Compatibility with Existing Signaling Standards-All other industry  standard UPS signaling interfaces are
directly supported by the Symmetram  Power Anaym, without the need for factory or field modification. Many
operating systems have built-in UPS monitoring features  that CM provide for unattended system shutdown in
the event of an extended power outage. Supported signaling standards include IBM  AS/400,  Novell, Banyan, 3-
Corn, LANtastic,  Micros&  LAN Manager, and lBM  LAN Server. Interface kits consisting of an interface cable
are available for direct support of these operating systems.

Battery Module Monitoring-Typical extended-run UPS battery systems consists of a hank of individual
batteries wired together in a series-parallel configuration. Because of the sheer number of individual batteries in
such a system, single battery or battery pack failure cannot be reliably detected by a UPS that monitors the
battery system as a whole.

Due to the battery voltage and current monitoring built into the Symmetm~ Power Arraym,  each battery
module is individually monitored. The capacity and status of each battery module is constantly measured, and
reported to the SymmetraTM.  The SymmetraTM Power ArrayTM repats  a failure of an individual battery  module
both locally via the display and audible alarm, and remotely through the computer interface. The PowerView
interface displays the location of a failed battery module even if it is one of up to 84 battery modules in a series
of XR Extended Run Frames!

Low-Cost Installation - OAen,  the installation cost of a UPS is not properly accounted for in calculation ofthe
system cost. Many high capacity extended run UPS systems require installation and setup by factory trained
technicians. Installation co&acts  and scheduling must be approved in advance, further complicating the
procedure. In contrast, the unique modular design of the Symmetra~  Power Arraym product allows anyone to
install, monitor, replace and add modules to and from the system.



Simple Servicing - Typical high capacity UPSs  are large and heavy, especially those that house both the
electronics and batteries in a single enclosure. With such a design, onsite repair ofthe UPS equipment is
usually required if there is a problem. Also, due to the inherent danger, even technical users often choose not to
perform repairs themselves and instead negotiate service contracts with the UPS manufacturer for scheduled
service checks, repairs, and battery replacement. By virtue of its modular design and built-in diagnostics, the
SymmebaT” Power Arraym affords the user the opportunity to easily troubleshoot and replace either a faulty
power module, battery module, or intelligence module at any time. Any of these modules may be replaced
without interrupting power to the load. Due to their relatively low gross  weight, new or reconditioned modules
can be shipped to the site by any common carrier such as Federal Express. The defective module can be
returned for service using the packing material in which the replacement was received. Alternately, spare
modules can be stored onsite for immediate use in the event of failure. These “hot-swappable” modules provide
the user with extremely simple servicing and unmatched uptime.

Expandability-Typical extended-run UPS systems are often diffalt to upgrade for increased mntime. With
the Symmctram Power Arraym, mntime can be extended at any time by simply plugging in additional battery
modules. XR Extended Run battery frames can add up to 84 additional battery module bays to the system.

Simple Battery Maintenance - In most UPS systems, the battery must,be  replaced at least once during the life
of the UPS. The cost of labor and managerial overhead for this event must be considered. For most UP%, a
battery  change requires tined service personnel or an elec&ian. Heavy batteries must  be delivered to the site
using special shipping methods and old ones disposed of safely. The Symmetram Power ArrayT” battery
modules can be replaced by anyone in minutes, resulting in an extremely low mean time to repair (MTIR).

Long Battery Life - Calculation of the life cycle cost of a UPS must include the cost of battery replacement.
SymmetraTM battery modules have a typical lifetime of up to six years. The design of the Symmetram Power
ArrayTM reduces the frequency that a battery module must be replaced during its service life through optimal
battery charging techniques. Unlike traditional designs where the batteries are packaged in the same enclosure
with heat-dissipating circuits such as the battery charger and invcrtcr, each Symmetra~ battery module ha the
advantage of longer life due to its separate position within the t?ame.  It is likely that the Symmetram Power
Armym will require replacement of its originally purchased battery modules only once during its service life.
When compared to other UPS designs requiring two or three battery replacements, the Symmetim Power
Arraym provides significant cost advantages.

Battery Replacement Indicator and Tests-The SymmetmTM Power Arraym provides clear visual and
audible indication that a connected battery module needs to be replaced. Battery gauges found on s.ome other
UPS systems do not give an authentic indication of the battery’s ability to provide sufficient energy during
failed utility conditions, because their battery  replacement detection schemes only alert the user that the UPS’
battery charger is not delivering power to the battery.  This measure is not related to battery failure and cannot
reliably show when the battery itself has failed. Every UPS is likely to require a battery replacement during its
service life. Unforhmately,  typical UPS systems indicate the need for battery  replacement after the lJPS,fails  to
provide the expected runtime during a power failure. This means that the typical UPS could fail to protect the
computer load one or nwre times during its lifetime. Many experienced users  do not find this to be an
acceptable method of determining the need for battely replacement. The Symmetram Power Arraym provides  a
genuine indication of diminished battery capacity as a result of an actual load test on the battery. By exercising
the battery  modules during an automatic startup battery test routine, the Symmetram Power Arraym is able to
detect a weak battery  module before it is put into service. For applications where the Symmetram Power
ArrayTM is not turned on and off frequently, or where it is left operating unattended, the Symmeham can be set
to automatically conduct this self-test every 7 or I4 days.

Redundancy - While the Symmebam Power Arraym immediately informs the user to replace a battery,
service personnel may not be immediately available to replace a worn module. This could have serious
consequences in the event of successive or extended utility failures. In order to tolerate such an occurrence,
redundant modules can be purchased and put into service. This has the added advantage ofallowing new loads
to be connected immediately, without first ordering new batteries in order to maintain a minimum mntime.
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High Quality Sine Wave Output - When operating online or on-battery, the Symmetram Power Arraym
provides a high quality, low distortion sine wave output voltage, ensuring compatibility with all computen and
other mission critical equipment. Many computer manufacturers specify that their equipment be operated only
from sine wave type UPS systems. Each power module  contains a microcomputer controlled high frequency
switching IGBT based PWM (variable 2OKHz) Inverter.

Synchronous Transfer
Transjer  Time To Battery- Transfer time to battery is zero milliseconds due to double conversion, online

topology.
Tronfir Time to Bypass - Symmeba~ provides synchronous and asynchronous transfer to and from

bypass. Two to tive milliseconds is typical perfmmance, and worst case is 1 I milliseconds. Such smooth
operation ensures compatibility with all modem computing, data center and telecommunications equipment.

Advanced Diagnostic Features - The Symmetm~ Power Arraym provides many other power quality
monitoring and self-diagnostic features in addition to battay replacement indication. These valuable features
may be accessed through both the PowerView interface, and via the remote computer interface. Chronically
aberrant line voltage or line frequency can be diagnosed using the logging capabilities of UPS monitoring
software, or by simply monitoring the PowerView display. Load power consumption monitoring eliiinates the
guesswork involved in deciding what fix&m ofthe UPS capacity is currently utilized. User initiated tests
resolve uncertainties regarding alarm function and battery capacity under load. To aid in troubleshooting, the
unit serial number, date of manufacture, internal firmware version, internal temperature, battery voltage and
output voltage can be immediately accessed using the PowerView display.

Multi-lingual Interface-The SymmehaTM  Power ArrayTM can be customized to suit the local language
preference. The PowerView can be configured to display English, Spanish, French, German or Italian.

User Configurable Input and Output Voltages- Ihe 208ViZ4OV  version ofthe Symmetram  Power ArrayTM
is configured at the factory for operation at the nominal 208 Vat service voltage. If desired, the Symmetra~
can be reconfigured during installation for operation at 240V by repositioning a voltage selector. The
SymmehaTM  Power AnayTM provides  208Vac, 240Vac and 120Vac outputs (or a combination of these).

Note: This  applies only lo the 208V/24OVversion~

Available Runtime  Indication-The Symmetra~ PowerView displays available nmtime in minutes when
operating on-battery. The available nmtime changes with respect to available battery capacity and the output
load. In addition, the SymmetraT” monitors changing battery performance, and adjusts the available nm time
indicated for a weak battery nearing the end of its service life. When operating on battery, the available runtime
is decreased as the battery capacity is exhausted. This valuable information allows a user to decide when to
save files and gracetidly close operations. Unlike other UP% that incorporate this feature, the SymmetraTM
Power ArrayTM can be commanded to show expecfednmtime  when the UPS is operating online.

Configurable Low Battery, Shut Down and Restart Intervals-Because shut down and file saving routines
can take longer than the traditional 2-minute  low battery warning interval provided by most UP%, and because
many computer networks that issue UPS shutdown commands are unable to gracetidly shut themselves down
within 2 minutes, it is up to the UPS to provide some delay before actual  shut down. Tl~lhe  user may set the
SymmetraTM  shutdown delay to 20 seconds, 3 minutes, 5 minutes or IO minutes.

Conversely, powering up the load equipment after a utility failure may require a delay. Where multiple
nehvork  servers are required to be powered in a known sequence, the SymmetraTM Power ArrayT”  allows the
user to select a delay of 0 seconds,.1  minute, 3 minutes or 5 minutes, after which the UPS’output  will be
energized following return  of normal utility voltages or following a scheduled shut down.
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Configurable Audible Alarm Operation - For applications where the SymmetraTM Power Array?” is used as
a remote power source or where the UPS frequently transfers to on-battery operation due to pour utility power
quality, operation of the audible utility fault alarm can be altered so that it will not become an annoyance. The
UPS may be set tu silence the audible alarm until the utility failure has lasted for mure than 30 seconds, until
low battery conditions have been reached, or it can be set to silence the audible alann  all together.

High Performance Surge and Noise Filtering-The Symmetram  Power Arraym provides  advanced surge
and EMIiRFl noise isolation using multistage surge suppressor and filtering circuitry. Many UPS systems
provide inferior surge suppression and filtering that can allow expensive hardware damage to occur, as well as
let noise corrupt the perfwmance  of network data connections. When measured using standardized tests such as
those detailed in ANSI C62.41 (IEEE 587) or IEC 801-5, the surge performance of the SymmetraT” Power
ArrayTM  is superior to virtually all standby, and most online type UP%. The UPS isolation transformer
(208V/24OV only) provides exceptional cummun  mode surge and noise attenuation, a feature that is lacking in
most standby and many online UPS designs.

Emergency Power Off-Many laboratories and computer mans are wired with remote emergency power off
(REPO) switches. These are provided for the safety of personnel conducting experiments, or in case of fire or
sprinkler failure. Because the normal function ofthe SymmetraTM Power Arraym is to continue supplying
power to the load equipment in the event of utility failure, the SymmetraT” Power ArrayTM is equipped with a
remote REP0 interface. The interface can be connected to a dry contact closure switch, or a 24Vdc switch.
The P&PO  switch serves the function of cutting off UPS load voltage when it is actuated.

Overload Protection -Multiple levels of overload protection guard the Symmetram  Power Arraym fmm
damage. The Symmebam continuously monitors the output load using an accurate true power measuring
circuit. This circuit ensures accuracy regardless ofthe type of load applied (i.e., linear and non-linear loads).
The output is monitored for overload in both online and on-battery operational modes. The PowerView display
provides  visual and audible indications of overload conditions; in addition, warnings are issued via the remote
serial inter&ace.  The SymmebaT” will shut down to prevent overheating during a sustained overload. It is
totally short-circuit proof due to fast-acting electronic current limiting. A resettable  input circuit breaker is the
final level of protection for the SymmetraTM, eliminating the need for replacement fuses.

The Advantage of High-volume Manufacturing- ‘Ihe Symmetram  Power Arraym and all oftbe modular
components are produced on the same production line as other high-volume UPS products. Therefore all ofthe
learning and field experience of the high-volume products lead to enhanced quality and superior reliability of
the Symmetram  Power Array”. The result is lower cost and higher reliability.

IV. Individual Subsystems/Technical Specifications

IV a. System-level Specitication

I. voltage - The SymmetraTM  Power ArrayTM is manufactured with four input voltage options.

208VL?4OV 60 Hz Single phase - for the North American market.
220VR30VR40V  50/60 Hz Single phase - for the International market.
380/400/415V SO/60  Hz Three phase-for International market (3:1 Symmetram).
200V SO/60 Hz Single phase-for the Japanese Market.

The 208V/24OV 60 Hz versions are manufactured with a bansformer. It is configured from the factory
for operation from single phase, 208Vac input voltage. During installation, this version can be
configured for operation from single phase 240V input voltage by moving an internal jumper. When
set to receive 208V or 240V input voltage, this version SymmehaTM  can be hardwired tu deliver 12OV.
208V and/or 240V output voltages (or any combination of these). The 22OViZ3OV/24OV  50/60 Hz
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versions are manufactured without a transformer. It can be hardwired to receive 22OV, 230V or 240V
input voltage, and can be configured with the PowerView to deliver 22OV, 230V or 240V voltage to
the output terminal block. ‘Ilx Japanese version 200V 50/6OHz  single phase, three wire Symmetra~
is able to output 1OOV and 200V via isolation transformer. The Symmetm~ system will operate on
battery ifvoltage is out ofrange of-155V to 276V for 100% load. A 3:1 Symmetram  is
manufactured as well for the International market, which will except three-phase, four wire input and
output single phase 220,230 or 240V. Input voltage range for the 3:I is from -290 to 480 Vat. This
unit is manufactured without a transformer as well. Sustained input voltages higher than that specified
would damage the Symmebam internal surge protection circuitry or cause the input circuit breaker to
trip, or both. (Note: This does not include spikes or surgesfor which the Symmetrom  is raie~?J

II. Frequency-The SymmetraTM can accept nominal input frequency between 45Hz to 65Hz The
output voltage line frequency range for the 208V/24OV SymmehaTM  is 57Hz to 63Hz The output
voltage line frequency range for the 22OVf23OV/24OV  SymmetmT” International and 3:l is 47Hz to
63Hz. The output line frequency for the 200V Symmetram Japanese model is 47 Hz to 63 Hz The
Symmetra~” will operate online within all ratings over variations of the selected nominal frequency.
Line frequency variations that exceed this limit will cause the Symmebam to operate on battery.

III. Current-The SymmetraTM draws less than the following tabulated steady state currents  f&m
the commercial AC line for all rated line, load and environmental conditions and for all battery charge
states. SymmebaTM will perform a power factor  correction that will maintain less than 5% current
THD at full load.

SymmetraTM Frame
sYMINlF&sYMrNlFl
SYMSTRF & SYMSTRFI
SYMTNIFJ
SYMSTRFJ
SYMSTRF31 xv/ Bypass Transformer

SYMSTRF31 w/o Bypass Transformer

All Input Configurations
48 Amp rms
93 Amp rms
38 Amp nns
76 Amp mu
26AE’ha.w  when Online, 50A on Ll and L2 in

1 Bypass
26A/F’hase  when Online, 80A on Ll when in
Bypass

IV. Input Protection-The SymmetraTM is protected by a resettable  input circuit breaker rated as
follows. The SymmetraTM input power factor correction circuitry and technology provides an input
power correction greater than .95.

I Svmn

V. Output Voltage - While operating online, a transformer within the SYMINIF, SYMINIFJ,
SYMSTRF, and SYMSTRFJ enables it to deliver IZOV, 208V. and 240V (Domestic Model)
concurrently or IOOV and 200V concurrently for the Japanese model. The SYMJNIFI,  SYMSTRFl
and SYMSTRF3 I are configured by the user through the PowerView to deliver 22OV, 230V or 240V.
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SymmetraTM Version Input Configuration
208/240 Vat 60 Hz 208 V&240 Vat
200 vat 50/60Hz 200 Vat
220/230/240 Vat 50/6OHz 220,230 or 240 Vat

sYMsTRF31 38OV,4OOV, or 415Vac

Nominal Load Voltage
12OVac,  208Vac, and 240Vac
1OOVac and 200Vac
User settable to 220,230, or
240 Vat
User settable to 220,230, or
240 Vat

VI. Static Load Voltage Regulation -Typical online static regulation is +/- 3% of the
nominal output voltage for linear or non-lmear  loads, with 0% to 100% step load application or
removal. Recovery back to steady state is less than 60 ms.

VII. Dynamic Load Voltage Regulation-Typical online dynamic regulation is +/- 5% ofthe
nominal output voltage for linear or non-linear loads, with 0% to 100% step load application or
removal. Recovery back to steady state is less than 60 ms.

WI. Online Efticiency - TIK SymmetraTM online efficiency, as a function of full resistive load
rating when the battery modules are fully charged, is given in the following table at the nominal
selected utility voltage.

I SymmetraTM I 25% SO% 7.5% I 100%
Model

sYMINIF&
sYMsTRF
SYhaNIFI
SYMSTRFI a
sYhKrRF31
SYMINIFJ  &
SYMSTRFl

x77%

290%

>a796

>87% x37% xt7%

>90% >90% >90%

>87% x37% xt7%

IX. Overload Rating-The SymmetraT” PowerView will sound an audible alarm when loads
greater than 100% of the SymmetraTM rating are applied for more than four seconds. When operating
online at the nominal input voltage, the SymmetraTM  power modules will support a steady state
overload up to 105% of its load rating (Watts). In addition, transient overloads lasting less than four
second will be supported up to 150% of the SymmetraTM load rating. Sustained overloads greater in
amplitude than these ratings will cause the SymmetraTM input circuit breaker to trip.

SymmetraTMModel 1 Sustainable Overload 1 Transient Overload
SYMINIF, SYMlNlFJ & ~150% Indefinitely >I50 for4 Seconds
SYMINIFI
(Fully Loaded - 3 SYPM)
SYMSTRF, SYMSTRFJ, ~125% Indefinitely >I 25% for 4 Seconds
SYMSTRF31&  SYMSTRFI
(Fully Loaded - 5 SYPM)

X. Wave Shape and Total Harmonic Distortion (THD) Online and On Battery -
The Symmetram  delivers a sinusoidal voltage wave shape to the load. The total harmonic
distortion of the sine wave is less than 2% when loaded to 100% of rated capacity in Watts
(resistive load), and less than 5% with a computer load, under all rated environmental conditions.
Following the 2-minute low battery warning,  the Symmeba~ load voltage THD may rise to slightly
above this rating.
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XI. Maximum Load Rating - The SymmehaTM will maintain a load which is not to exceed
either the true nns rating, given in Watts, or the apparent power rating, given in Volt-Amperes, shown 0

in the following table for all rated environmental conditions over  the entire battery discharge period.

Note: For a defermination  o/whether the load is within the capociry of rhe SymmetraTM.  the
load should be measured with the Symmefra~ operating online.

Symmetram Frame 208/240 Vat 220,230,240 200 Vat
Vat

SYMINF, sYMrNFl& 8,000 VA
SYMNFl 5,600 W
SYMSTRF, sYMsTRF1, 16,000 VA
SYhKrRF31& SYMSTRFJ 11,200 w

XII. Power Factor (PF) - The Symmetram  will support rated computer loads which exhibit a
power factor of 0.5 to 1 .O for all rated environmental conditions over the entire battery discharge
period

Note: Powerfactor is defined as the ratio of true rms power in Watfs to the apparent power in Volt-
Amperes

XIII. Crest Factor - The SymmebaTM  will support  computer loads that exhibit a current crest
factor of 5 or less (when connected to a low impedance AC source) for all rated loads and
environmental conditions over the entire battery discharge period.

XIV. Surge Suppression - The let-through voltage ofthe UPS while operating online shall be
less than 0.5% of the applied +/-6kV peak ANSI C62.41 Category A or B test waveform (includes both
Ring and Combination Waves). While operating in bypass, the let-through voltage is a function ofthe 0

number of Power Modules installed. The typical let-through voltage for a system in bypass is less than
10% ofthe applied +/-6kV waveform. These let-through ratings apply to both common mode and
differential mode  surges when an isolation transformer is present. Without an isolation tnnsfomw,
the common mode  let-through voltage will increase to 10% of the applied +/- 6kVA waveform.

Surge Sul )ression  Diagram for Domestic Svmmetra7M

Input Filter: The input titter role in transient suppression is to limit the magnitude of current that the
downstream MOVs and MOV/GDTs  must sink.
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Input MOV/GDT:  This series combination of a 3OOV, 20mm MOV and a 600V Gas Discharge Tube
(GDT) primarily were added to help protect electronics on the MIM during transients. They also help
in ccnnmon  mode load protection, the output transfornxr  provides most of this protection.

Power Module: The Power Module provides an extremely high degree of normal mode protection
when the system is not operating in bypass and provides less, but functional, degree of protection when
the system is in bypass. When the load is powered from the Power Modules, any Normal Mode input
transient must pass through an input MOV, PFC section, DC storage capacilon  and Inwter. ‘&se
four stages have such a high degree of attenuation at surge bansient frequencies as to virtually
eliminate any let-through voltage. Tlx common mode MOVIGDT protection in each module provides
the first level of attenuation for common mode transient. This serves to limit the transient voltage seen
by the output transfornxr.

When the load is powered in bypass, the normal mode pmtection by the Power Module  is
only provided by the normal  mode 3OOV, 20mm MOVs. Common mode suppression is the same.

Isolation Transformer: The isolation transformer provides most ofthe common mode transient
suppression due to the fact that the secondary is bonded to chassis. The leakage inductance ofthe
transfoner also provides attenuation when working against the output filter.

Output Filter: The output filter provides additional normal mode transient suppression.

XV. Ambient Storage Conditions
XV a. Storage Elevation - System will operate within all ratings after having been
stored or shipped in an environment at an elevation of up to 15,000 m (50,000 fi) above mean sea
level.

XV b. Storage Relative Humidity - System may be shipped or stored in an environment having
an ambient, non-condensing relative humidity of 0 to 95%.

XV e. Storage Temperature - Power Modules: -30°C to 7O’C
Battery Module: 0°C lo 30°C for 6 months. (Recharge battery module thereafter.)

XVI. Ambient Operating Conditions
XVI a. Operating Elevation - System will operate within all ratings al an elevation of 0 to 3,000
In (l0,000 A) above  mean sea level.

XVI b. Operating Relative Humidity - System will operate in an environment having an ambient,
non-condensing relative humidity of 0 lo 95%.

XVI c. Operating Temperature - System will operate within all ratings at a temperature range of
OT to +4O”C (32’F to 104OF).

XVII. Cooling -The SymmetraT” uses a forced air-cooling system. The SYMINIF and
SYMINIFI have a single transformer fan located at the rear of the frame. The SYMSTRF and
SYMSTRFI have hvo transformer fans. Each power module has a cooling fan. All fans pull air from
the front ofthe SymmetralM frame, and exhaust it at the rear. For this reason, a minimum clearance of
12” is required at the rear of the Symmetram  frame. The SYMIM and SYRIM  cool by convection as
do the batteries.

XVIII. Audible Noise -The audible noise emissions from the UPS do not exceed 62 dBA at Im.
(3.3 A.) iiwn any surface of the enclosure under all rated operating conditions.



XVIV. Thermal Dissipation -The followina table aives typical thermal dissipation for a fullv
0

functioning SymmetraTM Power  Arraym  system. Note  that-heat production  and outpit is significantly
higher while the batteries are charging. Under nomml  operating conditions, battery recharge periods
are relatively infrequent.

Symmetrann Frame BTU/&
Batteries Fully Charged

SYMINIF & SYMINIFJ 3,413
SYMlNlFI 2321

SYMtXfW  & SYMSTRFJ 6,826
SYMSTRFI,  SYMSTRF31 4,642

Batteries Charging, Full
Frame capacity with

XX. Electrostatic Discharge Susceptibility-The power modules are capable of
withstanding “through air” electrostatic discharges up to an amplitude of*15  kV without failure,
abnormal  operation or degradation in perfommnce.  The battery modules are capable of withstanding
“through air” electrostatic discharges up to an amplitude of+8 kV without failure, abnormal operation
or degradation in performance.  Withstand testing is performed  at all surfaces ofthe Symmetn~
Power Armym subject to human contact including switches, indicators, ventilation openings and
electrical interface connections. ESD test methods conform to IEC Publication 801-2.

XXI. Electromagnetic Butit Susceptibility-The Symmetram Power Arraym  and modular
components are capable ofwithstanding simulated broad band electromagnetic “busts” up to an
amplitude of 2.28 x IO -3 Tesla (187 dB above I pica  Tesla) without failure, abnormal operation or
degradation in pxfcrmance. Withstand testing is performed  over all surfaces of the UPS using an 0
electmmagnetic injection antenna conforming to MIL-STD-462  Method RSOI  (equivalent to 5 x IO -5
TeslalAmp  5 cm. from test sample).

XXII. Continuous Electromagnetic Field Susceptibility - 7he Symmetm~ Power
Anay’M and modular components are capable of withstanding continuous electromagnetic radiation as
defined in IEC Publication 803-3.  Field strengths of 3 V/m over a frequency range 27 to 500 MHr
without failure, abnormal operation or degradation in perfommnce.

XXIII. El,ectrical Fast Transient Susceptibility-The SymmetraTM  Power Arraym  and
modular components are capable of withstanding electrical fast transients coupled to the AC line in the
common mode up to an amplitude of+ 2 kV without failure, abnomxd  operation, or degradation in
performance. EFT test methods conform to lEC Publication 801-4.

XXIV. Drop Immunity - The packaged SymmetmTM  Power Arraym and modular components
are capable of withstanding inclined impact at a velocity of 5.75 A/s on all four sides, and flat bottom
drops at a height of 8 inches (20.3 cm.) without damage or failure of the packaging materials. The
packaged power modules are capable of withstanding drops at a height of 42 inches (106.7 cm.) onto
all side faces, edges and comers without damage or failure of the packing materials. The packaged
battery modules are capable ofwithstanding drops at a height of 30 inches (76.2 cm.) onto all side
faces, edges and corners  without damage or failure ofthe packing materials. The heights for the
modules exceeds the drop height requirements of NSTA Project IA and IEC Publication 68-2-32.
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IV b. Frame Characteristics
SymmetraTM frames were designed with extremely high reliability in mind. The only way for a high-
availability, modular system to work is if the “frame” that the modules connect into has an extremely high
reliability. This is because the frame is a potential single paint failure. To accomplish this, the following
principles were employed:

No active components in the frame: The frame consists of passive components (inductors,
transformers, capacitors, etc.), mechanicaVelectmmechanical components (circuit breakers, switches, contactor)
and electrical connection devices (wiring harnesses, backplanes, connectors).

Intricate interconnections were placed on circuit boards: To control the consistency of wiring
between modules, a printed circuit bard backplane was used. This allows for consistent connections with
minimum risk of wiring errors.

Critical components conservatively designed: To ensure high reliability ofthe frame, critical
components such as the main output transformer(s) and contactor  were designed with long life in mind. As an
example, the transformer uses class H (high temp) insulation but regulations could allow a lower temp
insulation class. This was done to ensure that no transformer degradation was observed during sustained
overloads or blocked fan conditions.

Failure Modes and Effect Analysis (FMEA) was performed: All frame components underwent a
Failure Mode and Effect Analysis to determine the consequences (to the load) of component failures in different
modes. This allowed the inclusion of some preventative design measures to minimize or eliminate these
failures. (Example: guards around input CB and Manual bypass were added to prevent acci+wd tripping when
removing bezel.)

TIE “Garage”
The fundamental building block of a SymmetrP frame is a 24” x 27” x 7” (w x d x h) structural foam
“garage”. The name “garage” was coined because all modules slide into and “park” in one of these levels. The
garage had to be designed with many applications in mind:

Module mounting: The garage was designed to accept, guide, align and lock into place a power
module and battery module.

Transformer mounting: The gauge had to be designed with mounting holes and clearance spacers
for 130 lb. bansfonner(s).

Backplane mounting: The garage must align and mount a rigid backplane that spans three garage
levels.

Caster & levelers: When used in the bottom level, mounting plates (U-channels) need to be attached
for weight displacement and caster/leveler mounting.

Extended battery frames: The garage had to be adaptable for use with extended battery frames that
allow the connection of up to 12 battery modules in either side of the garage.

Structural integrity: With the height and weight and alignment demands of Symmetram, the garage
needed to minimize flex (in all axes) when stacked seven high.

Module Mounting/Cooling
Cooling played an important role in the placement of power modules and batteries. All power modules we
designed to connect into the left side ofthe garage because this side has unrestricted airflow from front to back
of the frame. This fact, coupled with the large percentage of open area associated with the front bezel, allows
for a thermally efficient power module design.

Accessory Mounting
In the rear of the top level in every frame is a sheet metal panel that contains the “slots” for up to four accessory
cards and mounting for SymmetrP  communication card (SYCC). A single assembly is made between this
sheet metal panel, the plastic “slot” housings and a secondary interconnect board (Smart slot backplane). This
assembly technique allows for the wiring between these slots to use the highly reliable mechanism of a printed
circuit board. It also allows for the simple removal of the whole assembly by disconnecting a 24-pin ribbon



cable (connection to main backplane), RJ45 connector (for the front PowerView  display) and 2 POS mate-n-
lock (for EPO power). l
SKU
The following graphic shows the frame construction for the NAM frames. Master frames for Eh4EA have one
less power J/O section due to the lack of an output transformer. Frames are  shipped on a palette with a MIM &
RlM installed but without any power or battery modules.

SymmetraTM  Mini Frame - (SYh4lNlF)  The Symmetram Mini frame is a 4 - 8kVA frame.  Its
dimensions are as follows: 61 x 71 x 86.4 cm. (24” x 28” x 34”). It weighs I64 Kg. (3611bs.)  unloaded and 245
Kg. (538 Ihs.) fully loaded. The frame consists of three power module bays, two battery bays, a Power l/O and
transformer section, a shared bay for the SYMIM  and SYRlM,  a rear Smartslot  array of four bays, the SYCC
and of course the PowerView.

SymmetraTM  Master Frame - (SYMSTRF) The Symmetra~ Master  Frame is a 4 - 16kVA frame.
Its dimensions are as follows: 61 x 71 x 140 cm. (24” x 28” x 55”).  It weighs 272 Kg. (598 Ibs.) unloaded and
440 Kg. (969 Ibs.) fully loaded. The frame consists of five power module  bays, four battery bays, two levels of
Power I/O and transformer sections, a shared bay for the SYh4JM  and SYRIM,  a rear Smiutslot  array of four
bays, the SYCC and the PowerView.
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Symmetram  Power Distribution Units (Optional) - The optional power distribution unit must be
ordered at time of purchase  by the customer. These panels are factory installed and require additional wiring as
well as a trained technician to install them. The PDU provides output power receptacles and corresponding
circuit breakers. The Symmeba’s  Mini Frame PDU provides one L6-30R  (ZOSV),  two 5-15R  (12OV) and hvo
L14 -3OR  (12Oi24OV).  l’be Symmetra’s  Master Frame PDU provides  three LC3OR receptacles (208V),  four
5-15R  (120V) receptacles, and three L14-30R  (120/24OV)  receptacles. The PDU panels for both  frames  are
equipped with circuit breaker protection. The Mimi Frame PDU panel has a rated 50 Amp two pole circuit
breaker. The Master Frame PDU panel has a rated 90 Amp two pole circuit breaker.
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Fig. 4-J J MiniJWme  PDU J3wd

Fig. 4-12 MasR+Fmme  PDUJWd

IV c. Power Module Characteristics
The power module is the key power-processing element of SymmetraTM. It is a self-contained 4kVA UPS
(without batteries) housed in a metal enclosure. A blind mating connector at the rear of the enclosure engages 0
with a connector inside the frame on the main backplane. Each Power Module is installed in the left vertical
column of bays of the SymmetraTM  frame. They are all in parallel, which provides fault tolerance and
redundant design. The following is a list of the most important characteristics ofthis module:

Po&ioning  Handle

Alignment Runner -

Flip Latch Micro %h

Electrical Characteristics:

Power Rating: 4kVN2.8kW’
AC Input voltage rating: I55 -276Vac  at full load (as low as IlOVac for light loads)
DC Input voltage rating: 100 - 144Vdc
Output voltage rating: 208/220/230/240  (Controlled via MIMiRIM)
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Input Power Factor Correction: Input currents are electrically controlled to have low harmonics and >0.98
power factor.

Input Power Stage Operates from AC or DC: The input power stage electronics is responsible from
converting either unregulated AC or DC input voltages to a regulated high voltage +/-38SVDC  bus for use by
the inverter.  This stage contains relays (switched under zero current conditions), which connect the electronics
to either AC or DC source. The decision to connect to either the AC or DC source is made by a micmprwessor
in each power module.

Autonomous Line/I/Battery  Transfer: Each power module makes its own decision as to whether it should be
operating on battery power or AC power. The m (not the RIM) can force a battery transfer  for self-test, but
for a true power failure, the power modules themselves decide when to operate from battery power.

Battery Charger: Each power module has a self-contained battery  charger (350W) capable ofsupplying 3
Amps of charging current. Each battery charger can be controlled by the -to regulate to either 137.0
(normal float voltage) or 147.0 (overcharge/equalization voltage). AAer a discharge, all chargers we asked to
regulate to the overcharge voltage until the battery currents reduce to OSAmps  (or greater than 3 hours at 147
has expired). At that time, the maintained float voltage is reduced to 137V.

No Galvanic Isolation: Powermcdules  do not contain galvanic isolation.

Inverter  Output Voltage Regulated on MIM/RIM: Power modules do not contain circuitry to produce an
output voltage on their own. All modules require a MIMiRIM  to produce an output voltage. Each module has
two analog inputs (one each MJM  & w, which is used to ensure power sharing between modules and
regulate the total output voltage.

Fault Tolerant: Each power module contains circuitry to detect. act and m on faults that may occur in each
module. Detection and action method was designed such that a fault in a single module does not affect the
output or other module operation.

Hot Swsppable:  Each power  module can be removed and inserted without dishrrbing  the output voltage while
other modules are powering the load. If the last/only power module is removed, the system will automatically
transfer to bypass (ifavailable).

Synchronous & Individual Control: All modules have redundant, hardwired  on/off control lines, which are
used by the MIMiRIM  to synchronously connect and disconnect power module to the output AC bus (load).
Individual on/off and miscellaneous control can also be given (by the MIM only) via a three-wire serial
communications bus (IIC bus).

Detailed Status Reporting: Each module  reports its status back to the MB4  every half-second via a three-wire
serial communications bus (IIC bus). This allows the MIM to diagnose the health and status of each individual
module. This information is also available to the user via the “Raw Status” information for the power modules
from the PowerView  display.
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Simplified Block Diagram of Symmetra’s Power Module:

IV d. Main Intelligence Module Characteristics
The Main Intelligence Module (MIM)  serves as the “brains” of Symmetmm.  It is the central point for
collecting and communicating information about all aspects of power modules, battery modules, redundant
intelligence modules, fi’ame components and external operating conditions (AC input/output, output power,
etc.). The following is a description of the most important character tics of the MIM.

6llndMwting
Cam&or -

Flip latch Micro %t..sh~

R0talnrng SCr0w~

Poeltlonlng Handle

Main Intelligence Module

Control & Monitoring of Power Modules: The MIM monitors the status of each power module every half
second via a three-wire serial communications bus (IIC  bus). This information is used for fault reporting via
RS232 communication to PowerView  display, PC+ and accessories. It is also used to detemGx/allow
operating state  conditions (e.g., transfer to/from  bypass).

Monitoring of Battery Modules: The MIM monitors the battery current, battery “type” indicator and battery
over temperature indicator Tom each battery  module in the frame. This information is used for determine the
health status ofeach individual battery as well as determining battery capacity and runtime.

Monitoring of Redundant Intelligence Module (RIM): The MIM monitors the status of the RIM every half-
second via hardware control lines and the IIC bus. This information is used for fault reporting.
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Monitoring for Frame components: Position sense of input CB, maintenance bypass switch and bypass
contactor  are monitored by the MIM to ensure their proper position/operation. If present, the system level fan
status is also monitored by the MIM.

Analog System Measurements: The h&I monitors and reports on the Input Voltage, Input Frequency, Output
Voltage, Output Frequency, Output Power, Output Current (transformer primary current), Battery Voltage,
Individual Battery  Currents, Power module AC output bus voltage and MIM  internal temperature. These
measurements are used for a combination of control and reporting.

Regulating Output Voltage, Frequency and Phase: The MIM  is responsible for regulating the magnitude,
frequency and phase of the voltage produced  by the power module. Based on allowable user settings for output
voltage and frequency, the MlM contains the electronics and firmware to achieve synchronous operation with
the AC input.

Bypass Control: The MIM contains the electronics and timware  to drive the automatic bypass contactor  when
requested via the user (PowerView,  Accessory or PC+) or when needed in an emergency due to overload or
output voltage collapse.

Serial Communication: The MIM communicates to the user via lTL level serial communications using the
APC UPS-Link protocol. This  is the only means that the PowerView,  accessories or PC+ can get information
from the MlM. These TTL levels are translated to RS232 levels on the SYCC for availability on the DB9
connector.

Coordinated State Control: Based on environmental conditions, module status and user requests, the MU4
coordinates the overall “state” of SymmetraTM. These 10 possible states include:

0: Unknown - This is the state the MlM  enters when it is first powered on or when the RIM is in
control. In this state, it is trying to determine which state it should enter when it is capable of getting control of
the system.

I: Complete off - MU&RIM  and Power Module are powered down. (This is an un-realizable state by
the code because the unit is powered off in this state.)

2: Load Disconnect - Output not powered, waiting for user request to power output. Power modules
may not be charging batteries depending on magnitude of AC input.

3: Enable Load Disconnect - Output not powered, waiting for proper module and/or  environmental
condition to automatically paver load (e.g., retllm  from low battery shutdown). Power modules may not be
charging batteries depending on magnitude of AC input.

4: Wakeup - Transient state where output not powered, but request has been made to paver the load.
In this state, the MIM  decides if system should power the load via bypass or directly from the power modules.
Warnings or overrides may be requested of the user in this state as to whether to proceed  with startup under
non-ideal conditions.

5: Online -Load powered directly from paver modules operating from AC power.
6: On-Battery - Load powered from power modules with at least one power module operating from

battery power. On-battery state is also possible if all chargers are huned off or if “average battery ament”  is
negative (discharging). These are faulted conditions.

7: Command Bypass - Load is powered from bypass via user request. System will remain in this state
until user requests the system off or out of bypass.

8: Temp Bypass - Load is powered from bypass but system is waiting to retransfer to online as soon
as appropriate conditions exist [e.g., enough power modules to support load, power modules output voltage
synchronized with AC, “in bypass” timer expired (IO seconds minimum.)]

9: Maintenance Bypass - Load is powered tium bypass because the maintenance bypass switch was
thrown.

IIC Bus Master: The MIM  is the only module that can initiate a serial communication via tbe serial IIC bus.
Each power module and RIM has a unique address that the h4IM  queries via the IIC bus to communicate with
one entity at a time. (XR tixmes and the MIM EPROM are also on this bus.)
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Self-Diagnostics: Tbe h4lM is constantly monitoring its own health status. Primary consideration is given to
the health of the circuitry  used to regulate the output voltage but several other key performance indicators are
also monitored for determining MIM health. If the MIM determines that it can no longer control the system, it
will transfer control  to the RIM. This is accomplished by both firmware and hardware control to ensure control
can still be passed even during processor lock up.

IV e. Redundant Intelligence Characteristics
The Redundant Intelligent Module (RIM) serves as the backup “brain” for Symmetram.  This module is
intended to maintain basic operation of the system in the event of a h4lM  failure or removal. To minimize
complexity and maximize availability of the RIM, it was designed with only a subset ofthe MIM functions.
Tbe following is a description of the most impoltant  characteristics of the RIM:

Flip Lat.41 Micro %itch

Ket&lltlg  5Grcw

Pod&nlng  Hand

Control & Monitoring of Power Modules: The RIM has cammt monitoring power module status. It has
control of hardware lines to force all modules to connect or disconnect from the output bus.

0

Monitoring of Battery Modules: The RIM cannot monitor individual battery module status or currents. It
only measm-es  battery bus voltage.

Monitoring of Main Intelligence Module (MIM): The RIM monitors the status of the Mlh4  via hardware
lines to allow it to “mirror” the MJM critical state signals (power modules connect, bypass state) and to
determine if it should take state control of the system when the MIM signals that it has failed.

Monitoring for Frame components: Position sense ofthe bypass contactor  and maintenance bypass switch is
performed on the RIM for state control  pulposes  only.

Analog System Measurements: The RIM monitors the Input Voltage, Input Frequency, Output Voltage,
Output Frequency and Battery Voltage. The MIM will only report on the output frequency. These
measurements are used for state control purposes.

Regulating Output Voltage, Frequency and Phase: The RIM is responsible for regulating the magnitude,
frequency and phase of the voltage produced by the power module in the event of a MIM failure or removal.
The RIM contains the electronics and firmware to achieve synchronous operation with  the AC input.

Bypass Control: ‘fix RIM contains the electronics and firmware to drive the automatic bypass contactor  when
requested via tbe user (PowerView,  &xssory  or PC+) or when needed in an emergency due to overload or
output voltage collapse in tbe event of a MIM failure or removal.
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Serial Communication: The RIM communicates to the user via Tll. level serial communications using a very
limited subset of instructions from APC UPS-Link protocol. The RIM will only respond to UPS-Link queries if
the MIM has failed or been removed. These TTL levels are translated to RS232 levels on the SYCC for
availability on the DB9 connector.

Coordinated State Control: Based on environmental conditions, module  status and user requests, the RIM
cwrdinates  the overall “state” of Symmetm~ only if thou MIM  has failed or been removed. These 7 possible
states include:

0: Complete off - RlM and Power Module are powered down.
I: Load Disconnect-Output not powered, system can only be put into maintenance bypass from this

state. Output cannot be turned on when a RIM is in control.
2: On inverter,  Online - Load powered directly from power modules operating fmm AC power

(determined by the input AC being measured less than 155Vac.
3: 00 inverter,  On-Battery - Load powered  fmm power modules  and the input AC is measured to be

less than 155Vac  and battery voltage is greater than IOOVdc.
4: Temp Bypass - Load is powered Tim bypass. This could be due to collapse of the output voltage.

The RIM will re-tmnsfer  back from bypass if it sees the internal AC output bus ofthe power modules powered.
If it cycles in and out of this state three times, the RIM will latch in this state.

5: Command Bypass - In bypass via user request. System can be transferred into bypass via user
request, but not out of bypass. The RRvl will not come out of bypass in this state.

Maintenance Bypass-Load is powered from bypass because the maintenance bypass switch was
thrown.

IIC Bus Slave: The RIM is can only respond to IIC commands fiwn the MIM. It cannot communicate with
power modules or any other device.

Self-Diagnostics: The FUM  is constantly monitoring its own health status. Primary consideration is given to the
health  of the circuitry used to regulate the output voltage but several other key perfomance  indicators are also
monitored for determining RIM  health. If the RIM determines that it is not capable of controlling the system,.it
will signal to the MIM  that it is faulty.
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Differences Between SYMIM  and SYRIM

‘ower Modules
donitoring  of Battery Modules

vlonitoring  of MIMiRIM

rlonitoring for Frame
SX”pO”e”tS

1nalog System Measurements

<eg”lating  Output Voltage,
:req”ency and Phase

sypass C0”tml

jerial  Communication

Jxrdinated  State Contml

IC Bus Operation

* Full IIC contml  and hardwire
C”“tI”l
* Full monitoring of individual
battery modules
*Battery capacity calc”l&ion
- Runtime calculation
* hJoni@r-and  report  on health of
RIM
. Input CB
*Maintenance bypass position
- Bypass contactor  position
* System fans
* Input Voltage
. Input Frequency
* output  Voltage
-Output  Frequency
-Output Power
*output Current (transfomler

primary current)
. Battery Voltage
*Individual  Battery Currents
* Power module AC output bus
voltage
- MIM internal temperature
. All measurements can be read
via PowerView  Display
-Yes
*Where appropriate,  adjustable
from PowerView.
* Yes

*Full UPS-Link support

. Full state control

* IIC Bus master responsible for
initiating communications with
all modules
*Yes

- Hardwire contml only

- Battery bus voltage monitoring only

-- Monitor and’report  ofi health of MIM only when
in control
- Maintenance bypass
- Bypass contactor

* Input Voltage
. Input Frequency
* output Voltage
. Output  Frequency
. Battery Voltage
* Power module AC output bus voltage
* Only output frequency can be read via
PowerView  Display

*Yes
* Mimics MIM settings, cannot be changed when
RIM is in contml
- Yes
* Will mirror MIM  action unless RIM is in control
* Very limited UPS-Link support. Enough
communications to allow contmlled  shutdown of
servers  and to report on faulty MIM
* Mimic MIM state when not in wntml
Limited state contml when MlM has failed and
RIM in control
* IIC Bus slave, can only communicate with Mlh4
(on MIM’S  request

*Yes
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IV f. Battery Module Characteristics
The battery module consists of (10) IZV-7.2A-hour  valve regulated sealed lead acid batteries connected in
series. The nominal voltage for the BM is 12OV. Each battery module contains a fuse, battery “manufacturer”
indicating sense resiston  and a thermostat for over-temperature protection. To ensure that the batterymodule
has the highest possible reliability, all battery module monitoring electronics are on the Main Intelligence
Module ( MIM  ). The Batteries are charged by an automatic float I equalize mode high frequency battery
charger (350 W), which is built into the PM. The following is a description of the most important  characteristics
of the Battery Module:

i=oe.ltIonln4 Handle

Runtime:  The battery module is sized to give appmx 6 minutes ofruntime  at 2.8kW output load on the UPS.
The BM can be paralleled to increase the run time and I or redundancy.

Battery Manufacturer sense: The middle point of each battery module (nominal 6OV)  is monitored through  a
series resistance by the MIh4.  Depending on the value ofthe sense resistance, the MIM will adjust it’s runtime
algorithm to better tit the battery type being used.

Battery Over temperature: A thermostat is located in each battery module. The closing temperature ofthis
thermostat was chosen such that if any battery in a module enterx  a thermal runaway condition, the thermostat
will close. This shorts out the sense resistors, which is an indication to the MIM  that a battery is indicating over
temperature. The MIM will turn off all chargers to relieve the over temperature condition.

Fusing: Each battery is fused such that it’s own fuse will trip if a short circuit is placed on the DC output bus,
but will not open wont case overload conditions (worst case current vs. time conditions is about 5.6kW load on
one battery).

Hot Swappable: All battery modules can be inserted or removed from the system at any time (even during fidl
discharge) without damage to its connector.

Current Sensing: Current sensing for individual battery  modules is provided by precision sense resistors
located on the backplane where  the batteries connect.

Monitoring of Battery Modules: The MIM monitors the battery  current, battery “type” indicator and battery
over temperature indicator from each battery  module in the frame. This information is used for determine the
health status of each individual battery  as well as determining battery  capacity and runtime.

Battery Charger: Each power module has a self-contained battery  charger capable of supplying 3 Amps of
charging current. Each battery  charger can be controlled by the mto regulate to either 137.0 (normal  float
voltage) or 147.0 (overcharge/equalization voltage). After a discharge, all chargers are asked to regulate to the
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overcharge voltage until the battery currents reduce to O.SAmps  or a maximum of approximately 3 hours at
147V. AAer  that, the voltage is maintained to a float voltage of 137V.

IV g. PowerView Characteristics
All Symmetras  ship with a PowerView  display. This provides  the primary user interface to SymmehaTM.  Even
though this is the primary interface to Symmetra TM,  the PowerView  communicates to the h%lM or RIh4
(whoever is in control of the system) via UPS-Link using the same accessory pass thmugh mechanism on the
SYCC used by all accessories. The distinction is that the PowerView  is located logically closest to the
MIM/RlM. Some of the key characteristics for the PowerView  are:

Multiple PowerViews:  The PowerView  attached to the fiunt of Symmeba~  is located logically closest to the
MlM/RIM. A second PowerView  can be cotiected  off of an RJ45 located on the SYCC. This connection gets
its information passed through the PowerView  mounted on the front. It is also possible to attach a third display
to the rear  DB9 conmxtc~r  on the SYCC.  This location is logically the furthest from the MU&RIhd  and gets it’s
information passed through all accessories and first hvo PowerViews.  ‘Ihis  location could be useful if Measure-
ups information is desired to be available from a PowerView.

Power Source: ‘fix PowerView  receives its power from the SYCC, which in turn receives power from a diode
“ored” power source on the MIM & RIM. If PowerView  does not light it’s back light, then either both the
h0MIRIM  are off (rear enable switch off), the SYCC has a problem or a cable/connection has broken.

Information Source: The PowerView  communicates through the SYCC to either the MIM or RIM. The
display has distinct characteristics depending one which module it is communicating with.

MIM Communication: Default menu has complete information. All menu selections are available to
the user.

RIM Communication: Default menu has only “Frequency” value filled in. All other fields are not
tilled in with values. Limit menu selections are available and most fields  do not have data filled in. Red “Fault”
light on the PowerView  should be illuminated indicating a MIM has failed or been removed. “Fault &
Diagnostic” menu should indicate, “RIM in conbol”.

No Communications: Default menu does not contain any values for the data. “Fault&Diagnostic”
menu should indicate “no communication.” Problem could exist in cabling, SYCC, MIM  or RIM.

IV h. Inter-IC Bus - PC is the basic data communication bus sbwhlre  implemented on the SymmetrG’
Power ArrayTM.  The SymmetraT”  uses this serial bus for MIM communications to the RIM, the Power
Modules and the externally such as with the SYXRCC. The. IT (also known as IIC) bus was developed in the
early 1980’s  by Philips semiconductors. It’s purpose was to provide an easy way to connect  a CPU to peripheral
chips in a TV-set. 1% is an acronym for Inter-K bus. Its name literally explains its purpose: to provide a
communication link between Integrated Circuits. The BUS physically consists of 2 active wires. The active
wires, SDA and SCL, are both bi-directional. Where SDA is the Serial Data line and SCL is the Serial Clock
line.

l
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Every component h&d up to the bus has its own unique address whether it is a CPU, LCD driver,
memory, OF complex function chip. Each of these chips can act as a receiver and/or transmitter depending on its
functionality. Obviously an LCD driver is only a receiver, while a memory or I/O chip can both be transmitter
and receiver. Furthermore there may be one or nwre BUS Masters.

The BUS MASTER is the chip issuing the commands on the BUS. In the I’C protocol specification it
is stated that the IC that initiates a data transfer on the bus is considered the BUS MASTER. At that time all the
others are regarded to as the BUS SLAVE.

Here are some of the features of the PC-bus:
l Only two bus lines are required; a serial data line (SDA) and a serial clock line (XL).
l Each device connected to the bus is software  addressable by a unique address and simple

master/ slave relationships exist at all times; masters can operate as master-transmitters or as
master-receivers.

. It’s a true multi-master bus including collision detection and arbitration to prevent data
cormption ifhvo or more masterS simultaneously initiate data transfer.

l Serial, 8-bit oriented, bi-directional data transfers can be made at up to 100 KB in the standard
mode or up to 400 KL3 in the fast mode.

l On-chip filtering rejects spikes on the bus data line to preserve data integrity.
l IT-bus compatible ICs allow a system design to rapidly progress directly from a functional

block diagram to a prototype. Moreover, since they ‘clip’ directly onto the IT-bus without
any additional external interfacing, they allow a prototype system to be modified or upgraded
simply by ‘clipping’ or ‘unclipping’  ICs to or from the bus.

. Both SDA and SCL are bi-directional lines, connected to a positive supply voltage via a pull-
up resistor (see next figure). When the bus is free, bath lines are HIGH. The output stages of
devices connected to the bus must have an open-drain or open-collector in order to perform
the wired-AND function. Data on the K-bus can be transferred at a rate up to 100 KB in the
standard-mode, or up to 400 KB in fast-mode.

-LI IV i. SymmetraTM Extended Runtime Frame (SYXR4 or SYXR12) - The Extended Run
Battery Frame (SYXR) product will provide additional battery (extended) run time for Symmetra” UPS
systems based on the number and type ofbattery modules (SYBATI’) installed in the frame. Intelligent battery
management is facilitated via stams monitoring information about the state of the battery packs and will be
provided to the user via the main intelligence module (MIM) of the Masterframe thmugh the PowerView LCD
display. The communication is done through the SymmetraTM Extended Runtime Communication card
(SYXRCC), which is reported to the MIM through the external IIC bus. There is a direct 4 wire RJI 1
connection between the SYXRCC and the SYCC. This cable is very familiar to a standard phone cable except
that it is pin to pin and does not cmssover.  Additional, basic information will be provided via two 7 segment
LED’s located on the exterior of the SYXR cabinet. Up to I2 battery packs paralleled on the DC main bus.
Each (BM) contains ten l&,7.0 or 7.2 AHr batteries connected in series to give 12Ov nominal.
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V. Electrical Wiring

V a. Description - There are four categories of hardwiring  installation procedures
for the SymmetraTM Power Array’M.  These  are input wiring, output wiring, remote emergency power off switch
wiring, and installing an optional local grounding electrode.

Input Wiring-The Power Arraym requires a single phase 208V  or 240V 60Hz  incoming AC utility
power source. Incoming power is wired directly to a terminal block inside the Power ArrayTM.  A 3sonductor
cable (2 live, I ground) is to be brought  to the input wiring terminal block inside an adequate length of flexible
metal conduit. To minimize disturbances caused by other loads in the building, input wiring should be supplied
directly fmm the service entrance (a dedicated power feeder). All electrical service, both input and output, must
be sized in accordance with the NEC and any local building codes. The circuit for input power must be adequate
to carry the full load ofthe system and the load equipment. The 3-conductor  input cable should be sized for no
more  than 3% voltage drop. A 314”  knockout in the input wiring access panel provi,des  access to the terminal
block.

Output Wiring - Power is distributed to the load equipment via hardwired connections to an output
terminal block inside the frame, and by plugging the load equipment into an optional power distribution panel.
The Power Array” delivers 12OV/208V/24OV  power to the output terminal block. Configurations for
hardwiring 120/24OV  and 120/208/240V  output voltages are provided in this section. Specifications and
installation procedures are provided.

REP0 Switch Wiring - The SymmetraTM  Power ArrayTM can be connected to either a dry contact, or
a 24Vdc remote emergency power off (REPO) switch. The wiring ternGnal  connections for the REP0 are
physically isolated from the primary circuitry of the Power Arraym.  Specitications  and installation procedures
for REP0 wiring is provided.

Local Grounding El&rode-A l/2” knockout is provided on the output wiring access panel for
those sites where NEC code 250-26 requires a local grounding electrode.  This grounding &tie is installed
in addition to the equipment safety ground that is run with the input hardwiring  connection. The local grounding
electrode is connected from the output terminal block to the nearer.t  effective ground, such as building steel, a
metal water pipe, or other appropriate gmunding structure. The procedure for installing a local grounding
electrode is included in the output wiring procedures.

V b. Wiring Preparation

Input Wiring
Single phase 208V  or 24OV,  6OHz  incoming AC utility power source. Incoming power is wired directly to a
terminal block inside the Symmetra~ frame. A dedicated power feed, within flexible metal conduit is
recommended.

SYMINIF Input Wiring:
Input Full Load Amperage
208V Conjgurafion ..__.....  40 Amp
240V Configuration ..__._... 35 Amp
Input overcurrenr
Proleclion  (fiternal)  ___._  ,., ._ 50 Amp
Minimum Input
Wire Gauge. .__.  .__.  ._. #8A WG (I Omm 2)

SYMSTRF Input Wiring:
InpUr  Full Load Amperage
208V Conjgwation  _.._... ___ 80 Amp
240V Configuration ..__._.._  70 Amp
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Proieclion  (Errernal) .._...__....._  I00 Amp
Minimum Input
Wire Gauge  __.._.__.....,...__...........  #3 A WC (25mm 2)

Output Wiring
Single phase power is distributed to load equipment via hardwired  connections. SYMINIF-PD & SYMSTRF-
PD systems include a convenience plug-in power panel at the rear of the frame.

An internal isolation transformer enables the Symmetra~ to deliver lZOV,  208V,  and 240V
single phase power.  External overcurrent  protection (an external circuit breaker) is not required for the
SYMINI-PD  and the SYhlSTR-PD.  The paver panel circuit breaker on these models provides overcurrent
protection for all output  wiring.

SYMINIF  Output Wiring:
Mmimum  oufpur
Per Conduclor  .._....... 40 Amp
ourput ovt?rmrrenr
Protection (External)  __...___.__._.  50 Amp (Z-pole)
Minimum Oufpur
Wire Gauge.. ._. _. #8  A WG (1 Omm  2)

SYMSTRF Output Wiring:
Maximum  Ourput
Per Conductor .._...__.._._.__..._....  80 Amp
oulpuf overcurrenr
Protection (External) _._......_.._.  90 Amp (T-pole)
Minimum Outpul
Wire Gauge. ._.__.  ._.___.  ._..  _: #3 A WG (25mm 2)

SYMINIF-PD Power Panel:
I (one) Lb-30 receptacle (208v
2 (hvo) 5-15R  receptacles (12Ov
2 (hvo) L14-30R  receptacles  (12OV/24Oy)

SYMSTRF-PD Power Panel:
3 (three) L6-30  receptacles (208v)
4 flour)  5-ISR receptacles  (12OV)
3 (three) L14-30R  receptacles (IZOV/24Oy)

REP0  Cable Specifications
The REP0  circuit is considered a Class 2 and SELV circuit. SELV is an acmnym for “Safety Extra Low
Voltage.” SELV is a common term in Europe and IEC standards. A SELV circuit is isolated fmm primary
circuitry thmugh  an isolating transformer  and designed so that under normal conditions, the voltage is limited to
42.4 Vpeak or 60 Vdc. A Class 2 Circuit is a common term in North America and in UL and CSA standards. It
is defined in the Canadian Electrical Code (C22.1,  Section 16),  and the National Electrical Code (NF’PA  70,
Article 725). SELV and Class 2 circuits must be isolated from all tximarv  circuitry.  Do not connect any circuit_ _
to the FPO terminal
block unless it can be confirmed  that the circuit is SELV or Class 2. Ifthere is a question, use a contact closure
switch. Use one of the following cable types to connect the Symmetram to the REP0 switch:

CL2 - Class 2 cable for general purpose use; or
CLZP  - Plenum cable for use in ducts. plenums, and other space used for environmental air; or
CL2R - Riser  cable for use in a vertical run in a shaft or from floor to floor; or
CL2X - Limited Use cable for use in dwellings and for use in raceway. For installation in Canada, the cable
should be CSA Certified, type ELC (Extra-Low-Voltage Control Cable).
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V.C. Wiring Overview

REP0 Wiring

V d. Input Wiring Procedures

Voltage Jumper Procedure - An input voltage jumper must be manually set before input
wiring can be installed. Follow the procedure below:

I. Refer to figure below. Remove the screw that secures the voltage select access panel to the frame.
Place the screw and access panel aside temporarily.
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Voltage Select Access Panel
LLocated in the front bottom right side of the Symmetra

Voltage Select Access Panel
2. Use a small, flat head screwdriver to position the input voltage jumper to the correct voltage

setting. See figure below. Do not dver tighten wews.

Note: When the input voltage  jumper is in the 24OVposirion.  the jumper  bar acfivates  a micro switch
at the top ofthe ferminal  block In the 208Vposiliort  the micro switch is not acfivated

3. AAer  the electrical wiring test/checklist is completed (end of Section V), replace the voltage select
access panel.
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Wiring Input Terminal Block
1. Refer to figure below. Locate the input wiring entry and input wiring inspection panels.
2. Remove the four screws securing the panels to the frame. Remove only the screws indicated

in the illustration. Place the screws and panels to one side. Removal of Input Hardwiring
Pa&

3. Pull the three input wires through conduit, leaving about 20” of wiring extending from the
end. Install a Ilexible metal conduit connector to the end ofthe conduit. Using appropriate
tools, remove the knockout in the entry panel. Feed the wires through the entry panel, and
attach the flexible metal conduit connector to the panel. Strip IiT of insulation from the end
of each of the incoming wires.

4. Feed wire into the entry compartment through the wiring pathway hole between the input
wiring entry compartment and the input wiring compartment. See figure below for the input
wiring pathway.

a

I Input Wirinq {Slnqle Phase)

5. Connect input wires to the input terminal block connections labeled LI, L2iN and Ground as
shown in figure below. Make sure there are no loose strands and that the terminal connection
WEWS are sufficiently tightened. Connections we the same for 208V or 240V incoming
voltages.

No&: In North America, LZ/N is a phase  @of) conneclion.  In Europe, LZ/N indicates a neutral
connector.
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Input Hardwiring Contiguration

Main6 Power Line 1 \

or Neutral Line

Ground

Mains Power Line 2

Exbting Wiring. w

6. Carefully fold the excess wiring into the entry compartment. After the electrical wiring
test/checklist is completed (end ofthis section), replace the input wiring panels.

V e. Output Wiring Procedures

Output Wiring Configurations
The Power Array”’  is typically wired to deliver eitherlZOV/240V. or 12OV/208V/24OV output
voltages. The internal wiring to the output terminal block is depicted in figure below. Note the neutral
ground bond.

.

Wiring configurations for installations with a power panel are provided in the figures  below. If wiring
is to be connected directly to the load equipment, refer to table showing the terminal block voltage
combinations for the correct  terminal connections.
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Terminal Block Voltage Combinations

Voltage Connections
12ov 2-8or6-8
240V 2-6
208V 4-6

Outiut Wiriw Configuration for 12OV/24OV  Outaut Voltaees  - Single Phase

r I-T



Output Wiring Configuration for lZOV/ZOSV/24OV  Output Voltages

1 20&V Pmwr Panst pvl24ovPmwrP&3na

*Please  note that 4- 10 will yield 88Vnns.  Can only be used for making a 208 V Power Panel. It is not
recommended to make a 1ZOROSV  Power Panel due to the 8gV  tap in reference to #4  position on the
terminal block. This lower voltage may be harmful to some equipment.

Output Overcurrent Protection - SymmetmTM requires output voltage overcurrent  protection in accordance
with the ratings. 90 Amp circuit breaker protection for the Masterframe  and 50 Amp protection for the
mainframe as previously discussed. If an optional PDU is installed on the Power ArrayTM,  the panel circuit
breaker acts as the overcurrent  protection for the PDU receptacles and the hardwired  connections. See figures
on tbe PDU panels. If a PDU panel is not installed, circuit breaken  must be installed in the power panels as
shown in figures above.

Wiring Outpu~Terminal  Block
I. ‘Refei lo figure below. The four screws holding the output wiring enhy panels to the rear of

the Power Arraym.  Remove only the screws indicated in rhe illustration. Set the screws and
both panels aside temporarily.
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2. Pull wire through conduit, leaving about 20” of wiring extending from the end. Install a
flexible metal conduit connector to the end of the conduit. Using appropriate tools, remove
the knockout in the entry panel. Feed the wires through the entry panel, and attach the flexible
metal conduit connector to the panel. Stip ID” of insulation from the end of each of the
incoming wires.

3. Use the output wiring configuration (above 120/240 or 120/208/240  diagrams in this section)
that corresponds to the output load voltage. Connect output wiring to the output terminal
connections. Make sure there are no loose strands and that the terminal connection screws are
sufficiently tightened.

Grounding Electrode (Optional)
If installing an optional grounding electrode, use the IL?” knockout in the output wiring panel. and
attach the grounding electrode to the output terminal block ground connection (position 1 I). (Use a
strain relief clamp, or a flexible metal conduit connector.) Connect the local grounding electmde to the
nearest effective ground, such as building steel, a metal water
pipe, or other appropriate grounding  struch~rc. See NEC code 250-26 and Table 3 10-16.

4. Carefully fold excess output wiring into the terminal compartment. After the electrical wiring
test/checklist is completed (end of this section), replace the output wiring access panels.

REP0 Wiring Procedures
I. Refer to figure below Remove the screw holding the hvo-piece  access panel at the rear of the

Power ArrayTM.  Remove the panel. Set the screw and the panel aside temporarily.
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Removal of the REP0 Wiring Panels

2. Select the configuration that matches the type ofREP switch that is to be installed.

Note: An erisfingjumper  rnut  be removedfrom  the terminal block fo 24Vdc REP0  switch is to be

Dry Contact Switch with iumoer installed
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24VDC EPO Switch I Jumper Removed External 24VDC Power Source

3. Extend the wiring from the switch to the Power ArrayTM.  Strip 112”  of insulation from the end
of each of the incoming wires.

4. Feed the wires through the knockout in the access panel, and install a strain relief (Romex)
connector.

5 . Make sure there are no loose strands and that the terminal connection s&w are sufficiently
tightened.

6. A&r the electical wiring test/checklist is completed (end of this section), replace the REP0
access panel.

V f. Electrical Wiring Test
1 . Make sure all three switches _ system enable, niaintenance  bypass, and input circuit breaker

are in the “off” or “stand by” position. Make sure all load equipment is either hlmed off, or is
unplugged fmm the Power ArrayTM.

2. Use a true RMS voltmeter to measure the input AC voltage at the terminal connections at the
rear of the frame (bottom level).

Nofe:  Ifinput  w&age is less fbm  156Vrm.v  or greoler  than 276Vrm,  check inpuf  wiringfor
errors. DO NOT PROCEED UNTIL THE INPUT VOLTAGE IS WITHIN THISRANGK
3. Check for proper ground installation. If available, a ground ohmmeter should be used.

Otherwise, check for continuity to building ground.
4. Switch the input circuit breaker to the “on” position.
5. Switch the system enable switch to the “on” position.
Note: The Power ArrayTM  may make II series of clicking mm&  av it runs through an initial self
k-s,.
6. Using the PowerView  display, read the reported input voltage from the startup (Default)

screen. (“208Vin”  indicates that the input voltage is 208V.)
Nofe:  The Power&w may  display  one or more  messages such  OS “Number ofBattery  Modules
Changed ” Press the FSC key undl  the  srortup screen appears.
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Starhm (Defaultj Screen

I 208 Uin CNXNJout  68Hz
Runtime: 8875min I

7. Compare the RMS input voltage measurement (Step #2) with the input voltage as reported by
the PowerView. If the reported input voltage is not within +/-5% of the record input voltage,
check the wiring, and measure the input voltage again.

8. Switch the maintenance bypass switch to the “on” position. The Power Arraym will go into
the manual by-pass mode, and voltage should now be present at the output terminal
connections. The bypass LED on the PowerView display will glow, and an audible alarm may
sound, and one or more messages may appear. Ignore these messages by pressing the ESC
navigation key on the PowerView display, until the startup screen reappears. See figure
above. Read and record the output voltage that is indicated on the PowerView. (“OOOVout”  in
the figure above indicates that the output voltage is OOOV.)

Note: The reported outpur w/to.@? should be approximately 208V  or 24OV. depending on how the
system i s  c&figured

-

9. Measure the output AC voltage at the output wiring terminal block connections as specified in
the table below. The measured values should corremond to the nominal values listed in the
table. If the input voltage varies fmm 208V or 24OV, the output voltages vary accordingly. In
this case, use the multiplien in the table below to calculate the expected output voltages. If
these voltages still vary, the input voltage select jumper may be set incorrectly. For example,
Reading behveen  terminal position 2 - 6 with the input jumper selected to 208V, but actually
supplying the unit with 240V would result in a reading of 276V (240 xl .I5 = 276V).

.-- -“- ..” .I””

Z&8 I 120 I .576 I .S
6&g 120 .S76 .S
R&l” I n I a I ”

10. Successful completion of steps 1 through 9 indicate that Power ArrayTM is correctly wired to
the utility power source, and that the correct output voltage is available at the output terminal
block. Load equipment voltage requirements and external wiring voltages can be checked and
verified at this time.

I I. Shut down the Power AnayTM by switching the input circuit breaker and the system enable
switch to the “off” position. Replace all wiring access panels on the Power Arraym &ame.
The electrical connections have now been omoerlv  installed and checked. The Power ArravTH. . .
is now ready for the setup procedure.
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VI. Installation/Setup of Power ArrayTM

VI a. Frame Leveling Procedure
Position the Power Array” so there will be adequate airflow clearance in the front and the raw of the tkme.

The weight of the Power ArrayrM  is supported by four 1.5” leveling feet pads. Four metal plates can be placed
under each of the leveling feet pads to help displace the weight of the Power ArmyTM.
The procedure for leveling the frame is as follows:

1. Hand turn all four leveling feet until the pads make contact with the floor.
2. Use an open-end wench to extend each of the leveling feet, by turning the hex nut three

complete revolutions.
3. Using a torpedo level, adjust the leveling feet until the frame is level.

Removing Cover Grills
The louvered cover grills must be removed before the power and battery modules can be installed. The
procedure for removing the cover grills~is as follows:
-Nofe:  Handle cowrs with care toprevenl scrafching them.

I. Grasp one of the cover grills by the side holds that are molded into it. See figure  below
2. Pull the cover straight forward.
3. Cover will unsnap from frame.
2. Remove all cover grills in this manner, and place them to one side.
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Removing Cover Grills from the Frame

Installing Battery Modules
Each battery module weighs 60 lb. Battery module installation and handling requires hvo people to lit? the
module. Do not install battery modules until unit has been wired and ready to be turned on. Batteries will
discharged and be possibly damaged, if let? installed in a unit that  is not powered by AC longer than two weeks.

Procedure  for Battery Module Installation
1. Clear all battery module bays of any debris. Make sure the alignment tracks are clear, and free

of obstruction.
2. There  are hvo alignment grcwes molded into the bottom of the battery module bay. These

correspond with mnners  that are molded into the bottom of the battery module.

Location of Battery Module Bays



3. With one person on either side of the battery module, lift the module, align the runners with 0
the alignment grooves, and slide module into the bay.

Nofe: When inrfallingpmver  or battery modules, always insfall them in the lowest available bays.
Installing modules in this manner minimizes iifling,  and lowers the center of gravity of the Power
ArrayTM syslem. Balferies  do not have to be inrtolled directly  acrossfrom  the pnver modules.
There is no correlation behveen  &jacent bays of the power modules and batferies.

4. As the battery module slides into the bay, the retaining flange will fall behind the notch in the
frame. When a battery module is being removed, this flange prevents the battery t?om falling
out of the bay until both people have assumed the full weight of the module.

Battery Module Retaining Flange

5. To engage the internal electrical connector, the battery module must be swiftly and firmly
pushed into place. The  design of the battery module incorporates a “drop lock” that will
engage when the battery module is properly seated in the bay. If the internal connector does
not engage, a slight tug will move the module. If it is locked, the battery module will not
move, and must be slightly lifted before it can be pulled from the bay.
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Installing the Power Modules
The vertical column of bays at the IeR of the frame house the power modules. The power modules will not
energize until the micro-latch is engaged and commanded to turn on by the MIM.

Procedure for Power Module Installation:
1. Clear all power module bays of debris. Make sure the alignment grooves are clear, and free of

obstntction.
Note: The PowerView  cable must be held up and out of the way, while apower  module is inrrolled
in bay “LI.  ”

Location of the Power Module Bavs

2. There are two alignment grooves molded into the bottom of the power module bay.
These correspond with rtmners  that are molded into the bottom of the power module.

Power Module Alignment Grooves and Runners

hilgnmdnt
GKlLWL.5

3. Make sure the alignment grwves  and the runners  are lined up. Slide the power module into
bay.
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Seatine  Tabs When Module is Pro~erlv Installed

4.

5.

To engage the internal connector, slide the power module firmly into the bay. The “drop  lock”
tabs will fall into place.
Swing the flip latch up and fasten the captive screw into the module. Gently tighten screw
until it is firmly in place. DO NOT over tighten screw.

The Power Module Flip Latch

Note: TEeJlip latch  will not engage  if the power module i.v notfully seated into the boy. Theflip latch activofes
II micro switch inside the power module. If the loich  is not properly inrfalled the power module will not
fincfion.  If afler installing rhepower  module, theflip latch will not engage, pull the power module out of the
bay. andfirmly  slide it inro place.

Installing The Main Intelligence Module
The main intelligence module is factory installed. The following procedures is provided in the event that the
module is removed, or needs to be replaced. It is hot swappable,  but only if the RIM has successfully taken
control of the UP’S when there is a load. If unsure, place the UPS in Maintenance Bypass and then replace the
MIM as described below.

Procedure for Main Intelligence Module@llM) Installation
I. The main intelligence module tits into a bay at the upper right comer of the Power AnayTM

frame.
Note: The main infelligence  module is always installed in the botfom  of this boy and the
redundant intelligence module  is.ohvoys installed in fhe top.
2. Carefully align the installation rail on the M&l, with the track that runs  along the inside of the

bay.
3. Slide the MIM into the bay.
4. Tighten the hvo retaining screws. Do not over tighten.
5. Swing the flip latch into place, and tighten the screw. Do not over tighten.
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Location of the MIM and RIM

Installing The Redundant Intelligence Module
The redundant intelligence module is factory installed. The following procedures is provided  in the event that
the module is removed, or needs to be replaced.

Procedure for Redundant Intelligence Module (RlM)  Installation
I The redundant intelligence module tits into a bay at the upper right comer of the Power

ArrayTM  frame.
Noie:  The redundant intelligence module is ahvays inrralled  in the top  of this bay,  and rhe  main
intelligence module is ohvays  insialled in the bottom.

2. Carefully align the installation rail on the RIM, with the track that nuts along the inside ofthe
bay.

3. Slide the RIM into the bay.
4. Tighten the two retaining screws. Do not over tighten.
5. Swing the flip latch into place, and tighten the screw. Do not over tighten.

Installing the PowerView Interface
An 18”  RJ4S  cable (supplied) is provided in bay ‘Xl .” It is used to connect the PowerView  to the Power
Amaym. Use the following procedure to install the PowerView  interface to the front ofthe frame.
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I.
2.

3.

4.

5.

Remove the cover grill from the top level of the frame.
Feed the end of the RJ45 cable through the center slot of the top cover grill, and replace the
cover grill onto the frame.
Connect the RJ45 DIW into the receotacle  on the back of the PowerView.

Position the PowerView  over the mounting post on the front ofthe frame, and push straight
down. The PowerView  snaps into place.
Tuck the excess cable into the grill cover.

Remote Placement of the PowerView
The PowerView  can be mounted at a remote location, up to 20’ from the frame. Follow the steps below to
install PowerView  in a remote location.

I. A 20’ RJ45 cable is included with the SymmetraTM Power ArrayTM.
2. Connect one end of the RJ45  cable to the rear of the Power ArrayTM  frame.
3. Connect the other end ofthe cable to the receptacle at the rear ofthe PowerView  interface.
4. The short RJ45 cable at the top of power module bay “Ll” can be safely tucked onto the top

of the power module. Replace the grill cover.  The PowerView  will sit upright on a flat
surface, by folding out the wire bail on the back. It can also be mounted to a wall.

Wall Mounting the PowerView
1. Note the four mounting slots molded into the back of the PowerView  body.
2. Use the template in figure  below to position four large screws on a clean dry wall surface.



PowerView Wall Mounting Template

3. Leave the head of each screw S/16”  out tium the surface of the wall. Screws must be able to
support l5lb.

4. Mount the PowerView display onto the wall by positioning it over  the screws, and sliding it
down until it is securely in place.

Installation Tests
The following test procedure is intended to ensure that the MIM, RIM and the power and battery modules have
been correctly installed. It will verify that the SymmetraTM is responding
correctly and is ready to deliver power to the load equipment. It is intended that  the installer of the SymmehaTM
system will perform  this test. Before this test can be conducted, the main intelligence module (MIM), the
PowerView  display, at least one power module and at least one battery module all must be properly installed.

No/e: This lest is intended to verify the correct setup and instollafion  offhe SymmetraTM  system. It is nor
&ended  to explain ifs ucoge.  In this procedure, you wi// be instructed to ignore PowerView messages, etc.
Troubleshooting any alarms orfaUns  wil/ be covered ertenrively  in the troubleshooting seclion of this
handbook

I Make sure all three switches - system enable, maintenance bypass, and input circuit breaker
are in the off or standby position. Make sure all load equipment is either turned off. or is
unplugged from SymmetraTM

Note: Load equipment can be /e/l connecred  during fhis test procedure, however power will be
swifched on and ofto fhe load equipment. %re/ore,  it is recommended that load equipment be
switched to the “off “position, until the completion o/this test.
2. Switch both the input circuit breaker and the system enable switch to the “on” position.

SymmetraT”  will power up internally, but will not deliver output voltage. The PowerViewwill
display text. Depending on the configuration of the SymmetraTM,  one or more messages such
as “Number of Battery Modules has changed” may appear. Press the ESC navigation key until
tbe startup screen appears. Verify that the input voltage is 208V or 240V nominal, that the
output voltage reads “OOOVout,” and that all four of the PowerView  LED lights are off.
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startup Screen

3. From the startup screen, press the ESC navigation key lo display the top level menu screen.

TOP Level Menu & The Enter Navieation  Kev

Control Logging
*Statue Dieglay
Setup DiZUJS
Acceeeoriee Help

Press the down arrow navigation key to select “Status,” and then press the enter navigation
key. The voltage status screen appears.

Voltage Status Screen

Read the voltage status screen to verify that input voltage (Vin) is nominally either 208V or
240V. Verify that output voltage (Vout) is approximately OV.

4. Press the down arrow key IO scroll IO the frequency status screen. Verify that  the input
frequency is approximately 60 Hz.

Frequency Status Screen

%FreguencieS 9
Input: 60.00Hz

output : 60.00Hz
4

5. Press the down arrow key IO scmll IO the battery status screen. See figure. Verify that the
number of battery modules reported (01 in the example below) is the same as the actual
number of battery modules that are installed. Verify that the number of “bad” modules
repotted is zero. Verify that there is a minimum of 9OV of battery voltage reported.
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Note: The  reported battery volfage  will varyfrom approximately 90V to 148V,  depending on
the stale  of the charge.  Ifthe reported volfage  is less rhon  9OV,  o/low the bonery  modules to
recharge. I/voltage  is less than  60 Volrs  DC remove borreries  and have them replaced
(Leave the syskm  enable switch  and the input  circuit breaker in the “on”posifion.  and o/low
fhe Power ArrayTM  lo remain idle for approximately one halfhour.)

Battery Status Screen

Bat Voltage: 128.5Vt
Bat Capacity: 100.0%
01 Batts, 00 Bad
Runtime OOhr 30 min4

6. Press the down arrow key to scroll to the power module stams screen.

Power status Screen

.mj

Verify that the number of power modules reported is the same as the achml number of paver
modules that are installed. Verify that the number of “bad” modules reported is zero. The first
line of the power stahls  screen displays the reported capacity of the Symmetram.  The
re~ffi~~pacity is dependent upon thy number of power modules installed, and the size of

SymmetraTM  Power Module/Frame Capacities
Number of Power Modules Reported Capacity in Miniframe Reported Capacity in

Masterframe
1 4KVA 4”” 1

2 SKVA 8
3 8KVA *-
4 N/A
5 N/A iunrr.

I. Press  the down arrow key to scmll to the miscellaneous status screen. The bottom line
indicates the status ofthe Mlh4 and RIM. The sample screen below indicates that both are
installed and functioning properly (OK). Ifa module is not installed, the stahu  screen will
display the word ‘NONE.” Confirm  that the status ofthe MIM and RIM as indicated by this
screen conforms  to the actual installation of those modules. Use the ESC key to return to the
startup screen.
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Miscellaneous Status Screen

m

8. Use the following steps to deliver output voltage to the load equipment. See below figure for
the screen sequence.
(a) Press the ESC navigation key on the PowerView  display until the startup screen appears.
Ib) Press  the ESC kev to disolav  the ton level menu.
(cj Press the down .&row  &g&ion  key, until the cursor is pointing to “Control.”
(d) Press the”enter”navigation  key.
(e) Press the down arrow navigation key, until the cwsor  is pointing to “Turn Load ON.”
(t) Press the “enter” navigation key.
(9) Contimt that you want to turn  the load on, by selecting “YES, Turn UPS ON”

Several other over-ride messages may appear, depending on the system coniiguration. Select “start
now” for any of these starmp  over-ride messages.

After several seconds, the PowerView  display should repat that the “UPS LOAD IS ON.” Press the
ESC key to return  to the startup screen. Confirm that output voltage is present, and that the Load On
LED is glowing.

Note: The Bypass LED mnyjlwh  on briefly, and lhe On Batkvy LED may light/or  20-30 seconds i/
the system is conjgnredfir “self fess at power on ”

9. Perform a selftest by following the screen sequence

Initiate a SelfTest Sequence
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The On Battery LED should glow for approximately 30 seconds. A message will appear on the display
indicating that a self test is in progress. When the “Self Test Complete” message appears, press any key to
return to the startup screen.

10.  Place the SymmetraTM into Bypass by following the screen sequence.

~~(j-izeq

The Bypass LED should light, and the PowerView  display will indicate that the Symmetra’I’
is bypassed.

11. Return  the SymmetmTM  to the online mode ofoperation by following the screen sequence.

Return to Online Sequence

rd@m

The Bypass LED should go out, and the message “UPS IS OUT OF BYPASS” will appear on
the PowerView display. Press any key to r&m to the sttiup  screen.

12.  Power down the load equipment by following the screen sequence.

Power Down the Load Sequence

~10~~~1~

vi@=/

Fmm the Control menu, power down the load equipment by executing the UPS LOAD OFF command. AAer
several seconds, the “UPS LOAD IS OFF” message is displayed. All LEDs on the PowerView should be off.

13. Power down the SymmetraTM by switching tbe system enable switch and the input circuit
breaker to the “ow position.

The installation procedure has now been completed.
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VI b. SYXR Installation
The XRl2  h-ame is always installed on the floor, next to the existing SymmelraTM.  The SYXR can be installed
in one of three configurations:

I. A single XR4 can be installed on the floor next lo the existing SymmetraTM.
2. A single XR4 can be installed on top of a SymmetrD’  Mini Frame.
3. Up to three XR4 frames can be stacked on the floor near the existing SymmetraTM.

Nole: The SYXR4 can not be srocked  upon the Symmetra~  Masler Frame or a SYXRIL The power cable and
communication cable is currently only 6’ in length. Therefore, the SYXR cabinets con not be extendedmore
than a fou feetfrom  the Symmefra? Currendy, there are no extended cables oplionr  supported by APC.

Al the bottom rear of the SYXR frame are to power connectors. These are labelled  “R‘s’  and “OUT
An extended run power cable with Andenen  connectors is provided  lo connect the existing SymnietraTH  frame
to the “OUT’ power connector of the SYXR frame. If an additional SYXR frame is installed, an extended run
power cable is connected from its “OUT’ to the “IN”  on the first SYXR frame. Up to seven frames can be
connected (daisy chained) together in parallel,

Installing an XR Frame on the Floor
I.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

Position the XR frame on the floor close enough to the SymmetraTM Power Art’a~‘~~,  so that the extended
run payer  cable can reach both frames  without stress.
Important: Extend the Leveling Feet (XRl2  Only) - Once the XR12 frame is in postion,  extend the
leveling feel at the bottom ofthe XRl2  frame. Level the frame front to back, and side to side. The leveling
feet will support the weight of the XR12 frame when it is loaded with battery modules (910 Ibs.)
Plug the Extended Run Power Cable into the XR Frame and the Symmetra’M  ti’ame.
Install the battery modules into the frame lowest available bays first.
Set the XR frame number at the back of the XR frame located on the SYXRCC. The factory default is set
to “2”. Please note that if installine more than one XR Frame only one frame can have a particular number
behveen  2 and 8.
Install the communication cable between the SymmetraTM frame and the XR frame. One end of the
communication cable connects to the FU 1 I jack on the SYCC and the other end connects to the let? RII I
jack on the SYXRCC. If more than one XR frame is installed, they will comxct  to the first SYXRCC’s
right RJI I jack. Please note that the green status light on the SY: KRCC  should illuminate once the cable is
connected properly into the SYCC and the SYXRCC.



7. One all physical connections have been made, you should check the runtime and battery status to insure
proper communication between the frames.

VII. PowerView,  Other Accessories & Software Integration

VII a. Introduction
The Symmetra~ main communication is externally is processed by the MIM which communicates via
TfL (transistor to transistor logic) level serial communication using the APC UPS-Link Protocol. These III
levels are translated to RS232 levels on the SYCC. ‘IIis means that all external communication to the
PowerView,  Powerchute  s&ware, or other accessories is all done in this protocol. The UPS-Link Protocol is
proprietary and confidential. Every accessory and Powerchute must send information and request information
in this format. To understand the function of these accessories and software, a quick review of the UPS-Link
Protocol will help.

VII b. SymmetraTM UPS -Link Protocol
A protocol  is a specific language or code that two devices can use to communicate. It has a specitic set of rules.
Information can be retrieved from the h4lM through the SYCC’s DB9 by using this protocol, just like the
sofhwve or accessory. Tix APC UPS-Link Control Language includes inquiry commands that return  values for
various input/output and internal electrical parameters, control commands that direct UPS functions such as shut
down and selftests, and UPS initiated alert messages which report UPS operating status. The language also
defines customizing commands that allow the user to adjust the UPS’s operation to suit special applications.
Below table is an example ofUPS - Link commands that can be used to retrieve information from the unit.
This is done using a “smart” signaling RS232 APC pmprietay cable, part number 940-0024C or 9401524C.
Tlx user must alsa be running a terminal communication program such as HyperTerminal,  etc.
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Command/Result
UPS MODEL

&ion of UPS
- - .  _--_of Transfer

1 Battery Capacity
UPS state
Ve=ion in decimal

ime remaining I
down Ups on Battery
test Command

UPS to Bypass
Turn off UPS

CTRL N. Turn UPS on
q 1 Nominal battery Voltage

To
UPS
&l-D

From Command Description
UPS

tt,bb,f,a,kk.k, Report  module tt=total  number of installed Power modules
““.“,~,IIlIlliIl counts and status bb=number  of bad Power modules

f=present  fault tolerance level ret. to current load
a=fault tolerance alarm  threshold (if 0, Ctrl-E  bit 5 is never set.)
kk.k=present  kVA capacity
nn.n=kVA  alarm threshold
r=RlM present? Y or N
mmm=mntime  alarm threshold
Note that tt minus bb is not necessarily the number of Power modules
currently supporting the load. Its possible, hut not likely, that a Power
module could be good but ofl For example, modules would get
switched off at very low battery to avoid killing the battery, while the
IM would remain on for some period of time. It is also possible that a
module failure exists that doesn’t prohibit the module tium providing
output power to the load.

l



To
UPS

Ctrl-E

From
UPS

dddddddd

Command

32 bit Abnormal
Condition Register

Description

All bits will remain ON a minimum of 20 seconds
When a bit is initially set in this register the abnormal condition async
(?) is sent. When a bit is cleared, the Return  Fmm Abnormal
Condition async (“=“) is sent.
RIM sends only bit 15=l  and bit 1=0/l indicating ifIM is present

011-F ddd System Message
Register

bit O=An  installed Power module has failed
bit I=IM  is installed and failed
bit 2=RlM is installed and failed
bit 3=An installed Battery has failed
bit 4=Load is above Alamo  threshold
bit 5=Loss  of redundancy (only set if threshold is not zero)
bit 6=Redundancy below threshold
bit 7=Bypass  not in range (either freq or voltage acceptable)
bit 8=Bypass  contactor  stuck in bypass position
bit *Bypass  contactor  stuck in online position
bit IO=UPS  in bypass due to internal fault
bit I I=UPS in bypass due to overload
bit 12=System  is in maintenance bypass @a fault)
bit 13=lnput  circuit breaker tripped open
bit 14=System  level fan failed
bit I5=RIM is in control (bit 1 indicates whether IM is removed or
failed)
bit 16=12C  failure
bit 1 ‘I-unused
bit lB=Load shutdown from bypass. Input freq/voltage  outside limits.
bit 19=Runtime  below alarm threshold
All codes will be present a minimum of20 seconds
When a code is set to non-zero or changed fmm one non-zero value to
another non-zero value in this register the abnormal condition async
(?) is sent. When the value gets set back IO zero, the Return  From
Abnormal Condition async (“=“)  is sent.
OOO=No  event
OOl=#  Batteries increased
002=#  Batteries decreased
003=#  Power modules increased
004=#  Power modules decreased
005=fM  inserted
006=IM  removed
007=RlM  inserted
008=RlM  removed
009=#  External battery frames increased
OlO=# External battery frames decreased
01 l=Redundancy  restored
012=Min  kVA capacity restored
013=Runtime  restored
014=Beginning  Scheduled (automatic) selftest.
This command dws 2 things: Reduces polling and eliminates the need
to save #Bats, #Power Modules, #bat frames etc. (significant in
ECWOri~S)
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To
UPS

Ctd-Ci

CtTl-I

ad-0

Ctrl-K

&l-B

From
UPS

nnn.n,aaa.a

3-phase:
ff.ffaaa.~bbb.
b,ccc.c
Single phase:
ff.ffqaa.a
3 phase:
aaa.a,dd.d;bbb
.b,ee.e;
ccc.c,ff.f

single phase:
aaa.a,dd.d
3-Phase:
=@kzgti
,mmm.mm;
bbb,eee,hhh,k
kk,nn.nn;
ccc,fRjii,lll,
PP.PP

Single Phase:
wddG&ij
,&.mm
3-
Phase:aaa.a,dd
d.d;
bbb.b,eee.e;cc
c.c;tw.f
Single Phase:
aaa.a,ddd.d

Command

Battery Voltage

Input voltage and
Frequency

Output voltages and
currents

Output power and
kVA per phase

Max and Min
VOltageS

Description

nnnn=nominal  battery voltage (120.0)
aaa.a=actual  battery bus voltage
aaa.a=utility input voltage for phase a
bbb.b=utility  input voltage for phase b
ccc.c=utility input voltage for phase c
ff..ff-utility input tiequency

aaaa=output  voltage for phase a
bbb.b=wtput voltage for phase b
ccc.c=  output voltage for phase c
dd.d= current for phase a
ee.e=  current for phase b
ff.6 current for phase c

asa,bbb,ccc  = output watts in % for phase a,b,c respectively @ n+O
ddd,eee,fff-=  output VA in % for phase a,b,c respectively @n+o
ggg,hhh,iii = output watts in % for phase a,b,c respectively @ n+x
jjj,kkk,lll  = output VA in % for phase a,b,c respectively @n+x
mm.mm,nn.nn,pp.pp=output  kVA (nor %) for phase a,b,c respectively

“@+O” = %load rel. to: total number of working Power modules
(100?@actual overload)

“@+x” = %load rel to: total working~Power modules minus
redundancy alarm level (0,l or 2); IOOY~redundancy  alarm point
aaaa,bbb.b,ccc.c=max input voltages for phases a,b.c respectively
ddd.d,eee.e,tif.f=min  input voltages for phase a,b,c respectively

Changes to definition of existing UPS-Link commands:
To From Command Description

UPS UPS
G B Last Transfer cause Add a ‘B’ response meaning: input circuit breaker tripped.
F unchanged UF’S &.@& Frequency Command currently returns 50.00 or 60.00 when on-battery, so m

frequency is the one that’s most consistent (Besides, its the cleanest
solution to the current 3 phase input, single phase output Darkstar!)

VII c. PowerView Display
The PowerView  Display is the primary user interface for the SymmetraTM Power ArrayTM system. It is used to
control  the Power Arraym, to configure the functionality, monitor the system, set alarm thresholds, and it
performs as the audible and visual alarm. Please note that the PowerView  is an accessory that provides a user
interface between the user and the MIM. Its timctionality  is not necessary for the operation of this UPS.
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Physical Features of the PowerView
The PowerView  Display incorpomtes  a 4 x 20 LCD with four navigation keys, four LED lights, and an audible
alarm beeper. It is designed to either mount on the front of the frame, to stand on top of the tiame, or to be
installed at a remote location. A local RJ45  connector cable is hardwired  to the top power  module bay (Ll), and
is used to connect the display when it is mounted onto the frame. A 20’ RJ45 cable is provided with the system
for positioning the PowerView  at a remote location.

The PowerView Interface

PowerView  Functions
An overview of each of the PowerView  interface functions is provided below:

User Interface - The PowerView  is the primary user interface for the system. It is used to command
the system to power up, and power down the load, as well as to check the status of system components, and to
configure the functionality ofthe system.

Alams  and Alarm Thresholds - The PowerView  contains an audible and visual alarm system. In the
event of a power disturbance, or loss of a system component, (and other user-configured alarm conditions), the
PowerView  interface emits both an audible alarm and displays a visual message. As an example, if a Power
Array”l has been configured with an N+l redundancy, the PowerView  can be configured so that an audible
alarm will sound if the system looses the redundant power module: (Typically, this would be the result of an
additional load being added, or a power module  failure.) Other user configurable alarms include load size
threshold and minimum runtime threshold.

Set System Function Parameters -The PowerView  can be used to set pammeters  for the fimctioning
of the Power An-aym.  These include acceptable input and output frequency ranges, frequency of self tests, and
minimum/maximum settings for power transfers.

PowerView Interface Parameters - The PowerView  can be-  used to set the contrast of the LCD
screen, select the information that is displayed in the startup screen, set the time, date, password and the audible
alarm volume.

Event Logging - The last 63 power and user events are recorded and accessible via the PowerView
interface. The catcgoly of events that are logged is configurable. Statistics are compiled and can bc reviewed
using the PowerView.

Check Status and Diagnostics - Input voltage, output voltage, available runtime,  load size, current
operating mode and the status of each power and battery module are reported by the PowerView  interface.

Testing-The PowerView  interface can be used to perform  a system self test and to simulate a power
failure.
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Help Function -Pressing the up and down navigation keys simultaneously launches context-sensitive
help.

PowerView LEDs
The PowerView  has four LEDs  that sl

I.

On Batt

BYP=

Fault

how the particular state or mode tba
Color
GX‘X

Y&XV

Red

ttlle SymmetrP  is currently in.
Description
Indicates Normal, Online  operating
condition. The Inverten  are
connected to the output and
supplying AC conditioned power to
the load
Indicates that the Symmetra~ is
tempady running on Battery
power. This could be the result of
loss of required utility, self test,
start-up, or mntime  calibration.
Indicates that the power to the load
is being provided directly from tbe
commercial source. The
Symmetm~ has been bypassed and
is no longer supporting the load.
Indicates that the Symmetra’s  h4IM
or RIhl  has detected an internal
fault condition. Consequently a
fault message will appear  on the
display of the PowerView.

Navigation Keys

Esc - Escape Key allows the user to exit the current screen or clear a fault message and return to the
previously displayed~screen.

t - Up Arrow  Key allows the user to scroll upwards through the menus to select a particular command. If
the arrow is at the top of the screen, it will cause it to wrap amund  to the bottom of the screen.

-c - Down Arrow Key allows the user to scroll downwards through the menus to select a particular command,
If the arrow is at the bottom ofthe screen, it will cause it to wrap around to the top of the screen.

CI- Enter Key allows the user to select the item that the arrow is currently pointing to. If the item is a
menu then the next screen or sub menu will be displayed. If it is a parameter, a list of possible selections for
that parameter arc displayed.
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The Startup (default) Screen
- -

Fuel  108%  llllllllllllllllUlllllUlUllpiiEJ/
When the system enable switch is switched to the “on” position, the “Startup Screen” appears.. This screen is
the factory default, and can be user configured to display other information. Note that all PowerView screens
will “time out” after ten minutes of inactivity. It reappears when any navigation key is touched. The startup
screen displays the following information:

Fuel Percentage - The first line indicates the percentage of battery capacity (fuel) that is currently
available.

Load Percentage - The second line indicates the percentage of system capacity (measured in Watts)
that is employed supporting the current load.

Voltages and Input Frequency - The third line indicates the input voltage, output voltage, and the
input frequency.

Run time-The fourth line indicates the run time that can be expected, based upon the current load,
number of batteries installed and battery capacity.

Top Level Menu Hierarchy

Control
Turn Load On/Off
DO Self Test
Simulate Power Fail
Graceful Reboot
Graceful Turn  OflJ
Stat Runtime Cal
UPS out of Bypass

Voltage In, Voltage Out and Output Current
Percentage of capacity used by load - assuming no redundancy
Percentage of capacity used by load - assuming redundancy
Input and Output Frequencies
Battery Voltage, Battery Capacity, Runtime, Bad Batteries
Capacity, Fault Tolerance, Total Power Modules, Bad Power Modules
Alarm Thresholds Configuration Screen - Fault Tolerance, Runtime, Load
Self Test status, Last Transfer status, Status of the Operating Mode, IM and RIM stahls



Setup
Set Shutdown Parameters

Low Ban Duration
Shutdown Delay
Return  Delay
Return  Battery Capacity

Defaults - Set all UPS settings to factory defaults - Y/N
Output Frequency - Set output frequency range (+-O.IHz,  +- 3Hz or Full Range Tracking)
Alamx

Redundancy
Load (maximum)
Runtime  (minimum)

Bypass - Dmp load or go to bypass?
Copy UPS Settings - from a UPS to a display, or horn  a display to the UPS
Other

Set Self Test frequency
Set a UPS identification number
Select an output voltage - 220/230/24OV  version only
Voltage Out reporting - 208V or 240V

Check the status of any SmartSlot  accessory in tbe frame. * Only the Measure Ups is currently
supported with this function and requires the use ofthe 940-OOlOB.cable  connected to the SYCC’s
DB9.

hxiw
View Log
View Statistics
Configure Logging

Power Events on/Off
UPS Control on/off
UPS Faults On/Off
User Activity On/Off
MeasureUPS  OdOff

List Event Groups
Power Events
UPS Control
UPS Faults
User Activity
MeawreUPS
Clear Log

Display
Set the DatuTime
Set a Password
Model Information
Beeper - Set parameters and volume
Set screen contrast
Configure  the startup screen

Diagnostics
Review the fault &diagnostics list
Review the status ofthe IM, RIM, Power Module, Battery Modules and XRFrames

Review of Powering the Loads
Use the previous power the load sequence on the PowerView  interface to enter the “Turn Load On” command.
The Power ArrayTM  has now been instructed to power up the load equipment. It conducts a self diagnosis, and
determines if the conditions are appropriate to power the load. Depending on the diagnostics, the Power
ArrayTM  will either paver the load, or one of several startup over-ride messages will appear. A startup over-
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ride message indicates an exceptional condition exists, and gives the option to proceed or abort. An example
startup over-ride message is displayed below.

Sample Startup Over-Ride Message

For thn manal sequence. select “start now” for any startup over-ride message that may appear. No&: I/on
alarm SOUR&, and a “J&u11  message ” appears,  go to the troubleshooting section for the cause,  and the
corrective acfion. When the load has been successfully powered, the green “LOAD ON” LED will glow, and
the message”UF’S  LOAD IS ON” will appear on the screen. Nofez  The yellow “OAJBA7T LED wiNglow
momenfarily, while the system is cot&cling the se/f fesf. Press the Escape key and return to the startup screen.
Note: The oufpuf  voltage now registers on ihe display, and the loodpercentage  and run time are now based on
rhe actual load Also note that the output will be reported as selected by Output Voltage selections. The default
or Auto is reported in reference of the input voltage tap selection. Therefore, if the tap is set to 208V (factory
default), the output will be displayed in reference to 208V. Ifthe input voltage tap is set for 24OV, the display
will show output is reference to 240V. The Output Voltage reporting can be changed manually under the S&p
menu.

Review of Status Conditions
The status conditions of the Power Arraym are accessed with the PowerView. Status information is used as
“reference” information about the condition ofthe Power Arraym. and the modular components. Status
information is accessed via the “Status” menu item on the top level menu.
Position the armw cursor next to the ‘Status” menu item on tbe top level menu screen. Press enter. The voltage
status screen appears. The voltage status screen displays the following information:

Input Voltage - the actual input voltage from the utility source.
Output Voltage-the actual output voltage.
Load Current - the amperage drawn by the load.

% Load Assuming No Redundancy - Displays the percent ofthe total Power ArrayTM capacity that is
required by the load. The total Power ArrayTM capacity is defined by the number of power modules installed,
multiplied by 4kVA and is limited by the kVA rating of the frame. After this screen
has been reviewed, press the enter key. The percent load with redundancy statlls screen appears.

% Load With Redundancy Status Screen

% Load Allowing For Redundancy - Displays the percent of the non-redundant Power Arraym capacity
that is required by the load. The non-redundant Power ArrayTM capacity is defined by the number of user
defined non-redundant power modules installed, multiplied by 4kVA and is limited by the kVA rating of the
Came. After the load with redundancy status screen has been reviewed, press enter. The frequency status
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screen appears. The redundancy level for this measurement is user defined, and will be assigned in the alarm
threshold procedure. Either zero, one or two power modules will be designated as “redundant.” The remaining
power modules arc then deiined as “non-redundant.”

Frequencies - Displays the input frequency that is being received from the utility power source, and the
output frequency being delivered to the load equipment. AAer  the frequency status screen  has been reviewed,
press enter. The battery status screen appears.

Battery Status Screen - Displays battery voltage, the percentage of available battery capacity, number of
battery modules that are installed, number of battery modules that are “bad” and the predicted run time. Use this
screen to check the status of the battery modules. After the battery status screen has been rcvicwcd, press  enter.
The power status Screen appears.

Power Status Screen - The reported Power Array” capacity is dependent upon the number of power
modules installed, and the size of the frame. The power status screen also displays the actual level of fault
tolerance, the number of power modules in the frame, and the number of “bad” power modules. The actual fault
tolerance indicates the number of functioning power modules in the Power ArrayTM,  minus the number required
to power the load (i.e., if a load is 6kVA, two modules are required. If there arc five modules installed, the fault
tolerance would read N+3.)  Use this screen to check the stahls  of the power modules. After this screen has been
reviewed, press enter. The alarn~ threshold stahas screen appears.

Alarm Thresholds

Alarm Thresholds 9
Fault Tolerance: n+l
Load: 10.0 kVA
Runtime: OOhr 15minS l

The alann threshold status screen  dimlavs the user-defined fault tolerance thrcsbold.~An audible alarm will
sound if the level of redundancy drops l&w this level. This screen also displays a user specified load
threshold. An audible alarm will sound if the attached load exceeds this threshold. Finally, the run time alarm
threshold is displayed. An audible alarm will sound if the predicted run time becomes less than this threshold
(either because of loss of battery capacity, or increased load). After the alarm threshold status screen has been
reviewed, press enter.

How to Configure Alarms
Specific alarm parameters can be configured into the PowerView. Follow this procedure to set the alarm
thresholds that best fit the data center requirements. Use the following sequence on the PowerView to open the
alarm thresholds selection screen:

Each line of the alarm threshold selection screen contains a configuration parameter. To set a parameter, select a
line and press the enter key. Note the flashing up/down arrow appears. Select a desired alann  parameter by
scrolling up or down through  the choices using the arrow navigation keys. When the desired parameter is.- .
displayed, press the enter key. The parameter is then recorded into the YowerView  memory.
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Line #I: Redundancy Alarm Threshold - The Power ArrayTM will signal an alarm if redundancy falls below this
threshold. Base this selection on the number of power modules present (4kVA each), the size of the load, and
the power module redundancy requirements. If redundant power modules are installed, it is highly
recommended that this threshold be set so that the alarm will be initiated if the redundancy is lost. (Possibly a~ a
result ofan unauthorized increase of the load.)

1 Number of 1 User Defined Redundancv for llser Defined Redundancy for
. _-._. . _. . _

Modules N + O N+l N-+2 IN+0 N+l N+2
I ,%.,I,. I *.,.,. ^ .I.. . I ^_,_..

Line #2: Maximum Load Threshold - The maximum load threshold can be set, in increments of 2kVA. If the
load exceeds this threshold, the alarm will sound.

Line #3: Minimum Run Time Threshold - The minimum available run time threshold can be set. In the event
that the predicted run time falls below this threshold, the alarm will sound.

Configuring Shutdown Parameters
Specific shutdown parameters can be configured into the PowerView. Follow this procedure to configure the
shutdown parameters that best fit best tit the data center requirements. The following sequence on the
PowerView opens the shutdown parameter selection screen:

Shutdown Parameter Selection Seauence

Shutdown Parameter Selection Screen

*Low Batt Durr 02min
Bhutdwn Dlyt 02Omc
Return Dly: 0008s~
Return Bat Cap: 10%

Each  line of the shutdown parameter selection screen contains a configuration parameter. To set a parameter,
select a line and press the enter key. Note the flashing up/down arrow appears. Select the desired parameter by
scrolling up or d&n through the choices using the arrow navigation keys. When the desired parameter is
displayed, press the enter key. The parameter is then recorded into the PowerView memory.



Line #l: Low Battery Duration - When in the on battery mode, the Power ArrayTM will signal an
alarm 2,5,7 or 10 minutes before system shutdown occurs due to battery exhaustion. Make selection based on
the time required 10 gracefully shutdown the load equipment in the data center.

Line #2: Shutdown Delay - many computer nehvxks that issue shutdown commands will require
some additional runtime after that command is issued to gracefully shut them-selves down. lfyour computer
network is one of these, the Power Anaym  provides a choice of a 20,180,300  or 600 second delay from the
receipt of the shutdown command, to when the Power Arraym stops powering the load equipment.

Line #3: Return Delay - when utility power is restored after a failure, a delay interval may be
desirable, to allow utility power to stabilize before  the system goes back on line. ‘Ihe return delay inrewal can
be set to 0,60,180 or 300 seconds.

Line #4: Return Battery Capacity - When retiming from an extended power failure, a minimum
battery capacity is often desired before repavering the load. The settable values for this~parameter  are 0, IO, 25
and 90%. This minimal requirement insures there will be suficient battery mn time to safely shutdown the load
in the event of a subsequent power failure. Press the enter key to record your selection, and then~  press
escape to return to the stap screen.

Configuring Output Frequency Range
This parameter is used to adjust the range of acceptable incoming frequency that will be acceptable. If the
range is to strict the PowerView will display that the input frequency is outside the configured range. The
following sequence on the PowerView opens the Output Freq.

Full Range Tracking - Allows the user to widen the Frequency Range to 47 - 63H.z The UPS
.module  will synchmnlze  to theinput ac voltage for an input frequency range of 47-63 Hz For the frequencies
outside this range, the UPS will not synchtonize and the output frequency  changes to it’s default setting 50 or 60
Hz

+/- 3 Hz -Allows the user 10 tighten the Frequency Range m 57-63HZ or 47-53 Hz range depending
upon the input frequency. The output frequency can be fixed to a range 57-63HZ or 47-53 Hz range. The UPS
will track the input frequency within these ranges, but will drop back to a fix 50 or 60 Hz if the input frequency
goes outside the fixed range.

+/- 0.1 HZ-Allows the user to set the Output Frequency Range to its shictest  tolerance. The Output
Frequency will not synchronize with the input frequency and default to either 5OHz or 6OHz.

Configuring Bypass Parameters
This parameter allows the user to determine that if frequency or voltage is outside of accessible range and a
failure/ fault occurs within the UPS it can be set to either Go to Bypass or Drop the Load (disconnect load
output). The following sequence on the PowerView allows the user to define this parameter.

Conlkwina Bwass Parameter Seauence



Configuring Miscellaneous Settings
The menu selection of Other under the Setup menu allows the user to define several different types of
parameters for reporting, testing, etc. The following sequence on the PowerView allows the user to define each
parameter to their specific needs.

Configuring Other Parameters

Self Test -The Symmetram will perform a automated Sklf Test at Power On, 7 Days or I4 Days.
This test can also be Disabled and run manually by the user.

UPS ID -This parameter allows the user to input an identifying name for the SymmetraT” unit and
stores this information in the EEPROM of the MIM.

Output - Allows the user to select the Output Voltage of the SymmebaTM.  Please note that the default
for the North American Model is 240Vac which cannot be changed.

VOUT Reporting-This parameter directly effects in terms of how the PowerView  will display the
Output Voltage of the Symmetxam. The North American SymmetraTM can output 120,208, and 240 using an
isolation transformer which provides to 120 phases and a 88 Vat tap in reference to ground.

Auto-will display the Output Voltage in reference to the input tap selection. Therefore, if the tap is
set for 208Vac, the Output Voltage will be displayed in reference of 208 Vat.

208 -will display the output voltage in reference to 208Vac.
240 -will display the output voltage in reference to 240Vac.

Configure Shutdown Parameters
Specific shutdown parameters can be configured into the PowerView.  Follow this procedure to configure the
shutdown parameten that best fit best tit the data center requirements. The following sequence on the
PowerView opens the shutdown parameter selection screen:

Shutdown Parameter Selection Sequence

Each line of the shutdown parameter selection screen contains a configuration parameter. To set a parameter,
select a line and press the enter key. Note the flashing up/down arrow appears. Select the desired parameter by
scrolling up or down through the choices using the arrow navigation keys..When the desired parameter is
displayed, press the enter key. The parameter is then recorded into the PowerView  memory.

Line #l: Low Battery Duration - When in the on battery mode, the Power ArrayTM will signal an
Alamo  2,5,7 or IO minutes before system shutdown occurs due to battery exhaustion. Make selection based on
the time required to gracefully shutdown the load equipment in the data center.

Line #2: Shutdown Delay - many computer networks that issue shutdown commands will require
some additional runtime  after that command is issued to gracefully shut themselves down. lfyour computer
network is one of these, the P.ower ArrayTM provides  a choice of a 20, 180,300 or 600 second delay tiom the
receipt of the shutdown command, to when the Power ArrayT”  stops powering the load equipment.

Line #3: Return Delay - when utility power is restored afier a failure, a delay interval may be
desirable, to allow utility power to stabilize before the system goes back on line. The return delay interval can
be set to 0,60, 180 or 300 seconds.



Line #4: Return Battery Capacity - When returning from an extended power failure, a minimum
battery capacity is often desired before repowering  the load. The settable  values for this parameter are 0, lo,25
and 90%. This minimal requirement insures there will be sufficient battery mn time to safely shutdown the load
in the event of a subsequent power failure. Press the enter key to record your selection, and then press escape to
remm to the startup  screen.
Configuring Display Features
The Display menu selection allows the user to customize his/her  particular PowerView. ‘Ike following
sequence on the PowerView  opens the Display selection screen.

Disulay Features Seuuence

Date/Time-the  user can set the exact date and time which will reflect the event and data log stored
within the PowerView.

Password-the user can set a password on the PowerView  to enhance security of the unit. For
example this could prevent unauthorized tampering with the conhol commands which could bring down the
load.

Information-the user can retrieve specific information about the PowerView  such as model #, serial
#, Firmware revision, etc.

Beeper - this setting allows the user to enable specific audible alamu  on the PowerView  which is
driven by a specific  event.

Contrast - Allows the user to adjust the contrast on the PowerView  display.
Config. -this selection allows the user to defme what information will be displayed on the nartup

(default) screen.
Language-the PowerView  comes with four language chips that allows the user to view the

PowerView  in different languages other than the factory installed English language. The four different
languages are French, German, Spanish and Italian.

Logging
The PowerView  records the most recent 63 user or power events in an electronic log stored on the PowerView.
The following screen sequence opens the event log screen:

Ouen the Event LOP Seuuence



Event LOP  Screen

31-mv 03:47:40 if01
*No Comm With UP8
Ca Eetabliahed
Self Teat Per68

Scroll  up or down through the log items using the amlw navigation keys. Please note that it is displaying three
events at a time. It is recommended to depress the enter key once opening the event log screen to retrieve one
event at a time with its corresponding date/time  stamp. Tl~e time, date and the number of the selected log item
is displayed on the top line. For more information about a log item, select it, and press the enter key. Also, this
a very powerful diagnostic tool  never clear the event log without recording the events for troubleshooting
purposes.

Retrieving Diagnostic information
The PowerView  allows the user to access an extensive set of self-diagnostics information. Follow this
procedure to review the diagnostic screens. The following sequence on the PowerView  opens the diagnostics
menu screen:

Ooenine  the Diaenostics  Menu Screen

Each line of the diagnostics menu screen contains a menu selection item. Each of these open subsequent screens
as shown below.

Line #l: Fault & Diagnostics Menu Item - This screen provides  an overview of any faults detected
within the system. If a fault is detected, the PowerView  will specify which type of system component has failed.

Line #2: Intelligence Module Diagnostic Menu Item-This menu item opens the main intelligence
module information screen.

Statue: On B Ok
l Rev. 86. uanuf Date
Raw statue Data

The status line at the top of this screen indicates if the main intelligence module is functioning properly or not.
This screen a]?.~  provides  detailed information about the MIM. The Raw Status data is used in determining any
possible faults or alama This information is given in a binary form and needs to be decoded. The Raw status
data can be used 10 determine  the state of the Symmetmm (Le., On battery, Online, etc.), status of the system
fan(s), transformer tap, output voltage and other  diagnostic indicators for norm.4  operation as well as fault and
failures. Troubleshooting will be addressed in the next section of,this  manual.



Raw Status Dumo  For MIM:

IM Status Dump:
State = OS Fan = 00
1001000111101
Vint=246.0 00000000

Line #3: Redundant Intelligence Module Diagnostic Menu Item - This screen opens the redundant
intelligence module information screen. It appears as the same of the above MIM screen. The Raw statlls  data
is much simpler due to the simplicity of the Rim venus  the MIM.

Raw Status Screen for the RIM:

RIM Status Dump:

0 1 1 0 0

Line #4 (left): Power Module Diagnostic Menu Item-This menu item opens tbe power module
information screen.

Power Module Information Screen

With the flashing arrow cursor pointing at the first line, press the enter key. Note the flashing up/down arrow
appears. Use the arrow navigation keys to scroll up or down. The stahls of each module will appear one at a
time. In the event of a power module failure, use this  screen to identify which power module has failed. Use this
screen to confum that a new module is recognized by the Power Arraym,  and is functioning properly. The Raw
Status Data can be used to determine the state of the module, and any faults or failures that occurred within that

module .

Power Module Raw Status Screen
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Line #4 (right): Battery Diagnostic Menu Item - lhis menu item opens the battery module
information screen.

Mein Frame of 1
*Btatue:Ol of QQbate
Raw Statue Data

With the flashing arrow cursor  pointing at the second line, press the enter key. Note the flashing up/down arrow
appears. The status screen for the battery module in the top battery module bay appears:

Too Bath-v Module Status Screen

Bat:01 of 04
Main Frame Wodule:R2
Level 2 from top
statue: OK

This screen indicates that the battery module in bay “RZ” is fimctioning properly. Use the arrow navigation keys
to scroll through all of the battery module status screens. In the event of a battery module failure, use this screen
to identify the battery module that has failed. After a battery module  is replaced, confirm the new module is
recognized by the Power Array”“, and is functioning properly. The Raw stahu  of the Battery Modules shows
the state of the batteries (charging or discharging), if a runtime calibration can be run, and the maximum
percentage of battery capacity for each battery module.

Batterv  Module Raw Status Screen:

Main Frame status:
00.0 00.0
0 0 . 0 0 0 . 0 1 0
1 .00 1 .00 1 .00 1 .00

Through  the PowerViews  Battery Module diagnostic screen the Status and Raw Status Data can also b-z
retrieved for up 7 SymmebaTM  XR Frames. Through the Status screen, it can be determined ifthe battery
module in the XR (extended run frame) is recognized and functioning properly. Please note that frames
manufactured before November of 1998 (ED9842XXXXXX)  may not possess the ability to communicate with
its external battery frames.

. .
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XR Batterv Module Status Screen:

Pranm 02 of 02
+Statua:Ol of 12 bate
R8w Statue Data

L I

The Raw status data of the XR frames and batteries modules can be used to determine the status of the frame,
the number of batteries, battery location, Watts/Hr remaining and maximum available, runtime remaining, the
XFC current. and the XR DC bus.

XR Frame Raw Status Screen:

Frame: 02 Status:
0 12 FFF
w?Iso33 8033 RTO120
123.4 v137.5
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VII d. Other Accessories Available for Integration

Expansion Chassis

Overview:
The SmartSlot  Expansion Chassis allows the use of APC SmartSlot
accessories with UPSs (excluding Back-UPS Pro) that are not equipped
with a SmartSlot  but do have an advanced signaling port. The Expansion
Chassis can also be used with UPSs that have a SmartSlot  to provide
additional SmartSlot(

Features:
l  A  SmartSlot
l A cable marked “UF’s” for connecting to the computer interface port of the UPS.
l A power connector for an optional power adapter (24vDUAP9505).
. A UPS monitoring port that duplicates the functions of the LK’Ss computer interface port.
l A statUs  indicator.

Installation:
Connect the attached cable marked “UPS”  to the computer interface port on the back of the compatible UPS. If
more than two Expansion Chassis are being used n thk same contig&tion,  a 24vDC adapter shduld be
connected to the first Expansion Chassis in line to provide extra power.

Status Indicators:

Accessory installed and Expansion Chassis has power I

Ioff 1 No power IO Expansion  Chassis. I
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Troubleshooting:

The smttns10t
Expansion Chnssis
light  is cm but the
accessory in the
Chassis will not
work.

Tlw patliculv UPS
model does  not sup
pkpo.+=tod=
Eapimsioo  Chwi3  or
the UPS is damaged.

Th-s SmartSlot
Expansion Chassis or
the installed wces-
my has failed

Any of the above
pxsibk  causes.

Plug in tlw UPS
cable see section 2.

Remove the -
sofy installed in tie
SmttnSla l3pmaion
Chapsi% If the axes-
say conllgtcd  to the
ExpmsionChsis
UPS monitoring port
stilldoesnotwork.
rctum  the Expmrion
Chassis for service.
see se&a  6.

The appropriate soltc
tiott ftum above.

Triple Chassis

Overview:
The SmartSlot  Triple Chassis is a 3-&t  expansion chassis designed to accommodate APC SmartSlot  accessory
modules. The SmartSlot  Triple Chassis allows you to:

l Use SmartSlot  accessories with APC UP% that are not equipped with a SmartSlot  but do have an advanced
Computer Interface Port

l Add additional SmartSlot  accessories to UPSs that have an existing SmartSlot.
. Use SmartSlot  accessories such as Measure-UPS in a stand-alone configuration.
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Features:
Three SmartSlots.
A 9-pin  male pat for connecting the SmartSlot  Triple Chassis to the computer interface port of the UPS.
A power  input connector for an optional power adapter.
A 9-pin  female UPS Monitoring port that duplicates the functions of the computer interface port on tbe UPS.
A status indicator (LED).
Rack mounting hardware.

Desktop Installation:
Tbe SmartSlot  Triple Chassis is equipped with rubber feet for desktop use and.can  be located wherever space
permits. Follow the steps below to install the SmartSlot  Triple Chassis.

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Place the triple  chassis in its permanent location. It should be located within 10 A. (3.3m)  of the UPS. Make
sure that the front oftbe unit is accessible.

Connect the female end oftbe included cable (APC PN 940-1000A)  to the 9-pin  male connector labeled
“To UPS’ on the hont  of the SmartSlot  Triple Chassis.

Connect the male end of the cable to the 9-pin female “Computer Interface Port” on the rear of the UPS.

IfUPS monitoring is to be used, connect the required cable (not supplied) from the 9-pin “Monitoring Port”
on the front of the triple chassis to an appropriate serial port on a computer, or to an-other SmartSlot
accessory.

If additional power is needed, connect the optional power adapter output to the “Power” jack on the front of
the triple chassis.

Rack Mount Installation:
The SmartSlot  Triple Chassis is designed to mount in a NetShelter  cabinet (or other 19” NFMA  rack) using the
hardware included with the chassis. The triple chassis can be installed in the NetShelter cabinet by following
these steps:

1. Peel tbe rubber feet Tim the bottom of the triple chassis.

2. Attach a mounting bracket to each side of the triple chassis using 2 small flat-head screws (supplied)
and a #2  Phillips screwdriver.

3. Mount the triple chassis into the N&Shelter  cabinet with 4 cage nuts and machine screws (not
supplied). (Refer to Figure 5) If tbe triple chassis is being installed in a cabinet other than a NetShelter,
use the hardware that is appropriate for the cabinet.

4. Connect the female end of the included cable to tbe 9-pin  male connector labeled “To UPS” on tbe
front of the SmtiSlot  Triple Chassis. (Refer to Figure 3)

5. Connect the male end of the cable to the 9-pin female “Computer Interface Port” on the rear of the
UPS.

6. If UPS monitoring is to be used, connect the required cable (not supplied) tium the 9-pin  “Monitoring
Port” on the fmnt oftbe triple chassis to an appropriate serial port on a computer, or to an-other
SmartSlot  accessory.
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7. If additional power  is needed, connect the optional power adapter output to the “Power” jack on the
fmnt of the triple chassis. NOTE: The optionolpmver  adapter (APC PNAP9505,  not supplied) isfor
we with 100/120  Vacpmver  only.

Installation of SmartSlot  Accessories:
The SmartSlot  Triple Chassis accepts any of APC’s  SmartSlot  accessories. Installation instructions for each
SmartSlot  accessory are provided in the documentation included with each accessory. Before installing any
accessories it is important to consider the order in which they are installed in the Triple Chassis.

Due to the way signals are passed from accessory to accessory, the order in which they are connected together is
important. Incorrect ordering can cause one or more of the connetied  accessories to operate either improperly or
not at all. SmartSlot  accessories that are capable of exerting the most control over the UPS are installed at the
end of tbe “daisy chain” farthest  fmm the UPS. Those accessories that exert the least control over the UPS are
installed closest. The SmartSlots  in the triple chassis are numbered from 1 to 3 (left to right), with slot I closest
to the UPS and slot 3 farthest away. The slot at the rear  of the UPS is numbered 0 and is always the closest to
the UPS.

Status Indicators:

I .
off Triple Cha&  hm no power.

I
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Troubleshooting:

Problem

Ilrc Stnadot Triple
ulasis tight is not on.

PosIble cause solution

The particular UPS model Use the optional power
does twt supply power to adapter (see Section 2) or
the Triple Chassis or the repair the UPS.
UPS is damaged.

The current capacity of the
UPS hnr been uaeded.

The SmartSlot  Triple The SmartSlot Triple Plug in the “To UPS”
Chassis light is on but one Chassis is powered by the cable. See Section 2.
or more ac~esroricr in the power adapter, but the To
chassis wiu not work. UPS” cable is not plugged

in.

An accessory that works The SmartSlot Triple One by cmc, mnove the
when connected to the chassis or an installed twcesoriea  instatkd in the
UP% computer interface accessory has &led SmartSlot Triple Chassis
port will not work when and check for proper
connected to the UPS opemtion.  If the amty
monitoring port connector connected to the Triple
on the Triple Chassis. Chassis UPS monitoring

pm still dccs not work,
return the Triple Chassis
for scnicc. See Section 6.

c&uPs or SNMP The order of the Instau the acccssori~  in
adapter  is unable to detect acceswxia is incorrect the correct order. See
other installed accessories. section 2.

Device running power Any of the above possible The appropriate solution
management  sof tware  caws. from above
cannot communicate with
the UPS.

Isolated Extension Cable

Overview:
American Power Conversion’s Isolated Extension Cable (AP9825 and AP9825f)  is a device that allows you lo
lengthen the communications connection behveen a server running PowerChute s&ware and an APC
unintemtptible power supply (UPS). When standard cables are used for distances of more than 5 meters,
communications can become unreliable and ground loops can damage computer serial pot-k.
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If your facility uses large APC UP% (Matrix-UPS or the SymmetraTM, for example), it may not be practical to
place the saver running PowerChute  s&ware close enough to use the standard data cables. With the Isolated 0
Extension Cable, you can house a UPS in one location and monitor it up to 100 meters away.

Features:
. Bwsts signals and reduces noise by using a current loop scheme
l Provides an isolation barrier that prevents damage f?om gmund  loops
l Works with cables up to 100 meters in length
. Requires no configuration after plug in
l Displays information on operation - including some wiring problems-on LEDs
. Supports all the functions nomully available to and from the UPS

Installation:

The UPS End Unit has ti optional power port for use with a second AC Adapter. Normally,the  UPS provides
enough power through the data cable. You must provide extra  power for the UPS End Unit if either of the
following conditions applies:

l You have a heavy load of accessories connected to the UPS via the DB9 port.
. You are connecting to an APC Back-UPS or Back-UPS Pro model UPS.

Note: Ifyou use on opfional  ACAdapfer,  you must  plug the adapter info (I receptacle  &I isprotected  by UPS
power in order to envwe fhof communicolion  is maintainedduring  utilityfailure.



Status Indicators:

Sewer E Id LEDs:

LED STATUS

.OW BAT
‘OL ERR

problem  on the RJJS cnblr.

WDIAC FAIL
WL ERR

,i

LED

DATA
POL ERR

UPS old

UPS OFF

Flickring

I

miring dab hm iht UPS

GEII (Smti Signaling only:
. Ismml-UPS, h%wix-UPS, or

UPS End LEDs:

8TATUS

Off

CONDITION

Nomxd mndition  for Simple Sig
naling  (Back-UPS).

Flickering
Green

The cclmp”ter or accessmy is
ending  duo to the UPS 6nw1
Signaling only: Smart-UPS,
Mnuix-UPS,  or Symmena Power
AT).

Red
‘Ike is a polarity wiring problem
on Ihe RI45 able.

Y&W Tk UPS is being Nd on by the
sel?Jer or accessory.

Yello\v
Ii-e UPS is being rumed off by the
server  or xcessory.
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Remote Poker-Off Device

Overview:
APC’s  Remote Power-Off Device (Aw830)  is an accessory that allows you to turn  off tbe output of an APC
unintermptible  power  supply (UPS) by a remote switch. In many facilities the UPS is not readily accessible.
With the Remote Power-Off Device. YOU  can immediately  turn off the UPS output with a switch you have
placed in a convenient location. For’rkmte  turnoff of m&e than one UPS by a&k switch, yo; can set up
each UPS with its own Remote Power-Off Device.

Features:
. Provides instantaneous remote turnoff of APC UPS output.
l Works with  a variety of switches-nomnlly  open, nommlly  closed, and applied voltage.
. Can be set up for shutting down multiple UPSs  with one switch (one Remote Power-Off Device for

each UPS).
. Supports all functions normally available to the UPS, including the powering of accessories, smart

signaling, and UPS Turn-on/Turn-off.

Single Server Installation:
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Multirde  Server Installation:
The following diagram shows the connection order for cascading multiple RPOs with multiple UPS:
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Relay I/O Module

Overview:
The SmartSlot  Relay I/O Module uses closed contact inputs to control how a UPS reacts when a button or lever
is activated, while the outputs signal when a UPS undergoes a certain event. ‘Ihis can he uSed for a wide variety
of devices and equipment in the field.

Closer Look:
The SmartSlot  Relay I/O Module consists of a printed circuit board assembly (right below), and an awessay
connection board (left below). The SmartSlot  Relay I/O Module installs in the SmartSlot  of the host device. The
connector board, which has the screw terminals for making connections to the SmartSlot  Relay I/O Module,
attaches to the installed I/O.

Wit-he  Contkuration:
The diagram below shows how to wire inputs and outputs to the Relay I/O Module. When wiring inputs, this
causes the UF’S  to act in the way the input is wired. When outputs are wired, when that condition is met on the
UPS, it will cause the attached load to function.



output #1I I The UPS is on-battery (e.g., during a power failure.
self-test, or run time calibration) I

output #2 UPS has a low battery

output #3 The protected load is not receiving power from the UPS or
communication kehveen the UPS and the Relay VO Module

has been lost

output #5
The UPS is overloaded

TheUPSisinbypassby
software, front panel,
rear panel selection

output #6 Any UPS fault or self-test Any UPS fault, self-test
WlUie failure, or overload
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Troubleshooting
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Call-UPS II

Overview:
The Call-UPS II is a remote UPS management device that allows you to monitor and control your APC UPS by
modem. It provides the following features:

l .Remote  UPS status display
. Remote UPS control (e.g., safe reboot  during power outage or when the server is down)
l Data and event logging
l Operator paging in case of trouble

Call-UPS II works with any APC Smart-UPS, Matrix-UPS or Symmetram Power ArrayT” It draws power
from the UPS, and can be used with the APC Measure-UPS Environmental Monitor and the APC PowerNet
SNMP Adapter. Call-UPS II comes in two versions: as an external device (AP9208)  and as a SmartSlot  card
(AP9608).  SmartSlot  Call-UPS Ilmounts  in all APC devices equipped with a SmartSlot.  The external Call-UPS
II connects to the UPS communications pat.

Contieuration:
Connect a dumb terminal  or a computer running terminal emulation sofhwe  to the Management Port of Call-
UPS II using the supplied null modem cable. It may be necessary to use an adapter (not supplied) to connect the
computer to the null modem cable. Set the communication parameters of the computer to 9600 bits per second,
8 data bits, no parity, and I stop bit (9600, 8, N, 1).

With Call-UPS II running (Status Indicator on steady), press CIXL + P (press and hold the CTRL key while
pressing the P key). At the prompt:

. Enter Password>
l Type in APC and press ENTER.

Note: ‘APC”  is the factory defmb  pawvordfor  Call-UPS II If the de/au/f  has been changed through previous
confgumfion,  enter the changedpassword  Call- UPS II communicalion  is case sensilive.  Enter APC in upper
ca.w.

**  For configuration ofthe Call-UPS II, please refer to the User’s Guide.
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Troublesbootine:

?ower lit tlashfa
spidly  when unit

tlnl turtled on.

3alnollogiil
ocany to mn-
igun Crdl-UPS//.

Cd-UPS// Setup item
Answer Ring sa m 0.

Answer Lockout in
progress.

Ranore modem plugged
into UPS that has bcm
tumd off.

Modem did not receive
sap sting from Cal!-
IJPSII.

Call-UPSI is diakng
back.

No @ symbol at Wend
of tie dial string.

W-UPS II is d!aling
m quickly for the
wing equiptpem

Spna chzmcter  crmcels
rending lbe page

Set Answer Ring to vahe  aher
than 0 ice Set 4.6).

plug mote modem into n wall
socket  or us5 modem povteml
by C~II-IJPS/I.

nm modem on before plugging
in Cal-lJPSfl;checL the cables.

Add an @-symbol  at dw-end of
the dial strings in the f31&
Seixp Menu. Many paging
eontmllm ned additional time
to establish B connecticm.

Add 10 da vnlus in ti Repent
I, Repent 2, and Paging Tiier
setting.5 in Paging *cup.

set Dial speed in hging SetlJp
lo 3 lower value.

set space chnrncter  in Paging
setup to none.
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Measure-UPS II

Overview:
The SmartSlot Measure-UPS II pa-forms  temperature and humidity sensing, as well as contact monitoring.

Supports up to four zones of contact monitoring, each of which supports both normally open and normally
closed contacts.

Reports temperatures from 0 to 60 “C (32 to 140 “F) and relative humidity from 10 to 90%

Measure-UPS II model AP9612T includes:
l Measure-UPS II SmartSlot UPS accessory
l Temperature pmbe (model AP9512T)
l Screw terminal connector for contact monitoring
l Hook and loop probe fasteners.

Measure-UPS II model AP9612TH includes:
l The Measure-UPS II SmartSlot UPS accessory
l Combined temperahlre  and humidity probe (model AP9512TH)
l Screw terminal connector for contact monitoring

l Hook and loop probe fasteners.

Installation:
Use the following procedure to install SmartSlot Measure-UPS II:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Install and configure any sofhvare  or hardware that will be used with Measure-UPS II for data reporting
(see sofhvare  and hard-ware compatibility above).
Install Measure-UPS II in the SmartSlot. Use a #2 Phillips head screwdriver to remove  the host device
SmartSlot cover plate. Install Measure-UPS II. Replace the cover plate screws. Nofe: Meanrre-UPSII  ir
sensitive lo slalic elecfrici@. Handle Meawre-UPS  II by rhe endplate only. Do not much rhe exposed
prinfedcircuir  board While it is not possible to install Measure-UPS II upside down, it is possible to
damage it in the attempt. Note that the edges of the printed circuit board align with the locating slots in the
sides of the SmartSlot. The SmartSlot  may be oriented horizontally or wtically in the host device. The
host device may be on or off during installation.
Connect the supplied probe to probe connector I on Measure-UPS II. Note: probe connector 2 is not used
in Measure-UPS II.
Place the probe where desired using the supplied hook and loop fasteners, if needed. No/e: The Meanue-
UPS Hprobe is designed/or  use in II controlled environmenf. Place il in on area that is within the
environment limirs set in the specificafiom  (see section 9.) The location mu~l befreefrom direct sunlighf,
excessive moisture, anddust.
The contact monitoring connection is a two piece design. Connect contact closure-type sensors to the
removable screw terminal block using the information in section 4 as a guide. The connector accepts wire
sizes from I4 AWG (1.6 mm2) to 26 AWG (.4 mm2). Ship the wire insulation 0.25” (6 mm). Connect the
screw terminal block to the Sensor Zones connector of Measure-UPS II.
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0Sensor/Contact Operations:

Sensor Zones

P i Function
I I power  supply, +I2 Vdc nominal. 60 mA max.

I 4 I zone I nomlally  clcsed I

5 I zone 2 comnwn

6 zone 2 normally closed 0
7 zone 3 CmnrnO”

8 zone 3 00mlally closed

9 zmle 4 CornrnO”

IO mne 4 normally closed
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TroubleshootinG

Unused  zones  m
jumped-cd.

Share-UPS

Overview:
Share-UPS (AP9207)  is an American Power Conversion (APC) accessory that provides seven additional
computer interface ports for your APC UPS. It allows the UPS to work in conjunction witb your power
management sol?ware to pmvide safe system shutdown in extended power outages for up to eight network
servers  or other devices. If necessary, Share-UPS can shut down the UPS when all attached devices have
confirmed  OS shutdown.

The tint interface port  makes it possible to provide advanced UPS and power management functions to all
protected devices. You can provide power management with APC  PowerChuteplw  sothvare  and UPS
accessxies such as the APC Web/SNMF’  Management Card (AP9606) for network connectivity and the Call-
UPS II (AP9608)  remote management device.

Share-UPS draws power from the Computer Interface port of the UPS or, with an optional AC power adapter
(AP9505[i])  not included), fium an external source. It monitors the UPS and reports power conditions (e.g., On
Battery, Low Battery, On Line) to all attached devices.
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Features:
The following list shows some of the features of Share-UPS. Your Share-UPS unit:

Can be used as a freestanding desktop unit or mounted on a wall, in an APC NetShelter  enclosure,
or other 19” rack..

Works well in a heterogeneous network. Servers running different operating systems can monitor
the same UPS simultaneously.

Supports advanced or simple signaling on its Advanced port.

Can delay shutdown of the UPS until all servers have shut down gracefully.

Can be connected to a modem  or terminal for sending and receiving status and control information
between the UF’S  and Share-UPS.

Allows you to restart  hung servers. -.

Ha operating modes that cause the UPS to shut down after confirmation from all protected
devices or after an interval set by tbe user.

Does not depend on the operation oftbe network to protect connected devices. As a hard-wired
accessory, Share-UPS reliably conveys important status messages during poor power conditions

Configuration (Advanced vs. Simole):
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Trotibleshootine:
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Interface Expander

Overview:
The Interface Expander (AP9607)  is a SmartSlot  device that provides hvo additional computer interface ports. It
allows the UPS to work in conjunction with Powerchute Plus to provide safe system shutdown for up to three
computers via serial cable connection.

The Interface Expander draws power from the UPS directly via the serial port. It monitors the UPS and reports
power conditions (e.g.. On Battery, Low Battery, and On Line) to all attached devices.

The following figure shows the fmnt panel of the Interface Expander. The panel contains:

l 2 Basic monitoring ports
. 4 Configuration DIP switches
. a status LED
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Features & Benefits:
. Mounts in all APC devices equipped with a SmartSlot accessory slot.
l Works well in a heterogeneous network. Servers running different operating systems can monitor the

same UPS simultaneously.
. Suppati  advanced or simple signaling on the advanced port of the UPS.
l Can delay shutdown  ofthe UPS until all servers have shut down gracefully.
. Allows you to restart hung server?..
. Has operating modes that cause the UPS to shut down after confirmation from all protected devices or

after an interval set by the user.

l Does not depend on the operation ofthe nehvork to protect connected devices. As a hard-wired
accessory, the Interface Expander reliability conveys important status messages during poor  power
conditions.

S t a t u s  I n d i c a t o r s :
The Interface Expander status LED provides important information concerning operation of the unit. Refer to
the table below for a description ofthe conditions indicated by the LED.

Stati LkserlptIon

on Normal  cqemion. Tbe Intertice
&pander is on and mmmunicnting
with the. UPS.

Mostly on. whh c single The Intelfacc  EapdcI is SignrIling D
blink aff UPS On Baucry condition to Ihe COD

nected servm.

Mostly  on, witb two
blinks off

Fltlshing  conlinuwly Shutdown of the UPS is imminenr

Moslly off. with ssingle UPS outputs are off-UPS is in Sleep
fbxsh  on mode.

Blinking slowly and 7he Interfccc Expzdcr fzdlal ifs xlf-
conlilluwsly test.

OfI The Interface Expander is powered  off
or is not nble 10 communicate with Ihe
UPS.
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Troubleshooting:

Problem Possible Cause

Tbc wnmg cnble is
being used.

stam LED T&e is tm ima-
flashes  contim- ml problem with
WSly. the lnterfoce

EXpaiKkC

I 104

solution

Verify that the cable  is

Remove the Interfxe
Expander wmpomrily
from the UPS and rein-
stall. If the problem
persists. see “If prob-
lems penist.” on page
28.

Remove the Inwfaa
Expsnder  temporarily
fmm the UPS and rein-
stall. if the problem
penista  see “If pm&
Ian.5 persist,” on page
28.



MasterSwitcWTVIasterSwitch  II

Overview:
American Power Conversion’s MasterSwitch  is a stand-alone, nehvork-manageable
power distribution unit (PDU)  that allows you to program the control of eight power outlets. You can control
MasterSwitch  using a Web or Control Console interface. MasterSwitch  is available in two models. Model
AP921 I is equipped with NEMA  S-15  outlets. Model AP9212  is equipped with IEC-320  Cl3 outlets.
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Features:
Some features and benefits of the Mast&witch II include:

l Flash Upgradeability which allows you to upgrade firmware via intemet downloads for future
enhancements.

. MD-5 Security for enhanced security for remote access via World Wide Web.
l A new web interface which allows for easier use and which follows APC’s  standard look and feel.
l Be able to define multiple users and give access to specific outlets. Focused toward the ISP/CoL.o’s

that have multiple customers on a single unit.

Some features of both the Master&itch  & MasterSwitch  II:

l Eight channels of manageable power. Individually contml eight on-board power outlets for complete
and flexible management of connected equipment.

l HTTP, SNMI’  & Telnet control to manage connected devices via a web-based interface or with native
SNMP management platforms and telnet.

l Control UPS power output via an outlet by outlet basis to load shed runtime.
l Sequence power-on to allows some devices to power on before others.

l Built-in Ethernet interface for direct connection to LAN.

Status Indicators:
Each outlet has a corresponding LED that indicates the state of the outlet. In addition, the MasterSwitch unit has
two LEDs  that indicate the statlls  oftbe unit as a whole. Refer to Table 2 for a description of the conditions
indicated by LEDs.

LED

Ourkt LED

status

link-RX/TX

status

0”

Off

Off

Flashing
Green

Red

l?linki”g
Red

Off

Flashing
Green

Description

The Outk is on

The Ourltr b off.

The MarrerSwirch unit has no power.

The Marr&wirch unit has valid network
sect@.

The MasterSwitch unit doer not have valid
network seninns.

A hardware &lure has been detected in the
MasrerSwirch  unir.

The device  which camecu  MasterSwitch
to the nehwrk (a router, huh or
concennator)  is off or is not operating
cormrly

The MarrerSwiwh  unit is receiving data
packers fmm the nework
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Installation:
You must configure the network settings of MasterSwitch  before it can operate on a network. The required
settings are:

l IP address of MasterSwitch
.  Subnet M a s k
. ll’ address of the default gateway

Nore:  If a defmlr  &tewcy  is nor present,  enkr  an IP address of a comparer  on the same subnet.

Please refer to the Installation Guide for configuring the MasterSwitch  settings.

Troubleshootine:

Problem I Poulble  Cause I solution

Tripod MascerStixh  circuit Reset drctir beaker  or

breaker or na inpur power. coma input power

Ctrruir  tweaker
rrips rrreqwndy
or continuoudy.

A m -  d r a w n  b y  had
equipment ace& dw
rkd inaximum totat
curre”r  draw. See Table 24,
-Pm&m specircanonr  for
AP9211; on page 30 or
Tabte 25 ‘Product
specificadoM  for *PP*n.
on Paz.3 39.

Limit toad equipment m
bme &vic+s %hkh
logeher  draw less dmn
dbz listed maximum
cotat current draw.

0

MasterSwitch  Plus

Overview:
MasterSwitch  Plus (AP9225)  is a power control unit with a Web SNMP Management Card (AP9606)  pre-
installed. This combination allows you to manage a Mast&witch  Plus, up to three MasterSwitch  Plus
Expansion units (AP9225EXP),  and a Measure-UPS II, using a Web browser, Telnet,  or terminal session.

0
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Features:
The MasterSwitch  Plus features:

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Be able to define multiple users and give access to specific outlets. Focused toward the ISPKoLo’s
that have multiple customers  on a single unit.
Graceful shutdown and load shedding allows for automatic shutdown of connected servers attached to
an APC UPS when the UPS enters an “On-Battery”  state and for the attached outlet to be turned  off
after the serve, has confirmed shutdown.
Graceful reboot will allows graceful shutdown before cycling power to the equipment.
Eight channels of manageable power. Individually control eight on-board power outlets for complete
and flexible management of connected equipment.
HlTF’ & Telnet will allow you to manage connected devices via a web-based interface via built-in
Ethernet and Telnet.
Control UPS power  output via an outlet by outlet basis to load shed mntime.
Power-up sequencing allows users to con’tigure  the sequence in which power is provided.
Daisy Chaining allows for up to three AF9225EXF’units  to be connected serially to one AP9225,
providing control of 32 connected devices with one Ip address.
Flash Upgradeability  which allows you to upgrade timware via intemet downloads for future
enhancements.
MD-5 Security for enhanced security for remote access via world wide web.
New Annunciator Mode allows you to toggle outlets in response to environmental alarms  when used in
conjunction with the environmental management card (AP9612TH).

Troubleshooting:
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MasterSwitch  Power Receptacles

Overview:
APC MasterSwitch  Power Receptacles increase the maximum amperage controlled by a MasterSwitch  unit. A
North American model of Mast&witch can supply a maximum of 12 amps total over eight outlets. Using eight
5-15 Power Receptacle units, for example, you can control power to a total load of up to 96 amps-12 amps per
receptacle-using a single Mast&witch. For International models, you can control power to loads totaling 80
amps-l 0 amps per receptacle-using a single Master Switch.

You can mount up to three Power Receptacle units in a Power Receptacle Tray (AP95lOBAY),  which installs
into an APC NetShelter  enclosure. You can mix and match various Power Receptacle models in the.Power
Receptacle Tray. The tray requires 2U of space in the NetShelter  and can tit conveniently on the rear mounting
flanges, behind a Mast&witch unit.
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ContigurationslModels:

I A P C
Part Number 1 ~fceptac~e  ( V o l t a  ( A m p s  1~1 Relay Coil 1

AP951ffi15 5-15 duplex 115 12 1 100/120 VAC
a?17124  mA

AF9510520 5-m duplex 115 16 1 lCUW2O VAC
@17124mA

I AF951Ou30  u-30I 1 240 1 24 I21;~~,; 1
I AF95103202(International) I lEC32OQuod 1 240 1 10 11 1 z;p,z 1

Installation:

1.

'2.

3.

Connect the power cord on the front panel of the Power Receptacle to your APC UPS or to a branch circuit
capable of supplying power to the connected loads. No&:  Infernafional  models do not include apower
cord You mwt supply your own. However, the procedure/or connecfingpower  is the same.

Connect the load(s) to the outlet(s) on the t&t panel of the power receptacle.

Connect the relay wnkol  input cord (oti the rear panel of the Power Receptacle) to an outlet aithe rear of
the MasterSwitch.
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VII e. Powerchute Software for Network Management

Powerchute Software-A UPS system alone provides excellent protection from brief power problems.
However, during an extended power outage an unattended computer system will eventually shut down due to
battery capacity exhaustion. To prevent data corruption when the UPS shuts down, the computer must be
informed by tbe UPS of impending shut down and take appropriate tile saving measures. This important
function is called “UPS monitoring”. The UPS’s computer interface port is the means by which the UPS
communicates with a computer system. Some computer operating systems have built in UPS monitoring. These
systems require various hardware interfaces. APC offers interface kits for all operating systems that support
UPS monitoring. In addition, APC also offers PowerChute software  that enhances built-in UPS monitoring.
Versions of PowerChute  are available that add the UPS monitoring function to the many operating systems that
do not inherently provide UPS monitoring. APC’s  PowerChute s&ware provides complete data protection for
those systems that do not offer UPS monitoring, or provide only limited UPS monitoring. This software is a
background process that moniton the UPS through an RS-232 serial port on the host and in some cases via a
Web/SNMP  Adapter. Powerchute is used with the Symmetram  for selected Operating Systems and APC
signaling cables to provide  unattended graceful shutdowns of network servers and clients. It allows the user to
monitor the SymmebaTM  over the local network, provides sophisticated diagnostic tools, logging of events and
power data, notification, UPS battery conservation features, scheduled shutdowns and reboots, and a remote real
time graphical display that  shows statlls  information on the SymmetraTM. Some of tbe current versions of
Powerchute that are compatible with the Symmetram are Powerchute  for Window NT, Windows 2000, Novel
Netware, AIX, SCO, HP-UX, SUN/OS, Solaris,  Liiux and Sgi Irix.

Interface Kits - APC offers a series of interface kits for operating systems that provide UPS monitoring. Each
interface kit includes the special interface cable required to convert status signals from the UPS into signals that

.the various operating systems recognize.

Cables
940-l524C - IS “smart” signaling cable used for communicating in UPS -Link Language.
940-0024C - Standard “smart” signaling cable used for communicating in UPS-Link Language.
940-002OB - “Simple” signaling cable for Windows NT, Novell Netware applications.
940-0023A -“Simple” signaling cable for Unix flavors such as Solaris,  AIX, Sun/OS, HP-UX, etc.
940-0103 -Null modem cable for use with the Call UPS II, and ShareUPS  management port.
940-001 OB - Splitter cable for use with-an additional PdwerView  and Pow&chute  Plus off the DB9 Port.
940-l500A  - 15’ straight through extension cable for RS232.
940-0006A - “Simple” signaling cable for the native shutdown of the AS400 (15pin)
940-0031A - “Simple” signaling cable for the native shutdown of the AS400 (Spin)
940-0049A - “Simple” signaling cable for SGI Irix

Computer Interface Port
The UPS is equipped with a rear panel interface port for communication between the UPS and a
host computer. Such a system allows power quality monitoring and unattended network shutdown in the event
of an extended utility power outage. Nole: tbepin-out  of the UPS’computer  inferfkceport  is non-standard
Only American Power Conversion supplied or approved cables may be used Tbe UPS has two signaling
modes via the interface port. In the “standard” signaling mode, the UPS provides or accepts simple level
transitions as described in the following part connector pin outline. In the “smart” signaling mode, the UPS is
capable ofASCI1 RS-232 data communications according to the APC UPS-Link Control Language.

Pin 1 -Shutdown Input
The UPS will shut down following a 20 second delay when +5 Vdc or a HI RS-232 level, sustained for 4.5
seconds, is applied to pin I. Tbe shut down delay may be extended to 180,300 or 600 seconds. The UPS will
respond to the signal only when operating on-battery. In the “smart” signaling mode, this pin is the receive data
input line. Iftbe UPS is shut down via this input, it will automatically restart and power the connected loads
when the utility voltage is restored to within nomxd  limits
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Pin 2 - Transfer To On-Battery Signal Output
The UPS will generate a LO to HI RS-232 level transition upon transfer from online to on-battery operation
(utility failure). The pin is normally at a LO RS-232 level. In the “smart” signaling mode, this pin is the transmit
data output line.

Pin 3 - Normally Open On-Battery Signal
This pin is the open collector of a transistor that tams on when the UPS transfers from online to on-battery
operation (utility failure). The transistor is capable of driving ground referenced Tn. inputs or loads ofup to 50
mA at 40 Vdc, non-inductive. If used to drive relays, the relay coil must be clamped with a “catch” diode.

Pin 4 and Pin 9 - Common
These pins are used as the common for all input/output signaling.

Pin 5 - Normally Open Low Battery Signal
This pin is the open collector of a transistor that tams on when the UPS detects a low battery condition. The
transistor is capable of driving ground referenced TTL inputs or loads of up to 50 mA at 40 Vdc, non-inductive.
If used to drive relays, the relay coil must be clamped with a “catch” diode.

Pin 6 - Normally Closed On-Battery Signal
This pin is the open collector of a transistor that turns off when the UPS transfers from online to on-battery
operation (utility failure). The transistor is capable of driving ground referenced lTL inputs or loads of up to 50
mA at 40 Vdc, non-inductive. If used to drive relays, the relay coil must be clamped with a “catch” diode.

Pin I - Remote Turn On/Off
The UPS will tam on and all loads connected at its output will become powered when a Hl RS-232 level,
sustained for I second, is applied to pin 7. This is true only when the input circuit breaker is in the ON (I)
position. When pin 7 is grounded for 1 second, the UPS will shut down and all loads connected at its output will
become unpowered.

Pin 8 - Unregulated Supply Voltage
When the UPS’  input circuit breaker is in the ON (I) position, an unregulated current limited +24  Vdc appears
at pin 8. A maximum of 200 mAdc may be sourced from this output.

VIII. Troubleshooting

VIII a. Data Retrieval
The majority of the information necessary for troubleshooting and diagnosing a fault or problem with the
SymmetraT”  can be retrieved through the PowerView.  The importance of gathering all pertinent information is
to be able not only to solve the problem. but lo gain knowledge to improve the product,  correct the problem or
prevent future problems. We need to understand not only what happen, but why it happen. It is important to
obtain what happen before, during and afler the problem  or fault occurred. Below arc detailed instructions that
allow you to retrieve this information from the PowerView.

General Information Needed:

1. Please retrieve serial numbers from the components installed in the Symmetra~M.  ‘llx serial numben arc
listed along with the model number on white stickers. The frame ser&d  number is located in the back of the
SymmetraTM or on the fmnt bottom where the main input breaker is located. The SYMlM  & SYRIM  arc
located in the top right side bay. You will have to remove  the PowerView  to remove  the very top panel.
The SYPMs  are located on the left side in bay LI - L5 while the SYBAlTs  are located right side in bays
RI -R4.
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2. What LEDs are illuminated on the PowerView?  There  are four LEDs: load on, on batt, bypass and fault.

3. Please retrieve and record all “Status” information. Please push enter (the button with an arrow  at the
bottom) on the PowerView,  then select the “Status” tium the main menus screen. Please record the
information of the VIN, Vout,  lout. Continue to push enter and record each item from the PowerView.  In
the case of &Its,  pay close attention to the # of PM, # of Batts, and the Status  of the IM and Rim.

Main Menus of the Powerview

Control
*gtatu~
Setug
Acceeeoriee

Record Status Information Here

RUNTIME I 1 STATUS I
#OF BATTS 1 IM
11nFndnnAm I I r)lM I

4. Fault information can be retrieved under the “Diags” menu. Please select “Diags” menu
and push enter. You can then navigate to “Fault” and “Diagnostics” menu and retrieve
any known faults listed under this menu such as “Bad power module on L4”. Push
“ES? to go to back to the main “Diags” menu.
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a. For a Power Module Fault, please select “Pwr Modules” men” and push “enter”.
Push “enter” again and the cursor will move to the right and change to an
up/down arrow. Using the up and down arrows, you can move to the correct
power module that has a fault such as 04 of 05. Please record the status of the
power module and push “ES? once and navigate down to the “Raw Status
Data”: of that particular Power Module. Again, select “enter” and record the
“Raw Status Data” of each Power Module which appears  as:

Module U4 Status
0408675B

0000
87 02 09

You should do this for all power modules that report a fault or failure.

b. For a Battery Fault, please select “Batts”  in the “Diags”  men” and depress the
“enter” key. You first need to select the frame that the Battery has failed in.
You must push “enter” while the cursor is pointing at “Frame”. This will change
your c”rsor to a vertical “p/down cursor. From this position “sing the up and
down arrow select the correct frame # such as Frame 2 of 3 or Main Frame
(SymmehaTM  of 2. After selecting the appropriate frame, hit “ESC”  and
navigate down to “Status” and push “enter” again. You must now sele$ the
Battery that has the fault such a 02 of 04 Bats. Please record the stahls  which
should be either Bad or OK. From here you will need to go to “Raw Status Data”
and record the binary numbers or raw stat”s data of the XR frame. The Main
frame raw statlls  format is as below:

00.0 00.0
00.0 00.0 1 0
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

c. For the MIM  (Main Intelligence Module), please select Intelligence Module.
Record the current stat”s  and then select the “Raw Status Data”. Please record
the “Raw Status Data” ofthe MIM.

d. For a failed RIM (Redundant Intelligence Module), Please select “Redundant
Intel Mod”. Record the current Status as well as select “Raw Status Data” and
record this information too.

RIM Status Dump:
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5. Please record what LED(s) are illuminated on the MlM and the RIM. The MIM and RIM
are located at the very top right side bay. They should normally be displaying a single
green led on both the MIM and the RIM when Online with no faults. Please note the
flashing ofthe amber LED on the MIM. If it is flashing, is it fast (3 flashes, one second
apart) or slow (on 5 seconds , off 5 seconds) or a combination of both.

6. Logging information can be very critical in troubleshooting and diagnosing the problem
with the unit. From the main menus, please select “logging” and then select “view log”.
Once the log is displayed push “enter” to read each log one at a time. Please record the
data/time stamp, message number and the error message. You should do this until you
reach at least the first self test passed.

7. Record any accessories or sof%ware being used to manage this UPS. Please make a
thorough check of the rear Smart-Slot array, the DBP communication port, and what type
of equipment is being powered? Is the unit on a dedicated circuit? What is the input
breaker rating tiwn the main panel feeding the SymmetraTM?  Any other environmental
information may be us&l in determining where the problem lies and what caused it. Is
their a history of component failures at this site? Is their any repair history available from
previous RMAs at the site? What type of load is being powered by the Symmetra”?  If
it is electrical discrepancies, where are the readings taken from and with what type of
instrument. All meters used for meawing voltage, current or resistance should be true
RMS meters.

VIII b. Diagnostics
Once all pertinent data is retrieved, it is essential to use this information to diagnosis the underlying problem.
At times the solution may appear to b-z as simple as replacing a bad module, only to find out that there was a
much bigger issue beneath it. The best approach will be to look at the overall scenario, interpret the data and
consider all possible causes for the faults. At this point, you should be able to eliminate some  of them and work
your way down to a conclusion. The fault and diagnostic selection will be able to tell you were  the MIM or
Rim believes a fault has occurred. Please remember that  if either one of these is faulty the information may not
be hue  and needs to be looked at closely. The most simple cases are the cases where a component has failed
inside of a module and it reports back to the MIM the failure. The more difficult cases will revolve around IIC
bus and communication issues as well as frame defects or damage such as a blown PCB trace or defective
bypass contactor.

Audible Indicator
The PowerView contains an audible “beeper.” Operation ofthe audible alann may be altered via
the control panel. The operating conditions that are indicated by a beeper tone sequence are listed
as follows.

Symmetn+  Powered On/Off - Single Beep: The PowerView will emit a single beep when
switched on to indicate that the load power is also being switched.

On-Battery Operation - Four Beeps Every 30 Seconds: The PowerView emits a sequence of
four beeps every 30 seconds upon utility voltage failure to indicate that the PowerView is operating on-battery
and that only a limited duration of reserve power is available. For locations where brief paver interruptions are



frequent, the audible alarm can be muted for 30 seconds immediately following the power interruption. The
audible alarm can be set to remain silent or be delayed for 30 seconds in advance of a utility failure event.

Low Battery - Continuous Beeps: A visual low battery  indication is accompanied by the audible
beeper during low battery conditions. When operating on-battery, the PowerView will emit continuous beeps to
indicate that less than 2 minutes of backup time remain before the PowerView will cease to power the
computer load due to battery  capacity exhaustion. This interval may be extended to 5,l or 10 minutes. The uer
may disable the audible low battery alarm in advance of a utility outage. Unlike the visual low battery
indication, the audible indication is discontinued following shut down.

Sustained Overload - Continuous Tone: A visual overload indication is accompanied by a
continuous audible tone. This occurs when an overload is applied at the Symmetra’s  output for more than four
seconds. When operating online, the alarm will be reset when the load is removed. If a sustained overload is
applied while operating on-battery, the Symmetr@ will shut down and sound the alarm until the system enable
control is switched off.

In Bypass - “Beeps” Every Two Seconds: When the SymmetraTM is in the bypass mode of
operation and is powered, the PowerView will “beep” every two seconds while displaying the message; “In
Bypass Press Any Key.”

Interpreting the Raw Status Data of the MIM:
This section describes the data contained in the Symmetm~  intelligence module (lM) “Raw Status Dump”,
which is available at the diagnostics menu of the PowerView  display , Web/Smnp  or Call-UPS Il. Note that the
data contained is firmware  revision dependent. Future tirmware  revs may add, remove, rearrange, and
consolidate the data in the raw stahls dump. This will undoubtedly be the case, since as time goes on, we will
learn more about the troubleshooting requirements ofthe system.

This document is relevant for IM firmware  revs: Al4

IM Status Dump:
state=05 Fan=00
0 0 0  0 0  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Vinia240.0 00000000

c Line2
c Line3
< Line4

DISPLAY LINE 2
State=dd: This is a hvc-digit number representing the current state that the IM thinks the UPS is in.

The table below describes each state, and the proper led indication on the Intelligence Module for that state.

Fan=OO: These character(s) are binary digits representing the current state of the fan(s) in the main
frame. Two digits are present on frames with two fans, such as the I6KVA Symmetram.  The first digit
corresponds to the fan in the lower most l&l. The second digit, if present, corresponds to the fan in the second
level.

‘Ilwse bits can be used when Symmetram  has indicated a system fan failure to determine which fan is
faulty. A “0” indicates that the corresponding fan is spinning, while a “I” indicates that it is NOT spinning.



Note that the fans should only be spinning when power is being delivered to the load. This does not apply to

Name

UPS-CON-PSD

SYP-CMD-PSD

ARM-PSD

PLL-on-input 1 = The 04 Pfc has achieved phase lock on the input.

1 = The If.4 Pit has achieved pha*e lock on the output.
These bits should alway* be complement*.

DlSPLAYLlNE3
The characters on this line are binary digits representing various variables within the IM.

1 = The 552 processor is *ig”afi”g to tb* Pit processors to turn the UPS oulpti on.
The light hand green led should be on.

1 = The 662 processor is signaling to the Pit pmce~~ors to put tie bypass relay in
the bypa**  position. Both green fed* should be on.

1 = The 552 processor is storing the two signals above into the Pit processors 50
that the output and bypass will be appropriate for the current state. This line is
typically low, and will onfy pulse hiih on state transitions.

IlcEmx.*tr.lm

IlclmPicLfPS-ON

t = The 552 cannot communicate with the If.4 Pit processor using IIc.
If this is the case, the signal ARM PSD should be set.

Ilch”PicUPS~ON should be the complement of,UPS-CON-PSD.

IfcfmPicllPS~OFF  *h&d be equal to UPS-CON-PSD.

IlclmPicBYP-RLY IlclmPicBYP-RLY should be the complement of SYP-CMD-PSD.

voll~*elect

BypassRelay300VOK

llcll”Pl~W*t*Dog

BYP-AVAIL

These three bit* are presented from the If.4 Pit processor via ffc and *how Ihe
current state of the IM Pit’s hardware line* that conbol fix bypass and outpti relays.
If the above mlaQo”*hip*  are not true. the signal ARM PSD should be set.

1 = The transformer tap is in tbe 208 volt pogitia”.
0 = The transformer tap is in VI* 240 volt position.
t = The 300 voft supply u*ed to fry the bypass relay is ok.
This is a signal from the IM Pit processor presented via IIc Note that a 1 will be
present if the Symmeba’ is in bypau.

NO current meaning
1 = The input vokage and frequency are appropriate for bypass (within +6/-12% and
300” accelersting voltage i5 OK).
This i* a hardware signal presented to tbe 552 processor by the IM Pi processor.



DISPLAY LINE 4
Vint = 240.0: This is the voltage on the Power Module AC output bus. It should be approx. 240V when in
states online, on-bat&  temp-bypass, command-bypass. It should be near zero in all other states. The eight
characters on the right hand side of this line are eight hex digits representing a 32 bit erm~ code register within
tbe SymmetraTM IM. Each bit in the register signifies that the IM has found a malfunction somewhere in the
system. These bits are described in the table below.

Example:

Vint=240.0 o o o o c o o o
BitPosition =8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

P= 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1
31 30 29 28 2 7 2 6 2 5 2 4 2 3 2 2 2 1 2 0 1 9 1 8 1 7 1 6 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
<=== These are the Bit Numbers from the table below
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 0 00
6 4  2 1 84 2 1 6  4 2 1 8 4 2 1 8 4  2 1 8 4 2 1 8 4  2 1 8  4 2 1

A character “c” here yields hex code 1 I 0 0, thus translating this into bits IS, 14, 13.  12 which causes bits I5 and 14 to be set.
These are IIC fault bits as decoded from table below.

8 4 2 1
0 0 0  o = o
0 0 0 I=1
0 0 10=2
0 0 1 I=3
.o 1 0 0=4
0 1 0 1=5
0 1 1 0=6
0 1 1 I=7
1 0 0 0=8
1 0 0 I=9
1 0 1 O=A
1 0 1 l=B
1 1 0  o = c
1 1 0 l=D
1 1 1 O=E
I 1 1 l=F

See Chart  On Next Page for Diagnosis:
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** For these faults, the indication will be that the IM has failed, but the actual fault may lie elsewhere in the system.

0
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IIC Debug Information:
As with the-power module, it is possible to get more detailed information regarding the MlMs  ability to
communicate via the IIC bus with the rest of the elements on the bus via the serial port. Unfortunately, to get
this information, the &rminal emulation program must be capable of sending non-printable upper ascii
commands and LF mud be translated to GULF (double space mode). I know this is possible if ProComm  is
used, but from HyperTerminal  or Windows Terminal it may be possible to run an advanced script that is
currently available. To get the advanced IIC debug information, the MIM must be first put into “Debug Mode”
by putting the MtM  in smart mode  and sending the following double byte sequence:

ALTl29, ALT25.4
ALT129, ALT245
ALT123, ATL202
ALT129, ALT255

(Ifthisdoesnotmakesense lo yoqthenget  help)

If this sequence is successful then the MIM will respond with “DEBUG ON.” In this mode, the h4lM and
system behaves as normal, but some un-used ascii characters will allow the MIM to transmit “Debug”
information. For IIC information, sending the ASCII character “V, the MIM will respond with a formatted
dump of all of the IIC bus stahls. ‘I% screen looks like the following:

------------  IIC B”S Snapshot ------------

Present IIC Test Loop Pass: 00490855
<- This is how many times a corn pass has been made.
This is also the time in l/2 seconds the MIM has been powered
Present IIC-STATUS:  00000

addr time-out RX TX iic
errors errors e1rors errors errors
00000 00000 00000 00000 00000
<- These numbers are indicative of the error rate. They should
be at or near zero.

Error counter
<- A one will be set in the column that the MIM believes has an IIC
corn error problem
ImIIcFault:  0 10
RimIIcFault:O 10
module 0: 0 10
module 1: 0 10
module 2: 0 10
module 3: 0 10
module 4: 0 10
IIcState: IICSTATE-NORMAL <- Internal MIM register value.
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Line 2 Advance Diagnostics
The first comparison to make is what is the status of the MlM and confirming that with the LED display on the 0

PowerView  and the illuminated LED(s) on the MIM  and RIM reflect the state. Another thing to consider is
what the electrician is reading at the Symmetra’s  input terminal block.

The SymmetmTM may indicate that it is on battery, but a physical reading at the input terminal block indicates
that correct power is present.
l The MIM may have a faulty current sensing circuit.
+ The SymmetraTM may be in a run time calibration. Verify the log and check the control menu to cancel run

time calibration.
. There may be damage to the backplane such as a blown AC trace.

A defective fan will trigger a “01, IO, or I I” depending upon the number of fans that have failed and where it is
located. A physical inspection ofthe system fans that cool the isolation transformer should be done. Tltey may
report bad, but still be  powered on. These fans are hot swappable  and are connected via a six pin plug. Two of
the six pins are used to sense if the fans are working by the MIM. If the fans appear to be working, but they are
being repotted  as bad and the MIM is believed to be functioning correctly, there may be a connectivity problem
at the fan plug, at the backplane, or a bent pin cm the MtM. There may be a need for further inspection by field
service at this point to check continuity of the signal !Yom  the fan to the MIM.

Line 3 Advance Diagnostics
These binary bits are set to either I OT 0 as well. These will generally indicate a fault with the MUI and in some
cases on the system level. They are designated by position I - I3 going tium left to right.

Bit Position IO - VOUT Select: By looking at the bit in position 10, you will be able to determine
what the MIM senses what the Input voltage tap selector is set to. This  is normally set to I (208V)  which is the
factory default setting for tbe input tap selector. A physical confirmation ofthe input tap selector terminal
block is another way to confirm  this. It is possible sometimes for the electrician to change the tap to 240 and
not fully engage the above microswitch that reports  to the MlM  that the unit is being supplied 240 Volts input.
It may be necessary for the electrician to power the SymmetraTM down completely and remove and reinstall the
tap bar at 240VAC position insuring that the micmswitch is depressed. Ifthis still does not remedy the
problem, the replacement ofthe slideplate is recommended, ifthe MIh4  is functioning normally.

Bit Position 11 - BypassRelay300VOK:  The I Ith bit position of the above string indicates a problem
with the bypass contactor relay. The SYMIM powerS  the coil to engage and disengage the relay for online and
bypass operations. This bit position should always be set to 1. If this is set to 0 and their is confirmed output
voltage while in bypass, then replace the SYMIM. If this does not tix the problem then field service will need
to be sent out to the site to repair the bypass contactor switch. This could be a connectivity problem with the
wire that drives the relay or with the failure of the bypass contactor  itself.

Bit Position 13 - Bypass Available: The 13’bit  position also pertains to the availability of bypass. If
this bit is set to “0” then either the voltage or frequency is out of range for bypass or the 300V driver is not
present. This could be the result of dirty power from the mains, a MIM  component failure or the faihtre  of the
bypass contactor.

Line 4 Advance Diagnostics
Anytime there is anything in this line besides the output voltage which is for the domestic unit 24OVac  and
eight zeros generally means that there is a fault with the MIM which will call for replacement ofthe MEW
There  is times where there is another module(s) causing problems on the IIC bus that will need to be removed to
clear this fault or a problem with the slideplatJbypass  contactor  area.

Interpreting the Raw Status Data of theRIM:
The RIM can be diagnosed by the PowerView  displays raw statwinfomntion  for the RIM. This information
shows the following information:

0
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Bit Variable
osition Name

1 IIcRimPicUPS-ON

2

3

IlcRimPicUPS-OFF IIcRimPicUPS-OFF  should be equal to UPS-CON-PSD.

IIcRimPicBYP-RLY IIcRimPicBYP-RLY should be the complement of BYP-CMD-PSD.

IIcRimPicWatchDog No current meaning

IIcError.str.Rim 1 = The 552 cannot communicate with the RIM Pit processor using 11~.
If this is the case, the signal ARM PSD should be set.

Description

IIcRimPicUPS-ON  should be the complement of UPS-CON-PSD.

These three bits are presented from the RIM Pit processor via IIc and show the
current state of the RIM Pick hardware lines that control the bypass and output
relays. If the above relationships are not true, the signal ARM PSD should be set.

Interpreting the Raw Status Data of the Battery Module:

pgIy&
Line 2:

Variable
Name

IBAll-

IBAll-

This is the current that is flowing into/out of the battery in position R2. This number can be positive or
ne,&ve (discharging)

This is the current that is flowing into/out of the battery in position R3. This  number can be positive or
negative (discharging)
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Line 3: 0
PositionFI

Line 4:

P

Variable
Name

BATT3

BAT-f4

:alOK

lattery Error
:ode

Description

Tbis is the current that is flowing into/out of the battery in position R4. This number can be
positive or negative (discharging)

This is the current that is flowing into/out ofthe battery in position R5. This number can be
positive or negative (discharging)

Bit indicating whether a calibration discharge can be started. This bit is not too meaningful
because it is set/cleared when the battery  capacity rearher IIXY/.

‘This bit indicates type of battery fault.
Battery error code:
0 = No Faults
I = Bad Battery Pack (Capacity F’roblem)
2 = Bad Battery Pack (Failed Quick Batt Test)
3 = Bad Battery Pack (Overtemp,  Gxmmstat  Closed)

‘osition

I

s p a c e
2

s p a c e
3

s p a c e
4

Variable Description
Nt3tlE

BattPackStatus[O].MaxNAvaCap This is the Ml&& estimation of the percent capacity available Tim the battery in
location R2 as a percentage of a fresh battery.

(MaxCapacityBattl) (1.00 means healthy battery < 0.6 means bad battery. 0 means battery has been
diagnosed as bad or is not present)

BattPackStatus[l].MaAvaCap This  is the MlMs estimation ofthe percent capacity available from the battery in
location &3 =.a percentage of a fresh battery.

(MaxCapacityB&) (1.00 means healthy battery < 0.6 means bad battery. 0 means battety has been
diagnosed as bad or is not present)

BattPackStatus[2].MaxNAvaCap This is the MlMs estimation of the percent capacity available from the battery  in
location R4 as a percentage of a fresh battery.

(MaxCapacityBatt3) (I .OO means healthy battery < 0.6 means bad battery. 0 means battery has been
diagnosed as bad or is not present)

BattPackStatus[3].MaxNAvaCap This is the MlMs estimation ofthe percent capacity available from the battery in
location RS as a percentage of a fresh battay.

(MaxCapacityBatt4) (I .OO means healthy battery < 0.6 means bad battery. 0 means battery has been
diagnosed as bad or is not present)

Serial Port Data:
Additional battery infomxition  can be gathered from the serial port. Unfortunately, to get this information, the
terminal emulation program must  be capable of sending non-printable upper ASCII commands and LF must be
translated to CR/L.F (double space mode). I know this is possible if Pro&mm is used, but from HyperTcnninal
or Windows Terminal it may be possible, there is a script that is currently available. To get the advanced
Battery debug information, the MIM must be first put into “Debug Mode” by putting the MIM in smart mode
and sending the following double byte sequence:

0
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ALTl29,  ALT254
ALT129,  ALT24.5
ALT123, ATL202
ALTl29, ALT255

(If this does not make sense to you, then get help)

If this sequence is successful then the M&l will respond with “DEBUG ON.” In this mode, the MIM and
system behaves as normal, but some un-used ASCII characters will allow the MlM  to transmit  “Debug”
information. For IIC information, sending the ASCII character “5”,  the tvUM  will respond with a formatted
dump of all of the IIC bus status. This screen looks like the following:

Al8 Firmware Revision

Command 5 screen:

T i m e  FXT C a p  VBalt  IBO IBI IB2 IB3 IB-XR2  IB-XR3  IB-XR4  IB-XR5  IB-XR6  IB-XR7  lB-XRS  s t a t e
192.3 282.7 98 137.2 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.01 0.02 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 5

These numbers can be interpreted as:

Command 2 screen:

----Main Frame Battery Runtime Data -__-
System RRT = 205.7
Batt Capacity = 098
Battery BUS Voltage = 137.2
lBatt[Ol  = 00.0
lBatt[lj  = 00.0
IBatt[2]  = 00.0
lBatt[3] = 00.0
BattPackResistor[O]  = 199
BattPackResistor[ll  = 199
BattPackResistor[21=  202
BattPackResistorlJj  = 202
OK for Calibration=1 OK for QuickTest=
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X R  B a t t e r y  Runtime  D a t a  - -
XR#2 1 12 FFF 00 00 WH1=8517.1 MAV=8517.1 RRT=207.4  IBat=0.1 VBat=l37.6
XR#3 1 12 FFF 00 00 WHr-8433.9  MAV=8433.9 RRT=205.3  IBat=OO.O  VBat=l37.5
XRfk4  is not installed.
XRN5 is not installed.
XR#6 1 12 FFF 00 00 WHn=8500.9  MAV=8500.9 RRT=207.2  IBat=O.l  VBat=l37.3
XR#7 0 11 FFD 00 00 WH1=7676.7  MAV=7807.5 RRT=204.0  IBat=-O.O  VBat=l39.8
%R#8 0 12 FFF 00 00 WHt=8374.3  MAV=8517.1 RRT=204.0  IBat=0.2  VBat=136.6

XR XROK Total # Batt Bad batt Batt over Batt Cap Batt Max Run time Frame FWlle
Frame# toCal of batt location location temp ww Cap (min) current BUS (V)

location (WHI) (A)

xR#2 l=OK 1 2 FFF 00 00 8517.1 8517.1 207.4

Command 3 screen:

XR Battery Information

XR#2 MCap=
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
XR#2 IBatt=
00.00 00.00 -0.01 00.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 00.00
XR#3 MCap=
1.00 0.91 1.00 0.98 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
XR#3 IBatt=
00.00 00.00 -0.01 00.01 -0.01 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.01 00.00 00.00 00.00

~XR##4  is not installed.
XFW5 is not installed.
xR#6 MCap=
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99 1.00 1.00 1.00 0.99
XR#6 IBatt=
00.00 00.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01-0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 00.00 00.00 00.00
XR##7 MCap=
0.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
XlW7 IBatt=
00.00 00.00 -0.01 -0.01 00.00 00.01 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00 00.00
XR#8 MCap=
1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00
XR#8 IBatt=
00.00 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01 -0.01

A14, A16 Firmware Revision:
Time RRT VBart IBO IBI IB2 I83 M&O MCI MrC2 MC3 bjlCap

192.3 282.7 137.3 00.0 00.0 00.0 -0.0 0202 02110202 0204 1 Ill0 5 100
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These numbers can be interpreted as:

F-IT
IBOnatt
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voltage

137.3

G-

Batt
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2 cur-
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since Runtime 3
system
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pack
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Batt
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XRCC RAW STATUS INTERPETATION
This screen provides diagnostic data relevant to the XRCC module. The dump screen as available on the
PowerView  display is shown below.

Frame : 0 2  s t a t u s : < Data Line 0
0  1 2  FFF c Data Line 1
h’H8033  8 0 3 3  R T 0 1 2 0 < Data Line 2
1 2 3 . 4  V 1 3 7 . 5 < Data Line 3

Data Line 0: This line shows XR frame number (from 02 to OS),
Data Line 1: The tint value shown on this line is XRCC status. 0 = XR is not ready for calibration, 1 =

XR is OK to cal, 2 = calibration is done. The second 2 digit is number of battery modules in the XR. The third 3
hex number shows battery location.

Data Line 2: The first floating point value shown on this line is the XR WHr.
The second floating point value shown on this line is the XR Max available WHr.
The third floating point value shown on this line is the remaining runtime.

Data Line 3: The first floating point value shown on this line is the total XR current.
The second floating point value shown on this line is the XR bus voltage.

Interpreting Raw Status Data for the Power Module:
Using the PowerView,  go to the Diags -> F’wr  Mods menu.

From this menu. you can sxvll through the status all of the power modules in the frame. The response should
be one of the following:

On & OK : Ewything  is OK and output of inverter  is connected to AC output bus
On & Failed: lnverter is connected to AC output bus, but a fault exists. This can only happen for a

charger fault.
ON& OK: Everything is OK and the inverter  is not powering the output
OR& Failed: Module has had a fault and cannot power the load
Not Installed: The module is not recognized by the MIM (typically means the micro-switch in the

module is not engaged)

Further information can be gathered from the “Raw Status Dump” for any module a Decoder Pmaram has been
created and is currently available. This screen looks like:

Power Module Status Bits



The definition for each of these bits is as follows:

Control 1

-w

supply will remain on (running on battety power).

Control 2
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Bit 1 Name 1 Description
0 1 TotalShutdown 1 l=Entire  module will shutdown. includina looic  oower  SUDDIV orovided  AC is not

present. If AC is present, only the logi&&er supply wiil’be bn. but because PFC
and charger are off, module will be running from battery power.

I ModuleConnect I= If PFC is on, close the output relay, but don’t turn on the inverter
2 ForceFanHi I= Turn  fan on Hi speed
3 FlashLED l=Force LED on front of UPS module to flash on and off
4 OverchargeOn l=Force battery charger into overcharge mode;where the chargers become cunent

sources (very high voltage setting, above float level). This allows MIM to overcharge
batteries to ensure cell equalization. MIM will take modules out of this mode  when
appropriate overcharge voltage is reached. Without IIC corn, UPS modules will not
be allowed to enter this mode.

5 Not Defined
6 Not Defined
7 Not Defined

Status~l

Bit I Name I Description
0 1 PFCOnLine 1 l=PFC is ooeratina  from AC Dower

1 1 InverterOn
1 O=PFC  is oberating  from B&&y power
1 l=lnverter  is enabled (output switch may be open or closed)

^..A^L :^ ^1^_^_12 ConnectSwitchOn  l=Output connect 3WllLl,  IJ GIvDcu
3 Overload l=Module is overloaded and is timing out for shutdown (based on size of overload)
4 NewFault l=A new fault has been detected by the UPS module. This bii gets cleared once

read by the IIC bus.
5 LastllCOK
6 Nnt kdined

I= The last IIC command set that was sent was received correctly.

status-2

1 O=Fan is okratins  at loi speed I

Faults-l
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Bit Name Description
0 DisconnectRelayFailedClosed  I= Ouput disconnect relay is stuck in the closed position. lnverter

cannot disconnect from the bus.
1 CannotRunOnBatt l= A PFC or input stage fault has occured  and the UPS module  cannot

run from battery power
2 CannotRunOnLine I= A PFC or input stage fault has occured  and the UPS module cannot

1 run from AC power
3 1 ChargerFault 1 I= Charger has failed and cannot operate
4 1 ErrorAmpFault [ I= A fault has been detected in the error amplifier.  The UPS module

will disconnect from the output bus but will by to reconnect if a selflest
does not detect this fault. If a (tbd) number subsequent
ErrorAmpFaults  occur when the module is connected within (tbd)
seconds, the module will shutdown and not retry. This bit is cleared
only afler  the module has been connected to the bus for (tbd) minutes.

5 NotDefined
6 Not Defined
7 Not Defined

Faults-2

ower  or setting the

Please note that a hexdecimal  digit h&e other  than “00 00” for the two fault module is an indicator that this
module is defective and needs 1o be replaced.

Diagnostics
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Bit Name
0 SelffestDone
1 SelfTestPass
2 DCBusOK
3 BatteryDead

Description
l=Self test was performed. This bit gets clear once read over the IIC bus.
l=Results  of last self test were good (no faults detected)
1 =Intemal  DC bus capacitors are within regulation
l=The  UPS module believe the battery is not capable of supporting the load and
will not transfer to battery.

4 DClmbalancePlus I= The positive DC bus cap has x% more current flowing into it than the negative
DC bus cap

5 DClmbalacneMinus I= The negative DC bus cap has x% more current flowing into it than the positive
I 1 DC bus cap

6 1 ModuleSinglePhase  ( l=UPS  Module was built as a single phase input version.
7 1 InputSinglePhase I l=lnput  power to UPS Module is single phase.

LineStatus

Bit I Name I Description
0  N o t  Defined
1 LineOK l= AC line is within range of operating the module at full load and full charger

(156276Vac)
2 BelowLimitStillCanRun I= AC line is outside LineOK limits, but because the present load is light, the

inverter and charger can remain on.
3 OnlyOneCanBeOn l=AC line is too low to power both the invtetter  and charger, therefore only one

can be on. UPS module will default to turning off the charger, But the bii
indicates that if desired, the inverter can be turned off and the charger turned
on.

4 OnlylnvederCanBeOn l=AC  line is too law to support the charger, but because the load on the
inverter is light (<4OOW)  the inveder  can remain on.

5 OnlyChargerCanBeOn I=AC is too low to support the load, but is adequate to handle a full battery
charger (4OOW).

6 Undervoltage l=AC line is too low to operate either the battery charger or inverter from AC
power.

7 OverVoltage l=AC  line is too high to operate from AC power. UPS will transfer to battery or
I I 1 go to AllOff  state ifinvetier is not powering load.
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Internal flags

Serial Port Debug:
It is also possible to git the same information and more from the serial port of Symmetnm. (Nole: This is only
possible tffhe  MIMis  in control.) Unfortunately, to get this information, the terminal emulation program  must
be capable of sending non-printable upper ASCII commands and LF must be translated to CR/LF  (double space
mode). I know this is possible if ProComm  is used, but from HyperTerminal  or Windows TemGml  it may be
possible using a script which is currently available. To get the advanced P&w  Module debug information, the
Mlh4 must be first put into “Debug Mode” by putting the MIM  in smart mode  and sending  the following double
byte sequence: a

ALTl29, ALl-254
ALT129,  ALl-245
ALT123, ATL202
ALT129, ALT-255

(If this does not make sense to you, then get help)

lfthis sequence is successful then the MIM will respond with “DEBUG ON.” In this mode, the M&l and
system behaves as normal, but sane un-used ASCII characters will allow the MIM  to transmit “Debug”
information. For the Power Module, sending the ASCII character “4”, the MM4  will respond with a formatted
dump of all of the power modules status. ‘Ibis  screen looks like the following:

I-------- UPS MODULE NUMBER -------I
IO11 co21 1031 LO41 LO51
1 1 1 1 1

Module-Control-l: 20 04 04
Module-Control-2: 00 00 00
Module Status 1: El 61 67- -
Module-Status 2: 5B 5B 5B
Module-FaultsIl: 0 0 00 00
Module-Faults-2: 08 00 00

Module-Diagnostics: 84 87 87
Module Line Status: 02 02 02

Module-Internai-Flags:  0 8 09 09

001 <- ignore this information
04 04
00 00
67 67
58 5B
00 0 0
00 0 0
87 87
02 02
09 09
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Output-Power: 0121.7 0 5 0 4 . 0  0 5 3 8 . 8  0 5 2 1 . 4  0 5 3 8 . 8 Wat t s
DC Bus Plus: 382.8 382.8 389.4 378.4 382.8 Vdc-

DC Bus Minus: 382.8 385.0 389.4 380.6 382.8 Vdc-
VAC-I n : 2 1 4 . 2 207.4 214.2 207.4 214.2 “ac

V-Batt-In: 1 3 5 . 3 135.3 136.4 134.2 135.3 Vdc
PFC-Current-Plus: 0 0 0 . 0 001.4 001.6 001.4 001.4 Amps

PFC-Current-Minus: 0 0 0 . 0 001.4 001.4 001.6 001.4 Amps

OutputVoltage: 2 4 4 . 4 CurrentOutInAmps:  0 0 9 . 3
VA OutInVA: 2281.3 PowerOutInWatts:  2 3 8 0 . 0

This screen shows all of the “stahn”  bits available from the PowerView,  plus it shows the analog operating
conditions of the module. It also shows some MIM measured values in absolute numbers instead of
percentages.

Fault Diagnosis

Main Intelligence Module: The MIM may report failure due to a self diagnostic routine that it runs.  This is
a fairly straight forward diagnosis in that it reports a failed component. Many other indicaton  for a MIM  failure
or defect are not as direct and noticeable. The MIM communicates with all modules and request status of each
module about every K second or so. It also has some sensing circuitry which allows it to monitor the batteries,
output power, frame type, bypass contactor (state), input circuit breaker, fan sensor, transformer tap position,
etc. There may be errcmeous  information logged in the PowerView  or no LEDs on the MlM at all.

Intelligence Module is Installed and Failed -This is the most common indicator that there  is a
fault detected within the MIM  circuitry. Capturing the LEDs,  log information and interpreting the Raw Status
Data is usually all that is needed to diagnosis this failure. Please note that in some cases their may be a fault on
the system level which the MIM can not determine and results in declaring itself”Bad”. The MIM monitors
and reports the statlls  on the Voltage Input, Frequency Input, Load percentage, Battery DC bus, other module
status, and output voltage and current. These tigures  could be reported falsely, if the MIM’s  sensing circuitry is
faulty. Please review the below LED indicators which define each LED and its meaning.

MIM LED Indicators:

MIM LED
indicators

(front view)

Q 0 0 @
MM system In LOad
Fault Fault Bypass Powered



LED/Color Definition 0
MIM Fault When lit solid, this LED indicates that the MJM  has failed and needs to be replaced. This should be

accompanied by a PowerView  message (from the RIM). This LED is directly driven fmm the Slave PIG on the
MIM but is under IIC control from the main (552) processor.

System Fault This LED has a dual meaning indicating that the System is on battery and/or there is a fault with some module
or component in the system. It can be decoded as follows:

Offz System not on battery and no faults in any modules or components in the system
Slow Flash (On 5 seconds, Off5 seconds): This indicates that the system is operating from battery
power. This should match the PowerView  reporting.
Fast Flash (3 flashes,  one second apart): The MIM is indicating that a fault exists somewhere in the
system, but not on the MIM
Combination Flash (On 5 seconds, Off2 Seconds, 3xlseconds  flash, ON2 seconds): llw MU4 is
indicating that the system is on battery and that a fault exists somewhere in the system
On: The MIM  has not passed it’s power on-self test. The means the Main processor is halted.

In Bypass

LOad
Powered

This LED is illuminated whenever the MIM is requesting that the system be in bypass. This line is driven from
the PIG processor output that actually controls the bypass drive circuitry. This light should never be
illuminated without the Load Powered LED also illuminated.
This LED is illuminated whenever the load is powered. If this is the only LED lit, then it means the load is
being powered horn  the power modules.

Miscellaneous notes:
Under normal conditions, the green LEDs  on the MIM & RIM should be identical. .Normally  the RIM is
following the MlMs lead in state control so that if it had to take control, it would assume the correct state.

Erroneous Overload-The MIM is declaring an erroneous overload in the log and sometimes on the
PowerView. The first step is to insure that there is no load on the unit and then capture the status and Raw
Status Data. These are generally transient overloads that last for a few seconds and then clear. It is due to a
failed component in the MIM’s  circuihy that monitors the output power. Also, in some cases the Load may be
reported as 154%  which isthe maximum value of the A/D chip in this Circuit. Again, this value is erroneous
and would call for the replacement of the module.

Erroneous Power or Current Sensing-In a few cases, it has been determined that the ADC chip
inside the MIM which is responsible for all current and power calculations may go outside of tolerance and
even fail. If this happens, the PowerView  may display inaccurate figures in regards to the MIM’s  current and
power sensing. This inaccuracy should be greater than 10% and usually with heavier loads (loads between 0 -5
% will not be displayed accurately anyways). The PowerView  may display extremely high or absolute values
in the Status menu or diagnostics. This same chip is used in the SYXRCC  which may display similar behavior
to the above mentioned symptoms.

Battery Increase!Decrease  (Batteries Discharge/Recharge) - This symptom is generally the result
of the failure of a component in the hUtvl  thal is responsible for the battery sensing. The log and raw stahts of
the batteries and MIM should be captured in this case. Please note that their have been some similar cases that
were related to the backplane, These were very few, but should be noted.

IIC Intel-Module communication has failed-This can be a very complex symptom to b-oubleshoot
due to the interconnectivity of the MIM,  RIM and Power Modules. This specific symptom will be addressed
more in depth at a system level because it can be the result of several modules or damage to the MID  trace on
the backplane.
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Example of MIM  Raw Status Dump For IIC Failure

Redundant Intel Module is in control-This message displayed on the PowerView  means that the
MIM has failed and that the RIM has taken control. At this point the information may he limited due lo a more
simplified and reliable design of the RIM. Capture logging infonoation and replace the MIM. In some cases,
afler replacement of the MlM  will require further troubleshooting, if the underlying problem resides within
another module such as a power  module or the frame.

UPS in Bypass-This alarm may be generated when the driver fmm the MIM fails to activate the
300V coil that “fly” the bypass contactor. Raw Status of the MIM will indicate this failure. This alam, will be
discussed later because it is system related and could be the result of other components within the frame.  The
Symmetn?” in this case will be unable to go Online  due to this failure and will need to be replaced, if it is the
source. of the failure and not the Bypass contactor itself.

Bypass Contactor stock in Bypass -This is generally the failure or defect of the Bypass contactor
itself. In some rare cases it has been due the MIM which drives the contacton  coil. Again, this will be
discussed more in -depth with other system failure.

Bypass Contactor stuck Online-This fault is the same as the above one except the unit can run
online and not go to Bypass.

Bypass out of Range-This fault will sometimes occur erroneously when there is a component failure
within the MIM. The MIM will report false reading on the input voltage and frequency. These figures are
some times Max. values such as 99.99Hz  for the frequency. Please note that in many cases this can he a correct
alarm when the frequency and voltage is outside of specified tolerance (i.e.+-3HZ). This can be determine by a
true RMS Volt meter or an oscilloscope. To correct this alarm, change tbe setting to full range tracking.

System Level Fan Failure-This fault is generated when the MIM’s  sensing circuit believes (sets to
I) that its system fan(s) has failed which are used to cool the transfomxr(s). Capturing the Mlh4’s  raw states
and a physical inspection of the fans will be necessary to determine if the MIM is faulty or if the alarm is true.
This  also could he a interconnectivity problem on the backplane from the system fan(s) to the MIM. If the
system fan(s) appear to be functioning then replacement ofthe MlM  will determine if the failure was within the
MIM  or a connectivity problem. The system fan(s) are connected via a six prong plug which runs three wires
up to the main backplane and connects at Jl2.

Redundant Intelligence Module
The RlM is BS well for the most part straight forward in fault detection. It will show its fault be illuminating the
fault LED as well a displaying the fault to the PowerView. Due to its higher reliability design than the MIM  it
is less likely to fail and its failure will be more straight forward and easier to diagnosis.

Redundant Intel Module is installed and failed -This is the most common indicator that there
is a fault detected within  the RIM circuiby. Capturing the LEDs, log information and interpreting the Raw
Status Data is usually all that is needed to diagnosis this failure. Please note that in some cases their may be a
fault on the system level which the RIM can not determine and results in declaring itself”Bad”.  Rim, itself may
be causing interference on the IIC bus. This fault may appear in the log of units with older firmware  upon the
initial startup of the system. It is a timware bug and no threat to the load. Please review the below LED
indicaton  which define each LED and its meaning.

Bypass Contactor stuck Online or in Bypass position - The RIM is also the driver for the
Bypass cootactor  and can sometimes cause it to remain in either the online or bypass position. This symptom
can be determined by removing the RIM and insuring proper functionality of the Bypass Contactor with the
Ml&t  only in control. Please exercise caution when removing the RIM. Insure that the MU4 is in control and if
possible power the customer’s load down.

. .
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RIM LED indicators:

RIM LED
indicators

(front view)

LED/Color Definition
RIM Fault When lit solid, this LED indicates that the RlM has failed and needs to be replaced. This should be accompanied

by a PowerView  message (from the RIM).  This LED is directly driven from the Slave PIC on the RIM but is
under IIC control from the main (552) processor.

RIM in This LED is illuminated whenever the RIM is in control of the system. This  would occur ifthe MIM  were to fail
Control or be removed.
In Bypass This LED is illuminated whenever the RlM is requesting that the system be in bypass. This line is driven Tom

the PIC processor output that actually controls the bypass drive circuitry. This light should never be illuminated
without the Load Powered LED also illuminated.

Load ‘l%is  LED is illuminated whenever the load is powered. If this is the only LED lit, then it means the load is being
Powered powered from the power modules.

Battery Module:
The Battery Module should be one ofthe easiest modules to diagnosis due to its physical construction, and lack
of any intricate circuit design. When possible the use a volt meter to read across  the pins on the battery module
connector. The battery module is normally  12OVDC(lO  - 12VDC  7Ahr Batteries connecte.j  in series). Each
battery module has a tiw and a thermostat for monitorbig  the teinperatw-of  ihe module. If the Battery reads
less than I2OVDC  several conditions may have taken place. They have been stored without charging for more
than three months, a connector inside the module has lwsened  or is damaged, the battery module  was installed
in the frame prior to powering the frame. If power modules are installed, it would take approximately two
weeks to deeply discharge the battery module. If the voltage is less than 92VDC,  the MIM  will fail to sense the
installation ofthe battery module. If the voltage is less or equal to 6OVDC,  the battery module has sustained
permanent damage to the cells and should be replaced. Some times ph+ical  appearances are the best
indicators of battery failure. If the battery  module appears to be swollen or emits a strong sulfur smell (rotten
eggs), this is an indicator that there is cell damage or structural damage, over charging of the module or defect

. in the valve regulation system ofthe batteries.

Bad Battery Module - This is the most commcm  fault for a bath-y  module. Most battery modules
depending upon the number of deep discharges and the environment will have a life expectancy of 3 -5 years.
Battery modules will fail after a self test or transfer onto battely. If they are removed and reinserted the fault
will clear until the next battery test. In some cases, a bad bath-y module fault may appear or a low battery
warning which is due to the failure of the MIM’s  battery sensing circuitry. For these cases it is best to capture
Raw Status Data, Battely  Status Information, the event log and any physical readings that are available.

The MIM will call a battery “bad” if it determines that during a discharge the battery has not delivered
enough “Amp-hours” for a given dmp in battery voltage. This can be due to one of two things.

I Fuse has opened - This will be diagnosed after the battery has been running on battery  for only a few
seconds. If fuse has opened during a recharge, it may not be detected.



-136VDC

2. Battery Aging - An estimation of the battery modules ability to deliver it’s full capacity as a percentage
a “fresh” ideal battery is kept in EPROM. If this estimation drops below 60’33, the battery is indicated
as being bad. A view as to the MIMs estimation of this capacity is available on the bottom line of the
battery raw status screen. Note: It is ryPca/for  (1 IKW baftery fo skwt out in the 90% range and 4fter (I
fw d i s c h a r g e s ,  r e a c h  t h e  1 0 0 %  l e v e l .

Battery Connector Pins

TOP

I I0 0
0 0
II 0

-68VDC

-68VDC

BOTTOM

Bad Battery Over-temp exceeded - This will occur when the battery’s thermostat  indicates an over-
temperature of the battery and the MIM will turn off all chargers until the fault has cleared. In some cases, the
battery sensing circuitry of the h4Ihj may be defective and cause this false report. The MIh3 will need tn be
replaced to clear this problem. Check to see if the problem follows the battery into another bay. Run a self test
once clearing the fault with the suspect battery in a differwt bay.

Battery Discharged -This fault/alarm  will be indicated under hvo circumstances.

I.

2.

The batteries were installed in the frame at least hvo weeks prior to powering the Symmetram
frame. These batteries may be severely discharged and need to be replaced. Currently, all
Symmetras  are shipping with a warning across  the battery bays to prevent this occurrence.

The MIM’s sensing circuit is defective and the MLM will need to be replaced. To insure that this
is the case a physical reading of the DC voltage of the batteries should be taken.

Power Module
The power module is one of the mnst common modules to generate at fault due to its complexity. Like the
other modules, most power module faults are a result of a failed component inside the power module.
Troubleshooting can become nwre difficult when there are multiple failures, IIC faults, or backplane damage.
It is always important to note if a power occurrence took place before, during or after the failure. Capturing the
event log and Raw Status Data is intrical to diagnosing the failure.

Power Module LED indicators: The power  module has a single Red LED indicator. This LED will
remain off unless the power module is being queried by the “Raw status dump” command from the PowerView.
Under these conditions, this LED will flash. It is a way of confirming that the user is communicating with the
appropriate module and that communications is at least being received by the module.

Bad Power Module-This fault is usually generated when there is a component failure within the
power module  that constitutes the replacement ofthe module. This could be the charging circuit, inverter, fuse,
capacitor, logic and communication circuit. The  power module’s main processor will generally communicate



the fault to the MlM. The power module that displays anything but “00” , “00” is the fault lines of the raw
status will be considered “Bad”.

80 Good Power Modules - This fault will appear when the Symmetr@ is commanded to go Online
and no power  modules are engaged and functioning normally or detected. The first step to troubleshooting this
fault is to physically check and insure that all power modules’ micro-latch  are engaged. This fault could also be
the result of the failure of the MIM to be able to communicate via the IIC bus with the Power Modules. This
will be discussed later in this section.

Battery Charger Failure-A charger failure will result in the Power Module  being declared bad.
This is nornmlly  due to a failed component in the charger circu#ry. The replacement of the power module will
be necessary for clearing the fault. The Raw Status Data will be displayed usually as follows:

04 48 67 43
OS 00
86 02 09

Intel-Mod Failure - This is an IIC fault behveen  the MIM and the Power Module. Troubleshooting
this fault is more  involved than just replacing an module. It generally means that communication between
modules has been stopped or interfered with. The steps to troubleshooting and resolving this fault will be
discussed at the end of this section.

SYXRCC Card
The SYXRCC card is responsible for monitoring and reporting status ofthe XR frame. It derives its power
from the batteries on the frame as well as is connected to the external IIC bus via an RJI I 4 wire connection.
These pins are straight through with a IN supply on one of them. The SYXRCC upon smp will initialize
and run a self diagnosis. It is capable of driving the seven segment display, monitoring the batteries in each
bay, and communicating to the MIM via the SYCC and the external UC bus.

When a problem occurs in a Symmetram External Battery  Frame, there are three areas on the PowerView
display which help isolate where the problem may be located.

l SYXR 7 segment display on XR frame.
. Pow&View &tus  LEDs.
l PowerView  “Fault and Diagnostics” screen.
l PowerView  event Log on.

The information on the 7 segment LEDs could provide the necessary information to resolve the problem
quickly. The messages on the PowerView  screens and the status of the LWs is controlled by information the
PowerView  gathered from the MIM (or RIM). Therefore, it is extremely important to understand what Message
on the PowerView  is linked with what piece of information l?om the MIM. A lot ofthe information is self-
explanatory. However, some of the information is more  subtle.

XR 7 Segment Display Board
This board is responsible for the LCD display on the XR cabinet. It will display any error faults that are
indicated by the SYXRCC. Below is an list of error codes.
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XRCC Error Code List

EXTERNAL ME

EO - There are several possible conditions which would ause this error:

I. 3 Volt difference between battery voltage of XRframe and Main Frame
2. Fuses are faulty on XR Frame
3. Problem at the VDC Bus of XR Frame and or Main Frame
4. One of the pins on the Anderson Connection is receded which causes an open connection between tiames.

Check the Battery Voltage from the SYMSTRF or SYMfNlF using PowerView STATUS info. Also,
check the Battery Voltage from the XR using PowerView  DIAGS Batt frame 2 of 2 RAW STATUS
information? There should not be a difference behveen  these two i?ame DC bus values. Once you have
verified a voltage difference between the Main Frame Batteries and the XRFrame batteries, have the customer
remove  the Power cable and look at the Anderson Connection to check whether or not one of the PINS is
Receded inside the Andenen  connector. It maybe the Main Frame or the XRframe connection, make sure you
have customer check both ends of Power cable. If the pins on Power cable are good, but the voltage between
XR Batteries and Main Frame batteries have a voltage difference, have the customer swap the batteries from
the Main Frame into the XR frame and Vice Versa. Ifthe there is a recessed pin, this may require replacement
of the power cable.

El - The AD converter chip has failed and may be reporting extremely high or low values for the
SYXRCC readings of the DC bus or the battay current charge or discharge. The frame will flash El and then
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the frame number. This can be accompanied by faults indicating that the batteries have been discharged or
recharged. The chip will need to be replaced on the inside board of the SYXRCC. Field staff should rma the
card with a good one.

E3 - The “E3” error  message is generated by the SYXRCC (Symmetram Extended Run Communication
Card) installed in the rear ofthe SYXR4-BM  and SYXRIZBM  extended run battery frames. It is caused by an
internal fault on this card. You will also note the presence of a XR Frame failure fault which will be displayed
on the SymmetraTM PowerView  Display. Currently the “E3” error is indicates a single event failure of the main
processor  on the XRCC to do a write  to the EPROM chip on the IIC bus.

The error  flag is sent a&x one instance of failing to write to the EPROM. Powering down the XRCC in
any manner resets this flag. It is possible for this to occur without the EEPROM actually being faulty.
Improper writes to the EEPROM could give you some inaccurate readings at first but they will correct
themselves after a shoti (< 5 min.) amount of time from start up as the system begins using dynamic readings
from the battery monitoring system. The customer can reset the SYXRCC card by loosening the far top right
thumb screw on the SYXRCC card and letting the latch release. This will power down the SYXRCC card (note
the green LED indicator light will go out) causing the main processor to reset. The customer should then close
the latch and retighten  the thumb screw. This will power up the SYXRCC card (the status LED will come back
on) and reestablish communication with  the SymmetraTM  within 20 seconds. Please note that the error  repeating
itself a&r resetting the card indicates a hardware or fmware problem and the card should be RMAed  for
repair.

E7 -There are several possible conditions which would cause this failure (and suggested solutions):

1. XRCC Comm Cable is faulty - replace cable
2. SYCC plug in comm card is old or faulty - replace SYCC card
3. SYXRCC is defective and unable  to communicate via its external IIC bus.
4. MIM timware (9845) &old or UC circuitry on the MIM is faulty. Replace hfb4  or customer needs to

purchase battery manager upgrade.

Error code “E7” indicates a loss of external  communications with the main system (Symmetm~
Master/Mini Frame). In this instance the XRCC is no longer receiving IIC communications yet it still detects
that the cpmmunications  cable is plugged into its external serial~port  (the Remote Cht signal is still present).
When the XRCC has not received external communications on its UC bus after a period of 30 seconds it will
execute an onboard  self diagnostic to determined if it’s IIC circuitry is working correctly (a failure of this test is
a different error code). A successfid  test indicates that either the comm. cable is defective, or the SYCC card in
the master frame has a problem or the MIM itself has a problem. The XRCC will disconnect fmm the external
IIC bus. It then periodically (IO minutes) reconnects to the bus and waits for 30 seconds for the IIC
communications to be x-established. This sequence repeats until communications are reestablished or the
system is shut down. It is possible that the MIM could be down or defective or the SYCC can be locked up or
defective. These components may need to be reset or replaced. If the serial number of the frame is older than
9845, then the frame will need a battery manager upgrade. This upgrade is purchased by the customer and
installed by our AGS engineer. There  have been several cases where the fault has lied within the cable or the
SYXRCC.

EF - This error  code may also appear when the A/D converter chip has failed and needs to be replaced.
The same symptoms that were previously denoted for El may appear. It will flash on the segment display of
the SYXR cabinet along with the frame number and sometimes accompanied by the El fault.

Three other events to consider if the frame is oldei  than 9845 and external battery management is not possible
,me:

I. BA’ITERY  RUNTIME - The SymmetraTM  Power Array TM does not automatically detect the XR
battery modules when operating Online. Approximately 30 seconds at& the system goes into On
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Battery operation, the nmtime that is displayed on the PowerView  will increase to include the mntime
provided by the battery  modules in the XR frame. This is due to the sharing of the load which will
decrease the amount of current being discharged by the Symmetra’s internal batteries thus increasing
the nmtime.

2. FALSE “ON BAmERY”  ALARM - Due to loss of charge during shipping and handling, the battery
modules may not be fully charged when initially installed in the extended mn frame. In the event that
they are not fully charged, the battery modules in the SymmetraTM tiame may nominally discharge
until all of the batteries reach equilibrium. This battery discharge may be interpreted by the
PowerView as an indication that  the system is On Battery. If On Battery is indicated when the
extended frame batteries are charging, ignore this warning and allow all battery modules to fully
charge. When the batteries are fully charged, the PowerView  “FUEL” indicator will read lOO%, and
the “On Battery” waning will clear itself.

3. UPS MONITORING SOFIWARE SETITNG - When using UPS monitoring sothare such as
PowerChute, the On Line runtime should be greater than the “Low Battery Signal Time” setting (found
under the following menus: Configuration / UPS Shutdown Parameters). If the SymmetraT” goes to
battery, Powerchute will receive a low battery signal before the runtime is recalculated resulting in a
graceful shut down of that server and the powering off of the load until AC returns which will cause
the load to reboot.

7 Segment display malfunction - The segment display may malfunction for several different reasons.
Periodically, it may display the wrong frame number do to a factory calibration error. The enduser must htm
the frame selector dial on the SYXRCC counter clockwise until the correct frame is displayed. The frame
indicator on the dial may not in most cases point to the correct display number. The dial knob can be removed
and correctly reinserted into the SYXRCC. The 7 segment display should flash “88” when the display is
initialized. The proper frame numbers are 02- 08. On occasion there ribbon cable can be damaged or
unconnected. the display itself may be defective or the display driver inside the SYXRCC may have failed. In
these cases, the display will not work normally or not at all and require an AGS engineer, if the replacement of
the SYXRCC fails to resolve the problem. The ribbon cable connects from the display board to the SYXR
backplane.

PowerView  Failures -These failures are generally do to defects in the connection of the RJ45 cable, the
RJ45  jack on the PowerView,  a defective chip, or a bad connection to the Smartslot  army backplane. If the chip
has been replaced insure that the notches has been correctly aligned. If not, the chip has been installed
backwards and will need to be removed and reinstalled. Check both the RJ45 cable and the RJ45 jack on the
PowerView to insure a correct connection. lfthe PowerView still does not have power move  the PowerView
to the rear of the unit and connect at the SYCC. It is possible that there can be a poor or no connection at the
Smartslot  Array panel or a damaged RJ45 cable, if the PowerView  works connected to the SYCC. If it fails to
operate at either connection and communication can be determined to exist between the h4Ih4 and other
accessories by either accessing one of them or testing with a Hyper  terminal session then replace the
PowerView. Please note that  if there is an IIC fault or a defective MUI the PowerView will not be able to
communicate and retrieve system information. Please see the section on troubleshooting an IIC fault.
PowerView will display a initialization screen in those cases.

System Faults

Input Breaker Tripped Open-Tripping input circuit breakers can be caused by a variety of circumstances
related to incorrect wiring of input power to the input or output terminal blocks of the SymmetraTM  Power
ArrayTM.  Any circuit breaker tripping is indicative of an abnonal condition an< must be investigated
immediately for cause. Feeder circuit breaken must be sized according to National Electrical Code and
allowances made for future expansion of the Symmetm’s  capacity. All wiring should be confirmed as well a the
proper setting of the input tap selector. A physical check of the bond bar on the terminal blocks should be
checked as well to insure they are aligned properly to bond only neutral and ground.
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Numerous Erroneous Events recorded in the Log-The log events display numerous faults and failures that
are known not to exist on the unit or clear on their own; i.e., system fan failures, battery discharge, bad power
module, etc. This can be caused by several things. Either a defective MIM, IIC fault or unconfigured
accessories reputing false information via UPS Link language. In the case of the accessories, it is known that
some accessories such as the Web/Snmp  card will run a selfdiagnostic test purging its ram. When this happens,
characters from the card’s ram are put upon the serial bus and travel downstream to the PowerView and M&I.
This may also lead to the SymmetraTM dropping the Load. If a “S” is sent downstream, it will signal the
SymmebaTM  to shutdown until AC power returns.  This generally will cause a reboot ofthe protected load.

Load percentage or Output Current reporting incorrectly-The PowerView will display loads between  0
and 5 % as 0% load or IOUT at O.OA due to the calibration done to offset the isolation transformer as a load.
The best way to test this is to decrease the number ofpaver modules and increase the load and check for
accuracy. If the load is greater than 30% and the PowerView is still displaying an inaccurate load off by mwe
than IO%, it may be a faulty ADC in the MlM.

SymmetraTM  Log Shows Load Turn ONEvent (Load Drop) - This scenario is generally related to
miscontigured accessories or Powerchute plus sot?ware. It is a UPS Link Language command that  needs to be
issued to the MIM to hwn off the Load (Output power) and place the SymmehaTM  in the load disconnect state.

Symmetnm System Enable Tripped/ SymmetraTM  Shut off- This particular issue is nomnlly due to the
m&ire of the EPO switch. When contact is closed, the System enable switch will trip and instantaneously turn
off the output to the customer’s load. It will also deenergize  all power rqdules, M&l, RIM, and the
PowerView. lfthe Symmetra’MIS m Manual Bypass mode, the tripping or toggling of the System Enable
switch will not effect the output unless of course the main commercial utility selvice  fails.

88 Volt Issue-A electrician calls in and states that  he is wiring a 1201240 panel and,& reading -88 Volts off
one of the phases. This is the most camnon wiring issue were the electrician grabs the phase from terminal
position #4 for which is 88 Volts. This specific tap from the transformer is used only in conjunction with
creating a 208V output panel.

System Level Fan Failure- Tote system fans will eventually fail over the course oftime. These  are hot-
swappable  and easy to replace. ,A physical inspection~of  the lower system fans which~are  used to ccol’tbti
transformer should normally be enough to confirm failure. There are a few cases where the fans are functioning
normally, but connection behveen the fan(s) and the MIM is defective. The six prong connector should be
examined first. A possible visit might be necessary from our field service to detect any backplane connectivity
problems. The raw statlls  of the MIM should show a failed fan as a 01, 10, or 1 I. It is also possible for the
MIM to give a false fan failure due to its sensing which may be defective. The fan replacement can be done
while the unit is on and powering the load. It is easily removed be loosening the four attaching screws and
unplugging the six prong connector.

Bypass Contactor Stuck - The 100 amp Bypass contactor  which resides on the slide plate may be defective
and fail to transfer (By) Online or to Bypass. In some cases, this is due to a failure within the MIM to drive the
coil that flys the relay. If this is not the case as previously discussed, then the replacement of the Slideplate by
our AGS field engineer is the only option.

Unexplained #of  Power Modules Increase/Decrease-There have ken some cases where erroneous logged
events ofthe # of power modules increase and decrease messages. If it is confirmed that the user has not
removed or installed any recent power modules, this may be the result of a IIC fault, disconnected or loose
ground bus bar or defective MIM

No Communication with the PowerView (PowerView  Rev. N please wait) - In the event that the PowerView
is not communicating with the Symmetra’s IvUM, there are several steps that can be taken to determine were the
problem is occurring. Tbe failures can take place in either the PowerView, SYCC (Communications Card),
SYMRvf (Main Intelligence Module), or the cabling itself.

0
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1. First check the status of the entire unit. Is the cable connected to the PowerView?  Is the system
enable switch on? Does the unit have power to it? Is the SymmetraTM in Bypass, On Battery, or
Online? What LEDs  are on the SYMIM/SYRIM  (Main and Redundant Intelligence Modules)? Please
note that the display of”PowerView  Rev. N please wait” is part of the boot sequence ofthe
PowerView  where it sends a request to the MIM for the UPS model name. It will wait at this default
screen for 5 seconds and then request again.

2. If there is no power to the PowerView  (blank LCD screen, no illumination), check the cable for bent or
damaged pins or inspect the RI45 jack for defects. Try the PowerView  on the rear of the Symmetmm
using the RJ45 jack on the SYCC and the network cable. If you have power to the PowerView  by
resetting the PowerView  by holding down all four buttons until reboot.

3. Remove the SYCC (Communications Card located on the rear of the Symmeba~) card and any other
accessory in the SmartSlot  bays. Reinstall the SYCC. Try PowerView  in the front and rearjacks
again.

4. Ifthe SYMIM/SYRIM  have no LEDs on, place the Symmetram in Bypass by using front Maintenance
Bypass switch (be sure to reference your Symmetra m User’s Manual for this step; moving another
switch in error could cause your SymmetraTM  to stop passing power to the attached equipment) Toggle
the System Enabled switch to the “on” position. If no LEDs appear on the SYfvUM/SYRIM,  by to
reinstall each component pausing for at least one minute before inserting the next component. If still
no LEDs  on the SYMIMISYRIM,  replace components. If only SYRIM  has LEDs illuminated, then
replace the SYMIhl only.

5. If SYMlM/SYRIM  both have LEDs  on, determine what state the Symmetram is in:

a. && - one green led each
b. On Battew - one green led each and a flashing green every five seconds on the SYMIM
c. a - one green and one amber led each
d. m - one red led illuminated

6. If the SYMIMiRIM appear to be functioning (State equals either a, b, c.), replacement of either the
SYCC and/or PowerView  should resolve the issue. If possible, perform a terminal session with the
Symmetra~ via the DB9 pal of the SYCC to determine if the SYCC is defective.

Using the APC communication cable (part # 940-0024) set up the terminal session for 2400 baud, 8 data bits, 1
stop bit, parity NONE. flow control XoniXoff.  lfthe SYMIM is functioning, you should receive a “SM”  back
from pressing (shifi+Y)  and SYMMETRATM  back from a (crtl+A).  If the SYMIM  is down you will receive an
AC from the RIM. If either the SYCC is defective or the SyMIM/RLM are both down, you will not receive
any characters back. To further verify that the culprit is the SYCC see ifthe SYMIM/RIM  display appropriate
LEDs  for the correct states. Put SymmetraT” on to battery to test ( by opening the Input Breaker (with NO
Load) if the SymmetraT” appears to be working OK on battery (State b), the SYCC is defective and should be
replaCed.

IIC fault-PC  (IIC is the basic data communication bus structure implemented on the Symmetra~ Power
ArrayTu. The SymmehaTM  uses this serial bus for MIM communications to the RIM, SYXRCC and the Power
Modules. There are several alerts that may be the result of a problem with the IIC bus. The following alerts
may indicate that there is an underlying problem which exist on this bus.
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I. No good Power Modules
2. Intel module is installed and Failed
3. Bad paver module
4. Redundant Intelligence Module installed and failed
5. IIC inter-module communications failed
6. Flashing amber LED on the SYMIM

The failure of the UC bus implies that the logical circuitty/processor  in each module  is unable to
communicate with the SYMIM. The SYMIM is the IIC bus master even when it has failed and the RIM is in
contml. This failure implies that a module  (s is disrupting the normal communication of the bus, there is a
possible blown etch on the main back plane ofthe Symmetmm, or the SYMIM is defective. Another
indicator that there is a IIC issue is when the SYMIM is displaying two green LEDs and flashing an amber
LED every five seconds.

Step 1 - Record all status,  log and diagnostic information ofeach module. You will need to record
the raw statlls  of each module. You may not be able to retrieve any information at all from the PowerView,
if the SYMIM is defective or being disrupted from its normal logical functions due to the IIC fault. lfthere
is an SYXRCC attached for external battery management, disconnect its communication cable to insure that
it is not causing the IlC fault on the UC bus.

Step 2 - Place the unit in maintenance bypass by the bottom single pale  switch in the front of the
SymmetraTM.  Remove all modules t?om the frame and reinstall the SyMlM only. What LEDs are
illuminated on the SYMIM? You should have two green LEDs currently illuminated. If not, you will need
to replace the SYMIM and the SYRlM.

Step 3 - The next step is to install the SYRIM. Da you have to green leds on the SYRlM?  Does
the SYMIM  now show a fault or is flashing the amber LED again? If you have hvo green LEDs on the
SYMIM and SYRIM proceed to Step 4. If there is now a fault on the SYRIM, flashing amber  on the
SYMIM or fault on the SYMJM  replace the SYRIM. Please note that if the SYRIM appears to be defective,
you will still want to proceed  in testing each Power Module with the SYMIM installed and the defective
SYRIM removed from the frame.

Step 4 -Now that we have a “Good” SYtiM and possibly a “Good” SYRIM,  You will want to
install one SYPM at a time and check diagnostics and raw status data. If the SYPM is still declared “Bad”
or “No IIC inter-module communication ,” remove it from thk frame and swap it out. Proceed through each
power module giving at least 60 seconds for the Module and the SYMlM  to communicate.

Step 5 - Once the faulty components are determined and removed from the frame, if the SYMIM
has two green leds and there is enough power module  capacity to handle the load, the unit can be brought
out of bypass.

Step 6 - If the SYMIh4  and other components were replaced, proceed in the same manner as above
first installing the new SYMIM in maintenance bypass establishing Two green LEDs and proceed through Step
3 -5. If the SYMIM  fails again in the frame, consult the tiger DCS leader for a blown Mid trace, bent pins or
other damage to the back plane. This may require an FSE to be sent out on-site to repair the blown etch.
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Steps to take when troubleshooting a SymmetraTM Drop Load Case

I.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

The most important step is to retrieve all pertinent information to the SymmetraTM.  You will need all
status, diagnostic, and log information. You will need to record raw status on any suspect modules as well.

If the SymmetraT”  was in bypass and the voltage input is off to the unit due to a tripped breaker or power
outage, the load would drop. Please check the log against this scenario.

What Smart slot accessories and s&ware is being used with the Symmetmm,  if any. Please note a large
percent of drop loads are due to miswnfigured  or misapplication of software.  The number one indicator of
a drop load due to Powerchute plus or accessories is the PowerView  log event of “shutdown to line
returns,” or “load turned oft”. Another indicator that the SymmetraTM was commanded to turn the load off
and go to sleep is if the PowerView  display is completely off. If you see these events in the PowerView
log this is a strong indicator that the SYMIM  was commanded to turn the load off. The next step is to
compare the Log files ofpowerchute  Plus or a Call UPS II. Remove accessories and Powerchute  Plus and
test for any abnormal hardware indicator.

Check to see if there is an EPO (emergency power off) switch wired. If yes, did the System enable switch
trip to the off (down) position? If yes, have an electrician check the wiring of the switch and the low
voltage system powering their switch.

Check the Symmetn?  for an overload or a tripped input breaker. If the input breaker tripped or the unit
was severely overloaded, then have an electrician check wiring and load. Some equipment may have a
high inrush current draw that can lead to quick overloads.

Check to see if the SymmetraTM ran on battery for an extended period of time. It is possible in some cases
that the batteries are discharged and the load is dropped. If this is the case, have electrician check main
panels that feed the Symmetra”“.

Go under the setup menu in the PowerView.  Check the setting for BYPASS. Is it set for Bypass or drop
load. If it is set for “drop load” and there is a UPS component failure during a power event. The
SymmetraTM will drop the load. ‘Ikerefore,  there should be a SymmetraTM fault as well as frequency or
voltage needs to be outside of the normal range. If it is set to drop load change it to bypass and discuss
case with the Tiger DCS leader.

If the previous steps do not indicate a possible reason for the drop load, retrieve and decode  the raw status
of the SYMlM  and escalate case top the tiger DCS leader. Replace any faulty/ failed components. And
give your direct line for a follow-up to insure proper installation of the modules. You should also follow-
up with test engineering to determine the cause of failure of the components.

VIII c. Repair/Replacement of the Frame Components
On a few occasions, a particular case may require an AGS field engineer to go to site to assess the environment,
inspect the paver environment and wiring, damage or safety critical, or repair or replace a frame
component/part. The component can be a particular fuse, backplane, slideplate, SmartSlot  backplane, ribbon
cable, faulty PDU breaker, etc. Please note in most cases, this will require the customer to bring their
Symmetram completely down for safety purposes while our engineer works on the SymmetmTM.  Each upper
backplane contains 7 0 OHM resistors to identify to the Mlh4  what particular type of frame (i.e., international,
domestic, Japanese, mini or master frame) it is. It is impartant  to confirm that the correct resistors are Present
or removed before installing the new upper backplane. If this is not checked the MIM may display the Master
frame as a SKVA  capacity or not allow 50HZ input.



FRAME ID

FIDO  through FIDS
Each frame contains a series of 0 ohm jumpers on the backplane labled  FIDO through FlDS  (FIJI stands for
Frame ID). These jumpers act as pull down resistors for the identically named input on the MUI. The status of
these inputs are read via the bus transceiver IC34 on the main pmcessor bus afler they pass through  series and
clamp diode ESD pmtectiori. 1 = HIGH OR RESISTOR IS REMOVED.  The definition of these inputs is as
follows:

m Anowable svstem vout !3ekdion~
0 240”
1 208VoF240V
0 220” I 230” I 240”
1 200” or 240”

w Maximum Frame Cmadtv
0 4 WA
t 8 WA
0 12k”A
1 16k”A

Fan Fail Sense Enable
Enable Testing of Frame Fans (Domestic Units)
Disable Testing of Frame FBM (Int’l Units)

lnwt  L i n e  Confq
t-Phase  Input
3alase  Input

50/6OHZ (4%53HZ FREQUENCY RANGE)
60 HZ ONLY (5763 HZ FREQUENCY RANGE-DOMESTIC MODEL,
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FSET
Each frame also contains a 0 ohm jumper on the backplane labled FSET (Frequency SETting).  This jumper
acts as a pull down resistor for an input to the MlM. The statlls  of this signal is read via the main processor
afler passing through series and clamp diode ESD protection. If this input is high (jumper removed), output
frequencies less than 57Hz will be disallowed.

Blown MID Trace - A blown MID trace  can be determined if their exist an IIC fault after the
replacement ofall power modules, MIM and RIM. Once all new Modules are installed in the Symmetram
frame the IIC fault should clear. In the case were it does not a trained AGS engineer should be sent to the site
to inspect and replace the backplane of the SymmetraTM.  The trace or etch that has blown is generally located
between 11 (h4IM) and J2 (RIM). It is the third set ofthree pins from the right side ofthe female connector for
the MIM and RIM (backside of the PCB). The set of three pins at this location are connected via a trace to 14
(power module 1 connector) at pin position 4 from top (pins 7-S).

Blown AC Trace-A blown AC trace can be determined if their exist no 1IC faults and the MIM
has previously been replaced or determined to be “good”. The Voltage input in the status screen will display
between  0 - 30 volts AC. A physical reading if possible off of the input terminal block by a licensed electrician
should confirm that power is to the unit and within acceptable range (156-276). The AGS engineer should
inspect and replace the backplane ofthe SymmetraTM.  The trace or etch that has blown is generally located
between 11 (MlM) and J2 (RIM). It is the first set of three pins from the right side of the female connector for
the MIM and RIM (backside of the PCB). The set of three pins at this location are connected via a trace to J4
(power module 1 connector) at pin position 5 from the top (pin g-10).

Blown DC Trace -A blown DC trace can be determined, if the MIM is known to be “good” and no
IIC faults exist. Once the batteries are confirmed to be “good”, but the Battery Voltage under the Status menu
is displaying 0 - 30 volts DC. A physical reading of the batteries or the replacement of one battery will insure
that the MIM can not determine the DC bus voltage due to a blown trace. The AGS engineer should inspect
and replace the backplane of the SymmetraT”. The trace or etch that has been blown is generally located
between Jl(Mlh4) and J2 (RIM) It is the tenth set of three pins from the right side ofthe female connector for
the MIM and RIM (backside of the PCB). The set of three pins are connected via a trace to J4 (power module 1
connector) at pin position 3 from the top (pin 5-6). Please see diagram of trace connections for upper backplane
of the SymmetraTM.

Repairing the blown trace in emergency to get the customer’s load back up involves the following steps.

I. The unit must be completely powered down.
2. Using solder iron and a 5” piece of#l8 gauge ULIOI 5 wire (solid not corded) solder the wire on

Jl all three pins of the trace in question to the first pin (depending upon which trace is blown) on
the Power Module #l 14 (i.e. Blown AC trace reading 30V AC. Solder wire (blue) jumper lium
first three pins on II to first pin at location 5 (or pin 9)

3. 7his wire can be any color except green oryellow/green.
4. Wires should be dressed neatly and care should be taken to ensure soldered ends wires do not

extend far beyond the pad area.
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Unper Backplane for a Symmetra?

+Batt MID AC1

J2 1 Connectionfor RIM 10 3
i

Jl c Connectionfor MIM Module l/

Repair or Replacement of the Slide plate -This component ofthe frame is usuai~y  extremely
reliable and does not fail in the field. It consists of the input terminal block, input circuit breaker, manual
bypass switch, input filter board, voltage sense circuitry, inputjumper tap with microswitch sensor for 240V
selection, and a bypass contactor. ‘Ibe generaLrepair  or replacement of the slide plate is usually due to a fault
circuit breaker, defective bypass contactor  and in a few rare cakes the output current sensing board is defective..
The entire slide plate can be rcmoved after labeling wiring connection and replaced with a new slide plate. A
good way to insure that the slideplate is defective is to place the SymmetraTM  into Maintenance Bypass and
remove all modules. Take a reading from the voltage select terminal block from VS4 to VSS from both sides of
the block. This should give you the voltage being passed through by the Maintenance Bypass switch. A
reading behveen  VS2 and VS8  on the voltage select terminal’block will give you the output of the power
modules (24OV), when online. In Bypass, VS2 to VS8  will read 24OV,  ifthe jumper bar has been changed to
the 240V position and the input feed is 240V. This output voltage path is through the Bypass contactor. The
slide plate is defective, if either one of these checks fails to read nominal output voltage under the specified
conditions. On some rare occasions, the MIM and RIM can effect the Bypass contactor  from functioning
norn~ally due to its role in driving the contactor’s  300V coil, but they cannot effect the Maintenance Bypass
switch functionality. If the MIM and the RIM is believed to be good, then a good reading from the voltage
select block would indicate a problem further downstream such as the transformer terminal block, transformer,
output terminal block or PDU. Please note the output filter board which samples the voltage from the
seconday side of the isolation transformer and reports it to the MIM, will cause a fault if it does not sense a
nominal output voltage. ‘Ibis would prevent the unit from going to online and give a UPS in Bypass due to fault
alarm. You can try testing the MM and RIM separately to insure that one is not defective and thus preventing
the contactor  from switching either t?om bypass or online. The chances that both the MIM and the RIhl have a
defective bypass  relay drive is extremely doubtful.

Repair or Replacement of the SYXR Frame-The majotity of the time when a fault other than a
bad battery occurs on these frames, it will reside within the SYXRCC. This card has its own internal IIC bus,
power supply, power sensing circuitry (AD Converter chip), and drivers for the segment display on the front of
the frame. If replacing the SYXRCC does not correct a suspected defect or failure, A field person may be
required to replace the backplane, ribbon cable connectors or the segment display. If a particular bay always
fails a battery AND THE BATTERY HAS BEEN REPLACED WITH A KNOWN “GOOD” ONE, then
replace the SYXRCC. If this fails to rectify the problem, it may be necessary to replace that section or both
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sections, in the case of the SYXRIZ. For cases where there appears to be a display problem on the front of the
SYXR frame. You should first replace the SYXRCC and then replace the 24 pin ribbon cable and LED display
board.

Defective or damaged PDU _ A outlet or output circuit breaker on the PDU option can be replaced by a
field service engineer. In most cases, the defect or damage happens during shipping. In these cases the
replacement of the outlet or breaker would be done at the customer’s site. Please note at this time there is no
process to install a PDU in the field due to the extra transformer wire that is needed. This process would have
to include the disassembling of the bottom garages and the installation of an extm wire that feeds to the PDU.

Defective or damaged Output/Input terminal block-If the wires that are landed on the terminal
block are not tightened properly, the result may be the voltage path being open due to the arcing of the conduit
and damage as a result of this arcing. This would lead the enduser  to believe there is incorrect or no
output/input voltage from that position or a “leg” is lost on the output/input side. A reading should be taken on
bath sides ofthe terminal block to insure continuity. A simple point to point resistance check should reveal any
open/shorts on the terminal block. An example ofthis would be to take a reading from OBl and OB2.

IX. Symptoms/Actions Chart

PowerView
Message
#F’w modules changed
since last ON.’

#Batteries changed since
last ON.

No Redundant
Intelligence Module.

Batt capacity less than
Return Batt Cap

Meaning Correct&e Action

At least one power module No corrective action
has been added, or removed necessary.
fmm the Symmetra~ since Proceed with the startup.
the last time the Pw ON
command was issued.
At least one battery module No corrective action
has been added, or removed necessary.
from the Symmetm TM since Proceed  with the startup.
the last time the Pw ON
command was issued.
There is no RIM installed. Proceed with the startup, or
Note: This message abort  the startup, and install
sometimes aRIM.
occurs at power up because Nofe: Wifhouf ofincfioning
the RIM, fhere is no redun&ncy
MIM detects the RIM before in fhe evenf  of o MA4
the RIM is “awake.” failure.
The battery capacity of the Option #l: Abort the startup,
SymmetnTM is less than the and allow batteries to
user specified minimum recharge.
battery capacity required to Option #2:  Continue startup,
turn on the load. with less than minimum

battery capacity.
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Option #2:  Widen the range
ofthe acceptable incoming

Output Freq.-Select.)
Option #3:  Proceed with

to start the Symmetra  KM. I f until acceptable input

has been added t

Option I: replace the MlM
tion 2: Check and repair

has been remove necessary unlas this event is
SYSktll. repeated in the Log

~~OIEOUSly.
Same options as above.

# of Pw Modules At least one power module No corrective action
increased. has been added to the system. necessary.

# of Pwr Modules At least one power module No corrective action
decreased. has “CZSSSY.

been removed from the
SYSkllL

Intelligence Module A MIM  has been installed No corrective action
inserted. into the necessary.

SyIlltlletraT”



Module removed

installed or the load has OCCUT  random1

situation has been corrected Some non-linear loads may

dropped below the
configured minimum,

additional battery modules cause the runtime to drop
were installed, the existing below the threshold
battery modules recharged, momentarily.
the load was reduced, or the
threshold was raised.

PowerView Rev. N please
wait...

PowerView is attempting Option 1: tmubleshoot
every five seconds to communication checking
establish communication connections as well as check
with the MlM. Ifthere is no for any IIC or other faults
response after several tries it that may disrupt normal
will hang at this screen. communication.

Option 2: If communication
is proved to exist and
appears to be normal via
Hypertenninal  or other
accessory. Replace
PowerView.
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1 Module Failure

PowerView
Message
Bad Battery Module

Meaning Corrective Action

A battery module has failed, Capture  and decode Raw
and requires replacement. Status Data. Remove and

reinstall battery module.
Run self test again. Take
physical reading of battery

) Bad Power Module 1 A power  module has failed,
and requires replacement. Status Data. Insure that after

Replace Battery Module.

removal ofPower Module,
No IIC faults exist. Replace
Power Module.

1 Capture and decode Raw

Intelligence Module is
installed and failed

The main intelligence
module  has failed, and
requires replacement.

Capture, if possible Raw
Status Data and check the
LEDs. Insure that Rim is in
control before removing and
replacing MIM (use
Maintenance Bypass feature,
if necessary). Check for IIC

I I 1 Faults.
1 Redundant Intelligence 1 The redundant intelligence I Capture Raw Status and I

Module is installed and
failed

The Redundant
Intelligence Module is in
co”tml

module has failed, and
requires replacement.

The main intelligence
module has failed, and the
RIM is functioning as the

check LEDs. Insure that
MIM  is in control  before
removing and replacing the
RIM (use Maintenance
Bypass, if necessary.)
Check for IIC faults.
Replace the main
intelligence module. Check
for IIC faults

I primary intelligence module.
I IIC inter-module I The communications ) Option #I Troubleshoot all

communications failed. between the MIM and at least modules accordingly and
one other module has failed. replace defective modules.

Option#Z  Replace backplane

Ahum Thresholds
I I 1 due to blown trace.
I Load is above kVA alarm I The load has exceeded the 1 Option #I: Reduce the load.

threshold user specified load alarm Option #2:  Use the
threshold. PowerView  to raise the I

Redundancy bar been
lost.

SymmetraTM no longer
detects redundant power
modules.
Either power module(s) have
failed, or the load has
increased.

alarm threshold.
Option #I: Ifpossible, install
additional paver modules.
Option #2:  Decrease the
load.
Option #3:  Disable the I
redundancy alarm by setting
redundancy to zero. (Starh~p
SetupAlarms-Redundancy-
select z.ei-0.)
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a PowerView
Message
Redundancy is below
alarm threshold.

Runtime  is below alarm
threshold.

Bypass is not in range
(either freq or voltage)

Bypass contactor  stuck
in bypass position.

Bypass contactor  stuck
in online position.

Meaning Corrective Action

Actual power module Option #l: If possible, install
redundancy has fallen below additional power modules.
the user specified redundancy Option #2: Decrease the
alarm threshold. Either l o a d .
power module(s) have failed, Option #3: Use the
or the load has increased. PowerView to decrease the

redundancy alarm threshold.
(StartupSetup-Alarms-
Redundancy-select.)

The predicted runtime is Option #l: Allow the battery
lower than the user specified modules to recharge.
minimum runtime alarm Option #2:  If possible,
threshold. Either the battery increase the number of
capacity has decreased, or the battery modules.
load has increased. Option #3:  Decrease the

load.
Option #4: Use the
PowerView to decrease the
minimum runtime alarm
threshold. (Starh~pSetup
Alarms-Runtime-select.)

The frequency and/or voltage Option #I: Decrease the
is out of acceptable range for sensitivity to input
bypass. This message occurs frequency. Change to full
when Symmebam is on line, range tracking. (Startup
and indicates that the bypass SetupOutput  Freq.-select.)
mode may not be available if Option #2:  Correct input
required. voltage to provide

acceptable voltage and/or
frequency.

Symmetram  is shlck in the Capture Raw stahts of the
bypass position, and cannot MM Replace the MIM, if
go online. necessary. IF it is a physical

failure of the Bypass
contactor  and not the drive
replace Bypass contactor  or
Slide Plate.

Symmetram  is stuck in the Capture Raw status ofthe
online position, and cannot Mlh4. Replace the MIM, if
go to bypass. necessary. IF it is a physical

failure of the Bypass
contactor  and not the drive
replace Bypass contactor  or
Slide Plate.
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PowerView
Message
UPS in bypass due to
overload

3eneral  Faults

System is in
Maintenance Bypass

On Battay

Meaning Corrective Action

The load has exceeded the Option #I: Decrease the
system power capacity either load.
in Watts or VA. The Option #2: If possible, add
Symmetra m has switched to power modules to the
bypass mode. system.

Option #3: If load has been
significantly decreased and
measured to be below
overload threshold, the
replacement of the MIM
may clear the overload fault.

The Symmetra TM is in No corrective action
bypass because the “~IXSS~.
maintenance bypass switch is
in the “on” position.
The Symmetmm  is in the on No corrective action is
battery mode of operation. necessary. Please note that
The battery modules are the SymmetraTM  will
being discharged. indicate on battery when it is

commanded to perform a
selftest, runtime calibration
or if discharged batteries are
installed in the frame the
SymmetrP may go to
battery to equalire all

Need Bat Replacement
batteries on the DC bus.

One or more battery modules Troubleshoot battery module
are in need of replacement. and replace battery which

has been denoted as failing.
This is normally do to the
aging (3-5 yrs.) and gradual
decrease of the battery

UPS Fault

module’s ability to support
the load as designed.

A fault has occurred in a Troubleshoot power module
power module. This will and replace as necessary.
always occur with a bad Always caphtre  and decode
power module failure raw Status when possible for
message. failure analysis.
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PowerView
Message
Shutdown or unable to
transfer to Ban due to
overload

Meaning

SymmetraT” has shutdown
because an overload has
occurred and bypass is not
available.

Corrective Action

Option #I: Reduce the load
to eliminate overload.
Option #2:  If possible. add
power modules to eliminate
overload.
Option #3:  Replace failed
power modules to eliminate
overload.
Note: If bypass is not

Load Shutdown from
Bypass. Input FreqNolts
outside limits.

Fault, Battery Charger
Failure

Fault, Bypass  Relay
Malfunction

Fault, Internal Temp
exceeded normal limits

available because of a power
foilwe,  waif for power to be
restored If there is (I
ufilityproblem,  have if
corrected

SymmetraTM has shut the Correct the input voltage
load down while it was on problem.
bypass, because the input
power went out of acceptable
range.
Tbe battery charger in one or Troubleshoot the power
more power  module(s) failed. modules capturing the Raw

Status Data of the Power
Module(S) in question.
Replace power module.

The bypass relay has This fault is not nomnlly
malfunctioned. seen with the Symmetn~ in

the field. It would require
troubleshooting the MUI.
Capturing the Raw Status of
the MIM  to insure that it is
providing the voltage to the
Bypass Contactor to drive
the contactor.  If the MIM is
known to be “good”  then
replacing the Bypass
contactor or entire slide plate
will be necessary.

The temperature of one or Replace the overheated
more battery modules is too modules. The thermostat is
hot. reporting the temperahlre  to

high to the MJM.
Option #I: Replace Module.
Option #2 In some cases,
there may be a defect in the
battery sense of the MIM
and require the replacement
of the hlIM.
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;YXRCC  Faults

PowerView
Message
,nput  circuit breaker
ripped open.

System level fan failed

30

Meaning

lhe input circuit breaker on
he Symmetram has tripped.
Input voltage is disconnected
0 the SymmetrKTM

4 cooling fan in the
lymmetra~ frame has
railed.

fbere may be several causes:
:I) 3 Volt difference
xhveen  battely  voltage of
%Rframe and Main Frame
:2)  Fuses are faulty on XR
bme
13)  Problem at the VDC Bus
,f XR Frame and or Main
hme
:4)  One of the pins on the
4nderson  Connection is
ceded which causes an
,pen connection between
iames.

Wed  A/D convertor chip
,hat  is used to measure and
:alculate  power.

Corrective Action

Option #I : If this occurs in
conjunction with an overload
condition, decrease the load
and reset the breaker.
Option #2:  lfno overload
condition exists, reset
breaker. If it trips again,
have electrician check for
pmper  wiring and any shorts
that may be causing breaker
to hip. This  is a slow blow
breaker which is slightly
oversized to deal with the
inrush current oftbe
transformer. The Input
breaker feeding the
SymmetraTM will nomnlly
trip  open tint.
Option #l: lffan is not
spinning replace with new
fan or check 6 prong
connector.
Option #2:  If fan is spinning
then capture raw status data
ofMIM. There  may be a
problem with the Fan sense
Circuitry and needs to be
troubleshooted  further.
Possibly, a connection
problem requiring field
service or a defective MlM.
Option I: Inspect and repair
or replace power cable.
Option 2: Dispatch Field
service to site to check and
replace fuses or connectors,
if necessary

Replace the SYXRCC
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PowerView
Message
E3

E 7

EF

Meaning Corrective Action

Failure to read/write to the Optic&l:  Reset the
EPROM  on the SYXRCC SYXRCC by rear thumb

screw.
Option #2:  Replace the
SYXRCC

This an external IIC error Option #I: Recommend
where the SYXRCC can not purchase of upgrade, if
communicate with the MIM. Symmetmm  is older than

9838.
Option #2:  Troubleshoot
accordingly, replace either
MIM, SYCC, SYXRCC or
cable.

Failed AID convertor chip Replace the SYXRCC
that is used to measure and
calculate power

No communication with the The Symmetra~ is unable to Symmebam  is older than
SYXR. communicate with the 9838 or there is a problem

Symmetram XR cabinet with communication
between the MIM, SYCC,
communication cable and
the SYXRCC (external IIC).

XR Frame Failure The SymmetxP’  has Check LED on the SYXR
detected a fault being and troubleshoot the error
broadcast by the SYXRCC code accordingly.

No green light on the The Symcc does not have Option #I: install  the battery
SYXRCC or illumination on sufficient battery power to modules and insure that they
the SYXRCC LED 7 power on or does not .sense are charged.
segment display the IZVDC on the Option #2:  Check or replace

Communication cable. cable due to defect. Insure
proper installation of cable
between SYCC and the
SYXRCC.
Option #3:  Possible
defective SYXRCC or
SYCC. Replace modules
accordingly.

SYXRCC green status light There can be a defeclive Option #l: Turn dial to
is on, but the 7segment  LED driver on the SYXRCC, a check proper  factory
display is not illuminated damaged or loose 24 pin calibration ofthe SYXRCC.

ribbon cable, or a defective 7 Replace card for driver
segment LED display failure.

Option #2:  Dispatch field
service to check and/or
replace ribbon cable or 7
segment LED display.
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X. Resources

PowerView
Message
Frame number LED at the
front of the SYXR flashes on
and off

The SymmetrP does not
recognize the removal or
installation of battery
modules in the SYXR

“On Battery” False Alam,

Bad battery module reported
inXRtiame

Meaning

More than one XR frame is
set with the same frame
number. In some cases the
SYXRCC driver is defective

This occurrence would
indicate either a no
communication issue
between frames or a
connector problem on the
backplane if it is bay
specific.

Battery modules installed in
the frame were deeply
discharged. The
SymmetraTM will run off
battery power for a short
period of time to equalize the
battery voltage and recharge
all batteries &ordingly  -
‘Ihe SYXRCC has detected a
bad battery and is reporting it
tothem

Corrective Action

Option #I: Change fmme
number by rear dial on
SYXRCC.
Option #2:  Replace
SYXRCC
Option #I: Troubleshoot the
communication pmblem  as
previously discussed.
Option #2:  Replace
SYXRCC
Option #3:  Dispatch field
service to check backplane
connections and replace
appropriate backplane as
“WCSSZVY.
Allow time for batteries to
recharge. Insure that
Powerchute  is not running
which can cause an
undesired gracetid  shutdown
of the servers and a reboot 01
the entire supported load.

Replace battery module.
Also as previously discussed
resetting the battery and
retesting it via a selftest will
confirm initial fault.

Depending on your locale and you responsibilities you may or may not have access to all databases and servers
listed below. The intent is to document where the information can be found.

Databases
Kbase - Technical troubleshooting database that list known problems and their solutions.

Mostly developed and maintained by the Tiger Teams. It is located on Barracuda server.
Symmetram Information - More ofa sales tool database with some technical presentations.

Weights and measurements can be found here as well. ‘Ihis database is located on Barracuda and Hammerhead
servers.

User Manual - Database of all product manuals and technical specifications that are currently
available. It is located on Barracuda as well.

DCS Product Information -This database is for the platform engineers who work on the DCS
product line. It includes design notes, schematics, and diagnostic tools. This database by its design and content
is more restrictive to design and platform engineers This database is located on Hammerhead server.

Darkstar  DVT testing-This  database contains test reports ofthe Symmetra’s  modules and frame.
These test are done for UL, international and industry standards. The performance and specification are tested
and recorded in this database. This database is located on Manning and is more restrictive in regards to access.
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Parts Spec - release parts-This database contains specifications of parts and components used to
manufacture the Symmettam.  It will also contain information on the vendor that is used. This database is
located on Hammerhead as well.

Corrective Actions - This database contains case studies and discussions on failures of modules and
components in manufaduring  and in the field. It is located on Hammerhead.

Corporate MEls - This database server is located on Hammerhead. It contains the manufachning/
assembly instructions for the entire product  line. This database may as well be restricted to engineering and
manufacturing personnel.

Sales Tool Library 2 This database contains some technical listings for Symmetra- as well as
selling tools, competitor information, presentations, and more

Contacts :
Tiger DCS
Application Engineers
Product managers
DC.5 Tiger Team Leader - NAM
Technical Support Manager (DCS)

Standards & Safety Agency Requirements
Where applicable, the Symmetram  Power ArmyTM complies with the following listed industry
standards and safety agency requirements. Test reports  from certified independent laboratories
that verify compliance to the conducted and radiated emissions requirements of the applicable
FCC, CE and VCCI standards are available t?om American Power Conversion. See the Agency
Approval database for any updates.

UL Listed, per standard UL 1778  (Unintermptible  Power Supply Equipment). UL File No.
E95463.

CSA Certified, per standard CSA 107.1 (General Use Power Supplies, Industrial Products).
CSA File No. LR63938.

VDE Certitiied  with GS Licence,  per standards EN 50091-I (Uniriterruptible  Power Systems,
Part I: General and Safety Requirements), and EN 60950 (Safety of Information Technology
Equipment). VDE File No. 19244-3335-1004.

FCC Verified Class A, per standard FCC 47 CFR Part  15.

CE Verified Class A, per standards EN 50091-Z (Uninterruptible Power Systems, Part 2:
EMC Requirements), EN 55022 (Limits and methods of measurement of radio disturbance
characteristics of information technology equipment) and EN 50082-l (Electromagnetic
Compatibility-General Immunity Standard, Part I: Residential, Commercial and Light Industry).
VCCI Verified Class A, per Agreement of Voluntary Control Council For Information
Technology  Equipment, April 1997.
C-TICK Approval Class A, per standard AS/NZ 3548.

EMI Information on the SymmetraTM  (Domestic):
The Symmetm’s  power transformer emits a low frequency magnetic field that can cause interference with
certain computer monitors using a refresh rate of 60 Hz and located in close proximity to the SymmetraTM.  The
effects of this interference appear as a wavy image on the computer monitor.
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VA
Load

2000

SOW

4000

5000

6000

7000

6000

9ow

1oow

12000

14000

15000

18000

This can ofien be minimized by adjusting the monitor’s refresh rate up to 70-75 Hz or moving the
monitor to a distance of 6 feet from the SymmetraTM. These low frequency electromagnetic fields
are well below the limits recommended by the manufacturers of computer equipment and
electmnic storage media. Therefore, no special considerations need to be taken with respect to low
frequency electromagnetic fields when determining the placement of SymmetrP  next to this type
of equipment. Additionally, we are not aware of any evidence which conclusively indicates that
electromagnetic fields of this magnitude pose any significant health problems.

A customer can shield their monitor by using a Fan&y cage. Below me some suggested Web Sires  rhof offer
information  on EMI shielding andjikring.
http://~.aesops.com/workstationcovers.html
http://www.tecknit.com/
http://nvrr.elna-ferrite.com/pagea/about.html
http://www.apm-emi.com/
http://wm.mushield.com/

Runtime  Charts

Number of Battery Modules Installed

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 12

1 5  40 l.lhr. 1.6hr  2.1hr  2.7hr  3.2hr  3.7hr  4.3hr  4.6hr  5.9l-u

9 23 40

8 15 n

nla il 20

nla 9 1 5

ala 7 1 2

“la 6 1 0

n/a nla 9

nla n/a 7

nla n/a 6

n/a n/a n/a

nla nla nla

nla n/a rtla

58

40

29

23

16

1 5

1 3

1 1

9

7

6

6

1.3hr  1.6hr  2.Ohr  2.3hr  2.6hr  3.Oh1 3.7lu

53

40

31

25

21

1 6

1 5

1 2

IO

9

6

1.1 hr

51

‘lo

32

n

23

20

15

12

1 1

10

1.4hr  1.6hr  1.9hr  2.1hr  2.6hr

62

49

40

33

26

24

1 9

15

1 4

13

1.2hr  1.4hr  1.6hr  2.0hr

5-9 - l.l,hr-13tu  1.6hr

47 55 I.Ohr 1.3hr

40 46 53 1.1 hI

34 40 46 55

29 34 40 51

23 27 31 40

16  22 25 32

17 20 23 29

15 16 21 2 7
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VA Load

2000

3Ow

4ow

5ow

6000

7SoS

a000

s o w

iOW0

12ooo

14coo

15000

16W6

Number of Battery Modules Installed

15 20 25 30 40 50 60 70 80 90

7.5k 9.9hr 12.5hr 15.Ohr 19.9hr 24.9hr 3O.Ohr 34.6hr 39.6h144.6hr

4.6hr 8.6tw 6.3hr lO.Ohr 13.3hr 16.6hr 2O.Ohr 23.2hr 26.6hr 2S.Shr

3.4hr 4.6hr 6.2h1 7.6k lO.Ohr 12.6hf 15.Ohr 17.3hr 2O.Oh 22.5w

2.6hr 3.7,~ 4.8hr 5.9hr 6.Oi-u lO.Ohr 11.6h 13.7hr 16.Oh 16.0hr

2.1hr 3.Ohr 3.9hr 4.6i-a 6.6hr 6.3,~ 9.6h 11.3hr13.2hr14.9hr

i.6hr 2.5h 3.3h1 4.Oi-u 5.6hr 7.1hr 6.Ohr 9.6hr 11.2h12.7hr

1.6hr 2.1i-a 2.6h1 3.5hr 4.6hs 6.2i-r 7.Ohr 6.3hr 9.6hr ll.Ohr

1.3hr 1.6hr 2.4hf 3.Oh 4.2hr 5.4hr 6.0h 7.2i-a 6.4,~ 9.6hr

1.1 hr 1.6hr 2.1 hr 2.7 hr 3.7 hr 4.6 tu 6.4 hr 6.4 hr 7.4 tu 6.5 hr

53 1.3hr 1.7hr 2.1hr 3.Ohr 3.9l-u 4.2hr 5.2tu 6.Ohr 6.9hr

44 l.lhr 1.4hr 1.6hr 2.5hr 3.3h 3.6hr 4Ahr 5.Oht 5.6hc

40 56 1.3 hr 1.6 tu 2.3 hs 3.0 i-u 3.2hr 3.9 hr 4.6 hr 5.3 hr

36 53 1.2 lx 1.5hr 2.1 hr 2.8hr 3.Oh1 3.6 hr 4.2 i-u 4.9 hr

Approximate Recharge Time Chart-based on 5 power module, 16Kva frame, 0.7 PF, 25C
Number of Batteries

Approximate Recharge Time Chart-based on 5 power module, 16Kva frame, 0.7 PF, 25C
Number of Batteries
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SymmetraTM Basic Battery Cabinet

Qmmetram Basic Cabinet,  10 Bag
SYXWBCI

$mmeltW  Bask Cabint?i,  20 Bett

SYXRBC2
Symmalra~  Basir  Rblnet, 30 Batl

SYXRBC3

Comparison with SYXR4-BM and SYXRlZ-BM

1 Feature 1 SYXR-BM 1 SYXRBC I

List price (with SYBA’lTS  in BM)

Runtime at 16 kVA
Hot-swappable batteries
self-serviceable

user installable
ships with casters installed
ships with batteries installed
ships with cable installed
scaleable in 6 min. increments

(4, I 2) (1,2,3)
$3919, $4569, $6599, $8134
$8759
15,40 30,60, 90
yes
yes

yes
y e s
II0

yes
yes

no
“0
yes

yes, no, no
yes
yes
no
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l. .1

daisy chainable
full runtime  displayed on PowerView
self-diagnosis of impending bad battery
communication of exact location of bad
battery
same look as SymmetraTM
automatic self-testing of batteries
APC Services available

Start-up
Power Plan Warranty
Site Support Plan (on-site)
Preventative Maintenance

footprint (Width x depth) in inches

Weight (in pounds)
Batteries

I

Technical Specifications:

Ambient Operation
Agency approvals and listings
Battery specs:

not available
WSVNDXI-T6

WPMV-T6

“0 I
24x27 1 28x32.5,40x32.5,40x

(10,20,30)

0 to +40 degree C
UL and CSA
PRC 1290X (12 Vdc, 75.8 Ah at 20 hour
A:r^l.“r”q rate,

, “lJrrrol&r  .-.-,

1 0 to 60 degree C
I.“?. ,.r. gree C

Operating temperature: I

Recommended Temperature: 1 tmroL3oe
nimmcinnr I I I\ .-.I, .~ r I_,,

-
Weigl
Terminal: L type lead
Hardware: l/4”, type HMP-4
Float voltage: 2.25 - 2.30 VPC (13.5 - 13.8 Vdc per battery)

f!nhlino  wwc~

-....-..” .-.. “.
ht:

, IV.‘ xo.o,‘x9.66”(LxWxH)
1 60.6 Ibs.

- --. . . . I -_I I

Inwlatinn: I PVC I
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Runtime Chart for SYXRBC

How to size the SYXRBC:

1. Determine the customer’s load in kVA.
2. Make sure you have at least two SYFJAlTs in the Symmetra~.
3. Determine the runtime with Symmetra’s  SYBAlTs from Symmetram  runtime chat
4. Add the runtime of the SYBATTs to the runtimes  below.
5. To guarantee recharge times of less than 10 times discharge:

a. always utilize at least N+l power modules; check recharge chart below
b. contact SymmetmrM marketing for runtimes  exceeding 2 hn.

RUNTIME  CHART

SYMMETRAm  FRAMES TOTAL RUNTIME
output Power output SYXRBCI SYXRBC2 SYXRBC
Power Factor Power 3

1.. I,.,. . ..1.1.1-T-111

R e c h a r g e  1
II I

YXRBC2 ) SYXRBC3 1
..--.- ..--.-

SYl6K  N+l (5 SYPM) 5.0 9.0 14.0
SYIGK 6.0 11.0 17.0
SYl2KEX 7.0 15.0 23.0
ISYflK I Ill-l I 74n I
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Logistics:
Delivery: Delivery ofthese  cabinets will be directly from the warehouse in New Jersey. They will

ship to be at the customer site within five business days of the SymmetraTM (I 5 days in Canada). This is a build
to order product  and falls under the same order rules as the SymmetraTM. The customer will need to have a
pallet jack or fork lift on site to get the cabinet off the pallet and into its space. Inside delivery will be a
necessity.

Shipping instructions: Like SymmetraTM, inside delivery must be specified. When entering an
order into AK’s system, the following statement should be used: “Inside delivery: de-skidding
necessary/special equipment needed”. United Van Lines will be our carrier of choice.

How to order: These are ordered the same way as any other SymmetraTM product.
Installation instructions:

Service Programs

Standard Warranty: The Symmetram  Basic Battery Cabinet comes with a standard two year warranty.
This covers parts and shipping.

Start-up:
Includes: Labor, travel, and the following deliverables

I. Test battery voltage and integrity
2. Test fuse resistance (replace if necessary- PQE should have fuses in their tool box)
3. Test cabling integri*  (checking connections)
4. Plug it in (simple- just plug in an Anderson camector,  the cabinet comes with all batteries wired and
ready to go)
5. Run the Symmetram  through a self-test and check the approximated mntime on the PowerView or
PowerChute.
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Preventive Maintenance:
Includes: Labor, travel, and the following deliverables

I. Test battery voltage and integrity
2. Test fuse resistance (replace if necessary- PQE should have fuses in their tool box)
3. Test cabling integrity (checking connections)
4. Vacuum dust t+om inside cabinet
5. Run the Symmetram  through a self-test and check tbe approximated runtime  on the PowerView  or
Powerchute.
6: Done once per yew.

Onsite  Service:
Includes: Labor, travel, parts and the following deliverables

1. Testing and replacement of faulty components
2. Next day guarantee on showing up

RMA:
I Customer calls APC.
2. Tech suppal  does their thing.
3a. A site visit is needed

APC service shows up on site (with limited number of parts for Pulsar, no batteries)
troubleshoots problem
Pulsar is the culprit
AFT service doesn’t have parts to fix the unit
contacts Power in NJ with the details.
Power will ship the necessary parts for next day delivery, ?ame day in sane areas.
APC service repairs unit when parts arrive.

3b. Site visit not needed. (Power has a list of questions which will help pinpoint tbe problem area)
Pulsar is the problem.
APC sends necessary replacement components

CMA:
APC’s  stanw  with this product will be  no returns.. Any exceptions will require special permission from DCS
marketing. For shipping damage, we will replace individual components whenever possible.



1 XI. Weight and Dimensions



international and Japanese Weights
Frame without Modules or Accessoty Box

SYMSTRFJ 240 Kg
SYMINIJ 137 Kg

SYMSTRFI 100 Kg
SYMINIFI 75 Kg

Frame Fully Loaded
SYMSTRF31 105.5 Kg

SYMSTRFJ 434  Kg
SYMINIJ 244 Kg

SYMSTRFI 290.5 Kg.
SYMINIFI 178 Kg.

XII. Spare Parts Specification

Part Number

490-0007A

Part Name

SymmetraTM  Fan

Slide Plate I6KVa
Slide Plate SKVA
Slide Plate 16KVA INT

Slide Plate 8KVA INT
el6KVA J
e SKVA J

de Plate 16KVA 3:l

l !

Description 1 Assembly I

Symmetram System Lvl Fan
FAN,230VAC.50/60HZ.l05CFM
4.7”

Slide Plate I6KVA Domestic
Slide Plate 8KVA Domestic
Slide Plate 16KVA

Number-
OM606

OM-612
OM-622
OM-634

International
Slide Plate 8KVA International OM-632
Slide Plate 16KVA Japanese OM-650
Slide Plate SKVA Japanese OM-652
Slide Plate I6KVA 3:l OM-644
Output Terminal Block
Domestic
Output T Block,for OM-609
International
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Part Number Part Name

OW6017 Input Tap Selector-
Japan

OW63lC

OW-639

OW-5007A

530-0036

SYPDUIO
SYPDU20
530-0037

53O-OQ23

530-0001

770-0030

770-0042

77Oa357

OM-635E

OM636E

770-0063

530.0018

OW - 694C

515-0072

Input Terminal Block-NAM &
Japan

Input Terminal Block -
International UNIT I:!

Input Terminal Block -
International 3:l

Output Circuit Breaker-PDU
Option 16KV.&NAM
8KVA PDU Panel
16KVA  PDU Panel
Output circuit breaker-
PDU Option 8KVA -NAM

30 amp PDU circuit breaker
for Domestic Models

IS Amp PDU Circuit Breaker
for Domestic Models

Nema Lb30 receptacle for PDU

NEMA Ll4-30  receptacle for
PDU
NEMA 5-I 5 receptacle for PDU

8KVA lNT. convenience panel
(PDU)
16KVA JNT convenience panel
(PDLJ)
FOUR lEC320  FOR

lnfemational PDU

Circuit breaker for lnt.
Convenience Panel
60” XR power cable

XR Frame Fuse

Description 1 Assembly
Number-

TERMMAL  BLOCK ASSEMBLY, See Slide Plate
TRANSFORMER, SLIDE PLATE Assembly for
ASSEMBLY, JAPAN 6OOVACiDC Japanese Model
150AMPS640Vac150Amp
TERMINAL BLOCK/RAIL,  INPUT, See Slide Plate
WITH GROUND CONNECTED TO Assembly for
RAIL 600VAC 15OAmp Dam. & Japan
Teerminal  Block Rail Assembly with OM614
Rail Grounded Ground Block and
Internationally oriented Labeling
TERMlNAL  BLOCK ASSY INPUT See Slide Plate
3:l Aswmbly for 3:l
600V 125 Amps
CKT BRKR, 3P, 9OA,240VAC S-z PDU Assmnbl)
*5ooO  Amp lntenupt  Capacity for 16KVA
8KVA PDU Panel
I6KVA PDU Panel
ClRCUlT  BREAKER, 50 AMP, 3
POLE, 250 VOLT A.C., 2000 AMP
INTERRUPT,

See PDU Asxmbl)
for 8KVA

CIRCUIT BREAKER,  2 POLE, 30
AMP, 250 VOLT A.C. ~ISOOAMF’
intemlpt

See PDU Assembb

CIRCUIT BREAKER, 1 POLE, I5
AMT’, I25 VOLT A.C 5000 Amp
bltermpt

See PDU Asxmbl)

AC CONN RECP 3OAnSOV  TWST- See PDU Assembl)
L C K
AC CONN RJXF’ 3OAIl2.5VI2SOV See PDU Asxmbl)
Twist Lock I
AC CONN RECP,ISA, IZSV, NEMA 1 See PDU Assembl)

4 iso&d phase terminals.
CIRCUIT BREAKER 1 POLE. IO 1 See OM635Ec8K).
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515-1060 Battery module Fuse FUSE. SLOW ACTING, 60 AMP,

OW6014A HARNESS SIONAL J.&PA

Last Modilied  06/14/2000 by Matthew Tavares
Reformaned  01/03/2002  by Julie Ciplla
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Installation Instructions

Configuration Procedure continued

Configure Call-UPS II 1. Insert Call-UPS II (also called the Out-of-Band Management
Card) into Slot #2 of the Triple Chassis.

2. Configure a terminal emulation program for Program Mode using
the settings in the table on page 3.

3. Execute the connection to Call-UPS II.

4. Type Y to access smart mode. Call-UPS II will respond SM.
5. Type 1. Wait a minimum of one second. Type 1 again. CallUPS  II

will respond APROG. Call-UPS II is now in Program Mode.

Note: If APROG does not appear, press the 1 key again.

6. To disable the UPS Control menu option in Call-UPS II, type I
(lowercase L). Call-UPS II will respond OK.

7. To see the current status, type i (lower case i). Call-UPS II
responds 0 (zero) for “Control menu enabled” or 1 (one) for
“Control menu disabled.”

8. Type R (uppercase r) to exit Program mode.

9. Call-UPS II will respond BYE. Disconnect the terminal emulation
program.

10. Remove the 940-0024C  cable.

4
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Installation Instructions

Configuration Procedure continued

Complete the Call-UPS II
configuration

1. Connect the Call-UPS II contiguration cable (940-0103) to the
Management port on the Call-UPS II card.

2. Confiaure  a terminal emulation oroaram  for Confiauration mode
using-the settings in the table below.

Configuration Mods Settings

Baud rate 9600 bps

1 Data bits I 1 I

Parity

Stop Bit

NOiX

I 1

1 Flow Control 1 None I

3. Perform the connection to the Call-UPS II,

4. Press CTL+P to enter password. Enter the password and press
ENTER.

NOTE: Default password is APC in all caps.

5. A header will appear showing the model of APC UPS connected,
copyright information, and the factory default site I.D. and
location. Press any key to continue with the configuration.

6. Review the Main menu. The control options should show
**Disabled* l . If it does not, return to Configure Call-UPS II on
page 4, otherwise continue to step 7.

7. From the Main menu on Call-UPS II, select option i, Call-UPS II
Settings.

a. Select Option 9, Answer Ring. This setting configures the
number of rings before the modem answers a call.

b. A prompt will appear for a number of Answer rings. Type 2
and then press ENTER.

c. The screen will be refreshed and return to the Settings menu.
Review the Answer Rings to ensure the setting has been
saved.

i. Special configuration for Silcon  DP300E Series UPS.

ii. While in the Call-UPS II Settings menu select Option 6
(Baud Rate).

iii. Select the baud rate 9600,E. Type 3 and then press ENTER.

iv. The screen will be refreshed and return to the Settings
menu. Review the Baud Rate to ensure the setting has
been saved.

Remote Monitoting Unit installation 5



Installation Instructions
Configuration Procedure continued

Complete the Call-UPS II
configuration

8. Minimal configuration has been completed. Press the ESC key
until a prompt appears for verification to exit configuration of Call-
UPS Il. Type YES (all upper case) and press ENTER.

9. Close the terminal emulation program and disconnect the
configuration cable.

10. Call-UPS II will respond BYE. Disconnect the terminal emulation
program. Remove the 940-0103 cable.

Remote Monitoring Unit installation



Installation Instructions

Configuration Procedure continued

Install Measure-UPS II 1. Insert the Measure-UPS II card into slot #l in the Triple Chassis.

2. Secure the Measure-UPS II card in the Triple Chassis with the
two screws supplied with the Triple Chassis.

3. Connect the 940-0121A cable by plugging the terminal block into
the contact plugs of Measure-UPS II. If the 940-0121A  cable is
not provided close the contacts as described below.

a. Using gauge wire, make short (approximately 1”) jumpers
with stripped ends.

b. Insert jumpers into open Measure-UPS II contacts (Zones
1 - 4) on the terminal block.

c. Screw down and secure the jumpers into the terminal block.

4. Plug the temperature probe into the port marked “Probe One” on
Measure-UPS II. The other end of this probe will be attached to
the outside of the box.

Remofe  Monitoring Unit lnsfallation 7



m Remote Monitoring Unit

Connection Procedure

Connect cables 1. Connect the provided communication cable to the communication
port of the UPS.

a. For Symmetra, Smart-UPS, or Matrix-UPS, use 940-IOOOA.

b. For Silcon  SP300E series UPSs.  use 940-0071.

2. If connecting to a .%/con  DP300E series UPS:
a Connect the 940-0081 cable (pass through cable) to the

second 25pin RS232 port on the communication board of
the UPS. Route the other end through the bottom of unit.
Run the cable to the final location of the Remote Monitoring
Unit (RMU). This will be connected to the RMU during final
assembly

Connect the 940-0071 cable (Main communication cable) to
the first 25pin RS232 port on the communication board of
the UPS. Then route the other end through the bottom of
unit. Run the cable to the final location of the RMU to be
connected to the RMU during final assembly.

If the 25 pin RS232 port on the UPS is in use by a
customer’s cable, notify the customer that you are
disconnecting the cable. Plug the cable 940-1502A into the
port. The steps for the connection of the 940-1502A are on
page 8.

connect Note: Battery pack connection is a safe procedure, isolated from
PowerStack  250 electrical hazards. Be careful when removing the batteries-
(PS250  or PS25Oi) they are heavy. Small sparks at the battery connectors are
Battery normal during connection.

1. Reach into the finger-pull and remove the front cover on the
PowerStack 250. (PS250  or PS25Oi for international).

Remote Monitoring Unit installation



Installation Instructions
Connection Procedure continued

Connect PowerStack  250 2. Use a flat head screwdriver to turn the two-battery door screws %
(PS250 or PS25Oi)  Battery, turn counterclockwise. Open the door.
continued

3. Grasp the clear plastic tab and gently pull the battery pack out of
the UPS until the battery connector is visible.

4. Connect the battery connectors by gripping both connectors and
firmly pushing them together.

5. Push the battery pack in as far as it will go. There are stops in the
back to prevent it from going too far.

6. Close the battery door, turn the battery compartment screws %
turn clockwise, and then replace the front cover.
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Installation Instructions

Configuration Procedure

Configure the Remote
Monitoring Unit (RMU)

1. Connect the RS-232 cable (940-IOOOA  for Symmetra, 940-0071
for Silcon) to the “To UPS’ port on the Triple Chassis.

Monitoring

‘Status LED

2. Configure the Triple  Chassis (AP9604S)  on/y when connected to
a Silcon DP300E UPS

a. Connect the 940-00246 to the Monitoring port of the Triple
Chassis (AP9604S) and the other end to your PC.

b. Configure a terminal emulation program for Program Mode
using the settings in the table below.

Configuration Mode Settings I

1 Baud rate ) 2400 bps I

1 Data bits I8 I

1 Parity NOIE I

Stop Bit

Flow Control

1

NOIX

c. Start the terminal connection software from the PC.

d. Enter the configuration menu by pressing ENTER.

e. Using the display menu, set the following information:

i. the model of the DP300E

ii. the serial number

iii. the manufacture date

iv. the nominal output voltage

Note: Locate the above information on the inside of the door
of the UPS.

Remote Monitoring Unit installation 3



Installation Instructions

Assembling the Unit

1. Connect the Triple Chassis 24-volt powv supply to the “Optional
Power” input.

2. Connect the 940-1502A  to the “Monitoring Port” of the Triple
Chassis.

3. Insert the Triple Chassis upside down into the enclosure, with all
the cables accessible on the inside.

4. Organize the cables neatly, with the temperature probe, the
power cable 940-0071. and the 940-1502A  cable through the
hole on the rear of the enclosure.

5. Make sure the power switch on the modem is on, and place the
modem into the enclosure.

Continued on next page
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Installation Instructions

Assembling the Unit COrW?ued

Procedure, continued 6

7

8

Connect the 940-0080 DC splitter cable to the modem and plug
both g-volt  power supplies into it. Place one power supply into the
bottom of the enclosure. Run the other through the hole in the
back of the enclosure.

To Modem

7

Supplies

Connect the phone line from the wall to the input side of the
P-Te12.

Connect the phone line cable to the exit side of the PTe12.

Note: Listen for a click, which indicates a good connection.

Continued on next page
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Installation Instructions

Assembling the Unit continued

9. Connect the other end of the phone line cable to the line port of
the modem. You will connect the ground wire on the PTel2 to the
PowerStack  250 later.

10. If you are monitoring a Symetra power array, connect the modem
g-pin connector to Call-UPS II. If monitoring  UPS,
connect the g-pin  female connection of the 940-0081 cable to the
Call-UPS II Management port and attach the modem to the
remaining g-pin  connector on the 940-0081 cable.

11. Mount the PTe12 (using Velcro) to the wall of the enclosure where
it will not be in the way of any other cables.

12. Attach the temperature probe to the outside of the enclosure as
using the provided Velcro as shown.

10 Remote Moniforing Unit installation



Installation Instructions

Assembling the Unit continued

Procedure, continued 13. Connect the PowerStack  250 (PS250 or PS25Oi for
international) to AC outlet and power on the unit. Run the
power cable through the hole at the rear of the enclosure.
Plug the internal power supply for the modem and Triple
Chassis into the PowerStack  250.

14. Connect the g-pin end of the 940-0121A cable to the
monitoring port of the PS250  UPS.

15. Connect the ground wire from the PTe12 to the ground screw
on the PS250.

16. Partially remove the Call-UPS II card from the Triple
Chassis. Slide the Call-UPS II card back into the Triple
Chassis and watch for the transfer light on the modem to
blink 6 to 7 times, indicating that Call-UPS II has sent its
configuration to the modem.

17. Secure the Call-UPS II card in the Triple Chassis with the
two screws supplied with the Triple Chassis.

16. Photocopy the RMS Site Information form on page 12 and fill
in the information requested.

19. Contact the regional Operation Center for final configuration
and testing. You will need to refer to the form completed in
Step 18.

Note: You must complete this step before going to the
next step.

Continued on next page
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Assembling the Unit continued

Procedure, continued 20. Slide the PS250  under the lip of the enclosure.

21. Lower the front of the UPS into the enclosure and align the screw
holes. Secure in place using the supplied screws.

22. Place the four rubber feet onto the bottom of the enclosure and
set it upright. Place it next to the UPS it is monitoring.



Installation Instructions

RMS Site Information
General Information:

Call Back Phone Number ( - )

Monitoring Start  Date / I -
MMIDDI Y Y

UPS:

Model Number

Serial Number

Call-UPS:

Serial Number

Hardware Revision

Firmware Revision

Measure-UPS:

Serial Number

Hardware Revision

Firmware Revision

Probe Serial Number

PS25O[i]:

Serial Number

Remote Monitoring Unit installation 13



Software Accessories Training Level 1

Agenda:

Introduction to Accessories

1) What is a Call-ups? 1D;--h N -hecc
&r g&r.-*C c~.--*--U-=+.~~-s , cc..

2) What is a WeblSNMP Card?
E

dlfd
/&&L* cud 4’I Cad, ?l%+-./LO.

3) What is a Share-ups? - pe*tJ.fJ&-iLr COCVCT vu-+~(paf fir c@-d+-&

4) what is a Measure-ups? - c&a g- rl 2uuf, 4 5Ndrj ,mks h
5) What is Powerchute Network Shutdown? -
6) What is Remote Monitoring?

5&Lw.re &es-+&d -l-o
6rw~J++3-

7) What is a Triple Chassis?

1) Explain what IP addresses are, and how to assign them.
‘2) What’s a switch, lOBaseT, 100, and Cat5 cable?
3) Show the customer how to access firmware, and the latest patches for APC
accessories.
4) Upgrade firmware for APC accessories.
5) Explain what Powerchute Network Shutdown is, how it works with APC UPS’s, and
where customers can get the newest revision of Powerchute.
6) Explain How to Install Powerchute Software.
7) Hands on training, and installation of Remote Monitoring.



PowerStruXure TM
Symmetra PX 40

Start-Up Visit
Scope of Work

APC Representative: Complete this section with information about yourself and your
company. This section is to indicate who is performing the service. Service Order Number:
This field must be completed to ensure correct quality tracking. The unique service number for
this call should be used in this field. This number is the Seibel case number

Location Of System: This information should be completed using the end user information.

Authorization To Service/Test Ups: The site contact must sign this at the completion the Symmetm
PX 40 Start-Up to ensure that all parties involved are aware that the system is completed and
tested.
Note: If a generator is being used with the UPS, schedule a generator test with the customer to
be conducted at the end of the Start-Up visit, if possible.

Service Bulletins: Outstanding Service Bulletins must be completed at the time of the Start-Up and
documented on the appropriate section of the Site Form.

Equipment:

l True RMS Voltmeter.
. Supporting documentation (User Manual and Site Form).
l Standard Issue Insulated tools.
. O-scope along with the current probe (Fluke 43 recommended).
. Level.
l Hacksaw.
. Label&r (ID” white tape with black letters).
l Caution tape (Yellow).

Environment:

1. Ensure that the PreCommissioning Installation Checklist requirements have been met.
2. Ensure the PowerStmXmG’ system environment is suitable for operation. I
3, Ensure that there is no sign of damage to the PowerStmXure~ system.
4. Ensure that there is sufficient clearance around the system for service in accordance with Local

codes and National Electric Code.
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Start-Up Scope of Work

System Visual and Safetv  Inspection:

Warning: Only qualified personnel should perform &ce/ main&ce on this equipment.

Warning: Equipment must be properly de-energized and Locked-Out prior to performing any
tice on this equipment.

Warning: Hazardous energy levels may be present on this equipment. Accidental shorting of
distribution conductors can cause arcing and high currents that can cause serious burns or other
physical harm.

Warning: Improper operation  of equipment can result in personal injury or equipment damage.

Warning: Equipment may contain hazardous voltages even with alI inputs isolated.

Installation Checks:

1. Unpack, inspect, inventory, and install the PowerStmXureTM Base building block equipment.
2. Ensure that the PowerStruXureTM system is properly installed, according to the provided

Blueprint (CT0 Report Site Layout).
3. Ensure that the AC wires to the PDU with System Bypass are properly installed in accordance

with the Installation Guide.
4. Verify that the electrical installation is correct per the Installation Manuals for the associated

PowerStmXurF equipment and that it complies with all local/national electrical codes and
regulations.

5. E- that all of the connections in and to the PDU with System Bypass are properly torqued.
See Installation Guide for torque  specifications.

Note: Do not install any Power Modules or Battery Modules until instructed to do so.

Problems found with the installation most be corrected prior to the commissioning of the
Power.%uXum~  System - call APC Technical support with questions (677-537-0607).
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PowerStruXurerM
Start-Up Scope of Work

Extended Runtime Battery Enclosure & Battery Unit Visual & Safety Inspection:
(Site form entry)

1. Check the mechanical integrity of the Extended Runtime Battery Enclosure. Check the battery
units for (a) Leaks, (II) Dents, and (c) Corrosion.

2. Check the general appearance and cleanliness of the battery units.
3. Measure and record the ambient temperature.
4. Record the serial number of each battery unit.

PDU with System Bypass checks:
This section ensures pmpez  PDU with Svstem Bypass installation at the customer’s site.

1. Ensure  that both the UPS and PDU side panels with the four-inch holes are facing each other
(PDU ships with 4” holes in both side panels).

2. Position the level atop of the UPS and ensure that the unit is leveled. Adjust the feet if
necessary to ensure the unit is stable.

3. Ensure that the units are properly aligned on the raised-floor tiles (ifapplicable).
4. Remove the rear panel of the PDU with System Bypass.
5. Verify that the transformer in the PDU with System Bypass is the proper type for the

customer’s site.
a. Step down transformer 600 Volts to 208 Volts.
b. Step down transformer: 480 Volts to 208 Volts.
c. Isolation imnsformer: 208 Volts to 208 Volts.

6. Verify that the PDU with System Bypass system input circuit breaker is sized properly.
a. 600 Volts input: input circuit breaker is 80 amps.
b. 480 Volts input: Input circuit breaker is 100 amps.
c. 208 Volts input: Input circuit breaker is 200 amps.

7. Verify all circuit breakem, Ql, Q2,43,  input circuit breaker to the PDU with System Bypass
transformer, and all branch circuit breakers are in the Off (open) position.

8. Verify that the power wiring to the PDU Main input circuit breaker has been completed
according to the installation guide, and applicable electrical codes.

9. Verify that the Grounding Electie Conductor (GEC) is installed tium the PDU with System
Bypass grounding buss to a local grounding electrode (effectively bonded to building steel).
Note: A GEC is required on PDU(s) with System Bypass regardless of Voltage type.

10. Connect the input and output power cables from the PDU with System Bypass to the Symmetra
PX 40 input and output terminals as per Installation guide.

11. Connect all control  wires t?om the PDU with System Bypass to the Symmetra PX 40.
a. Ensure that the Symmeha PX 40 EPO/Ancillary board has a jumper installed in de

EPO terminals 1 and 2.
b. Ensure that the Symmetra PX 40 External Switch gear card has a jumper installed in the

taminals 13 and 14.
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POWMSfruXUE”
Start-Up Scope of Work

AC Power Up:

Waring: Appropriate personal protective equipment must be worn when working on energized
PowerStmXure~  equipment.

Waring: Parts of the DC buss in the Symmetra PX 40 am energized when battery modules arc
installed even with the DC breaker off.

Note: The Symmetra PX 40 and PDU PowerView screens take longer than the Single Phase
Symmeha to update information. Be sure to allot ample time for the display to update the info&ion
associated with each action.

1. Install one battery module and one power module in the Symmetra PX 40. These are the.
minimum amount of modules  that must be installed in order to start the system.

2. Apply AC mains to the PDU with System Bypass. Check the phase rotation to ens&e that it is
A-B-C clockwise rotation.

3. Verify correct phase rotation at the primary of the PDU with System Bypass Transformer, H 1,
H2, and H3, ensuring that it is A-B-C clockwise rotation

4. Close the DC Breaker and mm the System Enable switch on.
5. Check for any active alarms in the PowerView display.
6 .  command the Load Qn via the PowerView display.
7. Ensure that the system has powered up on battery and check alarms.
8. Apply AC power to the Symmetra PX 40 input by closing Ql
9. Check phase rotation at the Symmetra PX 40 input temtinal block ensuring that it is AB-C

clockwise rotation.
10. Verify that the Symmena PX 40 accepts the AC Mains input.
11. Verity active alamts.
12. Populate the remamm

. g~po.w&‘~& and Ba* -.&&&,at..s ~~,

1 j Verify active alarms
14. Check STATUS menu in the PowerView follow steps below:

l Voltage Status Screen: Vet& that the input v&age  is correct,  and that the output vo&e
and amperage are at zero (0).

l Freouencv Status Screen: Verify that the input ti-equency  is comxt.
l Batterv  Status Scteem Verify that the battery voltage, Capacity, number of battery ut&s,

bad battery units, and runt&e values are cortect.
l Power,Mc&e Status Screen: Verify that the capacity, fault tolemnces, number of power
i modules, and bad power modules are correct.
l Miscellaneous Status Screen: Verify that the MtM and RIM are &Line andok.
l Check the PDU with System Bypass; Ql shouldbe closed, and 43 and 42 open.

(Continued on next page)
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PowerStNXure~
Start-Up Scope of Work

AC Power Up: (continued from previous page)

15. Press the “ES? key to return to the status screen. Confhm that the output voltage is present,
and that the load L.E.D. is lit.

16. Close 42 breaker in the PDU.
17. Verify the proper input/ output voltage regulation and battery voltage. Verify the metering of all

front panel readings 25% @nput/ Battety/  Output  Voltage/ Input Frequency/ and Qutput
Frequency).

18. Remove the MlM and verify via the PowerView  the proper alarm - ‘Main InteNigence
Module has been removed” and ‘Redundant Intelligence Module os assumed control”.
No other alarms should be present.

19. Replace the MIM and confnm that the PowerView  recognizes that the MIM has returned to
normal operation and the fault light clears (off).

20. In the PowerView  display, scroll to Bypass Operation (Control Menu) and place the Symmetm
PX 40 in static bypass operation. Ensure BYPASS L.E.D on the PowerView  is lit, and 43
gteenlightislit

2 1. Ensure proper phasing, using a True RMS Voltmeter by making sure that there is no difference
in potential between Ll in and Ll out, L2 in and L2 out, and L3 in and L3 out on the 43
breaker. 43 breaker must be in the Off position. The topside of 43 will be utility voltage and
the bottom side of 43 will be the voltage tiom the UPS in static bypass. Voltage should be less
than 2 volts.
Note: 43 is a 4-pole  breaker. Be sure to measure Ll to Ll, L2 to L2, and L3 to L3.

22. Place UPS into Maintenance Bypass:
l Close Q3,Q2 light should come on.
l Qpen 42 breaker, UPS is now in Maintenance Bypass. Red Alarm light on UPS

PowerView should be lit.
23. Return the Symmetm PX 40 to normal operation:

l Place the UPS into static bypass.
l Close 42 breaker and open 43 breaker. Once the 43 breaker is opened the UPS will

return  to normal operation.
24. Use a Fluke 43 to verify correct output voltage and waveform on all phases during Normal,

Battery, and Bypass operation as well as during transfer between operating modes. This should
be a perfect sine wave while in Normal and Battery opetation,  without change during transfer to
and tiom Battery operation. There should be no interruption while transferring between Normal
and Bypass operation. Transferring from Bypass to Battery operation may have a drop in peak
voltage, but should not lose the waveform or have any adverse effect on the RMS voltage

25. Set date and time in Symmetm PX 40 and PDU PowerViews.
26. Check Symmetra PX 40 and PDU PowerViews  to ensure all menu screens are correct.

.:
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PowerStruXureTM
Start-Up Scope of Work

Bypass  I PDU Branch Circuit Test:

1. Place Symmetra PX 40 into Maintenance bypass (43 closed and 42 open).
2. Close all branch circuit breakers in the hvo PDU output panels ensuring no breakers trip.
3. Place Symmetm PX 40 back into Normal operation (43 open and 42 closed).

PowerStruXureTM Base Buildine Block Equipment:
Note: The PowerStmXureru  solution may or may not include  all of the following:

1. Automatic Transfer Switches (ATS):
a. Redundant solutions. Ensure all ATS’s have input A from one source, and input B tiom

another source (do not mix and match).
b. Ensure that the ATS will manually transfer from source A to B using selector switch on

tiunt  of ATS.
c. Ensure that the ATS will automatically transfer from source A to source B by removing

power to source A.
d. Return power to source A and tmsure ATS transfers! returns to source A.

2. Rack Mount Power Distribution Unit (RMPDU): Ensure  that the Outlet strips have power and
that the amp meter is working correctly.

3. DC Plant: Power up the DC plant and ensure that all of the rectifiers arc fully seated in their
compartments.

4. Environmental Monitoring Unit (Em Ensure that the EMU has power and the CAT5
connection is properly connected to the IC Hub.

5. Rack Mount Air Distribution Unit (RMADU): Ensure tbat the ADU is properly installed in the
proper tack(s) per customer request and that the unit is connected to the RackMount PDU.

Symmetra PX 40 Checkpoint - Checking the display  readings:

1. Shut down the Symmetra PX 40 and replace all protective covers. Reenergize the Symmeua
PX 40 system and place it in Normal Operation

2. Verify that the UPS properly transfers between modes of operation with covers  installed
(Normal, Battery, Bypass, System Off) ensuring that no damage was done to components or
wires during the cover replacement. This step must bc done without a load applied.

Settings and Calibrations:

1. Verify that the correct settings for the UPS being commissioned ate present while supporting
customer site requirements.

2. If an emergency genetator is being used, have the generator started at this time. Monitor the
Symmetra PX 40 transfer to generator power. Allow the Symmetta PX 40 to nut on generator
power for several minutes to verify that tbe Symmetta PX 40 stays synchmniz.ed to the
generator.
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POWK%UXU~~
Start-Up Scope of Work

Labeling the PowerStruXureTM Svstem: Note: Use Label&r !A” white tape with black letters

1. Label all PowerS&uXute~ Enclosures numerically, left to right, front to back Use CAP’s on
and font size 4 on the label maker (i.e. ENCLOSURE 1, ENCLOSURE 2, etc.).

2. If multiple UPS’s and Bypass / PDU’s ate installed, label them accordingly (i.e. UPS 1, UPS 2,
PDU 1, PDU 2, etc.).

3. Placement locations for PSX enclosures:
a. NetShelter  VX Enclosures: (empty racks) Dpen front door and place Enclosure #

label just to the right of the APC plastic logo.
b. Symmetra PX 401 Open front door and place Enclosure # label just above the MIM

and RIM left of center. Place the UPS # label in the same location right of center.
c. PDU with System Bypass: Open front door and place Enclosure # label above the 32

port hub lefi of center. Place the PDU # label in the same location right of center.
4. Fill out PDU with System Bypass breaker schedule on laptop, ptint,  and install in the slot

provided in the tiont  of the PDU.

Information Controller Section (If present): See Communication Section in the Power StruXure~
PX 40 User’s Guide. The section has step-by-step instructions on configuring the Intormation
Controller.

Remote Monitoring Service (Optional):

1. Verify that the Web/SNMP  Management Card in the UPS (The card ships with every
Symnetra PX 40). Note: Verify that the UPS is 01.

2. Once the controller has been connected and configured, the Remote Monitoring Operations
Center should start seeing communications. Contact the Operations Center in St. Louis at
(636) 300-2362 and confirm that there is Network connectivity. If the customer does not have
a network drop available, notify the Remote Monitoring Dtwations Center via email or the
number above, and advise customer as to how to continue once the network drop becomes
available and mte this in Siebel.

3. Once Network Connectivity is contirmed, verify that the customer has completed his/her
escalation profile.
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POW&3lUXllE~~
Stalt-Up  Scope of Work

Final Inspection:

1. Verify that the Site Form is complete.
2. Verify that the interior  and exterior of the system is clean and t?ee from debris.
3. Ensure all wires connected and bolts are properly tightened.
4. Explain to the customer how to use the PowerView  on both the UPS and the PDU, and how to

detect and understand fault alarms doring a Symmeha PX 40 failure, and explain the following:
a. Explain the theory and use of the PDU to include an explanation of proper Bypass

procedure and proper use of distribution breakers; For example, explain which circuit
breaker position is associated with which whip.

b. Explain Installation and Removal of the RackMount PDU(s), a.s well as changing phase
monitoring of the strip.

c. Explain the use and functionality of the Automatic Transfer Switch and how to change
between preferred sources.

d. Explain how to swap modules.
e. Briefly describe  to the customer what the main components are in the Power ShuXurc

solution (UPS, PDU, Information controller, Power Modules, PowerView, Battery
Modules, Transformer, DC rectifier, ADU, EMU, etc.,) and how they function.

E Explain the Power path of the system, f&m the input (Utility source), through to the
input circuit breaker, the transformer, into the PDU, to the UPS, and out to the
distribution panels.

g. Give a brief overview of the Power Management Software.
5. Have the customer sign the form indicating that the @em is &line and completely functional

in Normal Operation. Discuss with the customer any problems that were located with the
ekctrical  installation so that they can bc corrected and add this information in the comments
box.

6. If any parts tiled during the Start-Up of the UPS, a complete Unscheduled Maintenance form
must be filled by the FSE and forwarded to APC as soon as possible.

7. Clear the events log prior to leaving the site.
8. In case there is any extra NetShelter  VX hardware remaining, please advise the customer to

place it in his/k place of storage as it may become necessary in the future should the customer
decide to make any changes to his existing configuration.

9. Please assure to leave the site clean and orderly and that all packaging materials are properly
disposed of.

Note additional comments on Site Form.
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